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NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL
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The General
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Nine Months

Ending

June 30

1922
j^C

fc

Year

Ending

June 30

1923

<
1

The

legal

title of the

Connecticut".

The

use

Corporation is "The General Hospital Society of
name "The New Haven Hospital" is also

of the

authorized.

FORM OF

BEQUEST.

give and bequeath to the General Hospital Society of Connecticut in the
City of New Haven, the sum of
I

dollars.

REPORTS OF THE DIRECTORS
OF THE

General Hospital Society
of Connecticut

THE NINETY-FD7TH REPORT
FOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDING JUNE 30, 1922

Presented at the Annual Meeting, July, 1922

THE NINETY-SIXTH REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1923
Presented at the Annual

Meeting, July,

NEW HAVEN:

THE WILSON H. LEE CO.
1923

1923

Rules for the Admission of Patients

for the admission of

Applications
Office

Cedar

on

Street,

week

patients will be received

days between the

recent accident

Emergency and
Each

on

cases

at the

Admitting

hours of 9 A.M. and 5 P.M.

will be admitted at all hours.

letter from

a reputable physician stating
probable duration of the disease, addressed to the Superinten
the New Haven Hospital, New Haven, Conn. In accordance with the

applicant should present

a

the nature and

dent of

regulations of the Hospital, the Superintendent,
Executive

as

the

representative
according

of the

arrange the terms of admission

to the

distance should be made in advance

by the attending

Committee, will

circumstances.

Applications from

physician.
The charge

a

per week for accommodation in the wards is

includes medical and

special formulae and

patients

in the Isolation Pavilion is $17.50 per week.

Private
limited

$17.50 which

surgical attendance together with medicines, except
The charge for ward
serums, nursing and laundry.

rooms

are

semi-private

furnished at $42.00 to $56.00 per week.

room

There is

a

service at $28.00 per week.

City patients are received in the general wards at $10.00 per week; in the
contagious wards at $14.00 per week. The charge to outside towns is $17.50
for

general wards

and $21.00 in the Isolation Pavilion.

Soldiers enrolled

on the State quota in the Civil and Spanish wars, or in the
quotas of other States, if residents of Connecticut at the time of enlistment,

and

now

residents,

are

admitted

tive Officer of the Soldiers'

as State patients
Hospital Fund.

Sailors whose support is
admitted
Insane

on an

order of the

patients

are

on an

order from the Execu

for from the marine hospital fund
Physician of the Port of New Haven.

provided

not admitted.

are

OFFICERS
OP

Greneral

THE

Hospital Society

of

Connecticut

1923-24

HENRY W.

FARNAM, President.
CARMALT, M.D., Vice President.
MILTON C WINTERNITZ, M.D., Secretary.
THE UNION & NEW HAVEN TRUST CO.,
WILLIAM H.

Treasurer.

State Commissioners.

Excellency, Charles A. Templeton, Governor, ex-officio.
Bingham, Lieutenant Governor, ex-officio.

His

Hon. Hiram

Directors whose terms
1924

H. F.

English.

H. W. Farnam.
H. L.

Galpin.
Greenway,

in

1926

Winchester Bennett.

F. M. Adler.

Hiram

D. Spencer Berger.
George P. Day.
W. W. Hawkes, M.D.
F. T. Murphy, M.D.
L. C. Sanford, M.D.

Bingham.
George Blumer, M.D.

T. W. Farnam.
J. C.

of office expire, respectively,
1925

Mrs. E. G. Buckland.
M.D.

Mrs. H. A. Bumstead.

Thomas Hooker.

William H.

J. E. Otterson.

Bruce Fenn.

E. P. Root.

J. T. Moran.

I. M. Ullman.

W. F.

Eli

Isaac Wolfe.

Whitney.

M.D.

Carmalt,

Verdi,

L. E. Stoddard.

Stephen Whitney.
Wiggin.
M. C. Winternitz,

M.D.

F. H.

M.D.

Finance Committee.
Thomas W. Farnam.

Eli

Thomas Hooker.

Whitney.

Executive Committee.

Isaac M. Ullman, Chairman
James T. Moran.

Thomas W. Farnam.

Fred T.
F. H.

Murphy, M.D.
Wiggin.

Superintendent.
Willard C. Rappleye, M.D.
Assistant

Superintendent.

Assistants to the

Superintendent.

Miss Miriam

Curtis, R.N.
Miss Jennie McCutcheon, R.N.
Miss E. Lou Morrison, R.N.

Scott Whitcher.

Auditors.

Messrs.

Lybrand,

Ross Bros. &

Montgomery.

Members of the Society

CORPORATORS.
♦Thomas

Hubbard,

M.D.

Ives, M.D.
♦Jonathan Knight, M.D.
♦William Leffingwell, Esq.
♦Thomas Minor, M. D.

•Eli

*J. S. Peters, M.D.

♦Benjamin Silliman, M.D.
♦John Skinner, M.D.
♦Nathan Smith, M.D.
♦Eh Todd, M.D.
PRESIDENTS.

♦William Leffingwell, Esq.,
♦Hon. Simeon Baldwin,
♦Nathan

Peck, Esq.,
Boardman,
♦Jonathan W. Knight, M.D.,
♦Hon. W. W. Boardman,
♦E. H. Bishop, M.D.,
♦Hon. Francis Wayland,
♦Hon. James E. English,
♦Hon. Samuel E. Merwin,
Hon. Eli Whitney,
William H. Carmalt, M.D.,
Henry W. Farnam,
♦Hon. W. W.

.

VICE PRESIDENTS
♦John S. Peters, M.D.,
♦Hon. Simeon Baldwin,

.

♦Thomas Hubbard, M.D.,
♦Hon. W. W.

Boardman,
Knight, M.D.,
Kimberly.
♦E. H. Bishop, M.D.,
♦Hon. Henry Peck,
♦E. H. Bishop, M.D.,
♦Hon. William Fitch,
♦Hon. James E. English,
♦Morris F. Tyler,
Hon. Simeon E. Baldwin,
Wm. H. Carmalt, M.D.,
♦Jonathan W.
♦Hon. Dennis

TREASURERS
♦Dr. John

Skinner,
♦Amos Townsend,

1827-1832
1832-1864
♦Deceased.
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♦Alexander McAllister,
♦J. A. Bishop,
♦Wilbur F. Day,

1864-1865

1865-1877
1877-1879

♦Leonard S.

1879-1889

♦William T.

1889-1895

Hotchkiss,
Bartlett,
Charles E. Curtis,
♦Warren A. Spalding,

1895-1909
1909-1911

Union & New Haven Trust

1911-

Co.,
SECRETARIES.

♦Charles Hooker, M. D.,
♦N. Beers

Ives, M.D.,
♦Virgil M. Dow, M.D.,
♦E. H. Bishop, M.D.,

1830-1835
.

Jewett, M.D.
♦S. G. Hubbard, M.D.,
♦C. A. Lindsley, M.D.,
♦F. L. Dibble, M.D.,
♦T. H. Bishop, M.D.,
♦W. G. Daggett, M.D.,
H. W. Ring, M.D
M. C. Winternitz, M.D.,

.

1865-1879

.

.

.

.

.

1844-1864
1864-1865

.

1879-1880
....

1880-1906
1906-1910

.

1910-1921
1921-

PRESIDENTS AND DIRECTORS FOR LIFE.

Hon. Simeon E. Baldwin.

Thomas Hooker.

Mrs. F. T.

Miss Susan V. Hotchkiss.

Bradley.

Frederick F. Brewster.
Mrs. John S. Ely.

Charles S. Leavenworth.

Henry F. English.
Prof. Henry W. Farnam.

Victor M.

William W. Farnam.
J. Edward Heaton.
Mrs. Abner Hendee.

fPrevious

1835-1840
1840-1844

.

♦P. A.

fVICE

1827-1830

.

.

Mrs. Julia H. Leavenworth.

Tyler.

Mrs. Victor M. Tyler.
Mrs. W. O. Whitcomb.
Hon. Eli

Mrs. Eli

Whitney.
Whitney.

to the amendment of the constitution of the General

Hospital

Society in 1919, persons contributing at any one time $1,000 became vice
presidents for life; contributors of $500, life directors; contributors of $50,
life members; and contributors of $25, members for ten years. The Act
of March 20, 1919, omitted the class of life directors and provided that con
tributors of $500 should be life members; of $25, annual members. Those
enumerated in the list as life directors are, therefore, those who qualified before
the amendment of 1919.
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VICE PRESIDENTS FOR LIFE.
Miss A.

Bennett.

Hope

Prof, and Mrs. Hiram

Bingham.

Walter E. Malley.
John T. Manson.

Mrs. Frederick F. Brewster.
Mrs. Nathan S. Bronson.

Mrs. Alfred Mitchell.

Miss Caroline E.

James T. Moran.

Phelps Montgomery.

Dudley.
Mrs. Henry F. English.
H.
Lewis
English.
Mrs. Katharine F. Harvey.

S. Z. Poli.

Mrs. William W. Farnam.

Mrs. Franklin

Farrel, Sr.
Farrel, Jr.

Mrs. and Mrs. Franklin

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Fenn.

Isidor Freedman.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L.

Galpin.

Louis M. Sagel.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Sargent.
Mrs. Simon B. Shoninger.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Stoddard.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Stoddard.
Rev. Anson Phelps Stokes.

Hayes Q. Trowbridge.
Mrs. Rutherford Trowbridge.

James A. Hamilton.

Col. Isaac M. Ullman.

Clarence R. Hooker.
Miss Elizabeth R. Hooker.

Major Louis M. Ullman.
Mrs. Pierce N. Welch.

Stephen Whitney.

Miss Marie O. Hotchkiss.

Mr. and Mrs.

Frederick J.

Hon. Rollin S. Woodruff.

Kingsbury.

LIFE DIRECTORS.
Dr. Louis B.

Henry Farnam.
Loring Farnam.

Bishop.

Dr. William H. Carmalt.

Miss Carolina Bronson Farnam.
Miss Elizabeth W. Farnam.

George B. Farnam.

Thomas W. Farnam.

Tracy Farnam.
Henry L. Hotchkiss.

LIFE MEMBERS.
Prof.

George B. Adams.
John W. Ailing.

Charles E. Curtis.

William L. Andrews.

Julius G. Day.
Mrs. F. B. Dexter.

Prof. Roswell P. Angier.
Charles S. Baldwin.

Miss Maria Trumbull Dana.

John I. H. Downes.

Amos F. Barnes.

Mr. and Mrs.

Arthur S. Barnes.
Bayard Barnes.

Mrs. Daniel C. Eaton.
Dr.

Godfrey Dunscombe.

George F. Eaton.

Winchester Bennett.
Mrs. F. D. Berrien.

Dr. Louise W. Farnam.

Charles F. Bliss.

Dr.

Miss Jane C. Bronson.

Mrs. Joseph M. Flint.
Frederick D. Grave.

Miss Margaret L. Bronson.

F. B. Farnsworth.

Joseph M. Flint.

George S. Hastings.

Theodore L. Bronson.

Mrs.

LeGrand Cannon.

Dr. W. W. Hawkes.

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel

Hemingway

GENERAL HOSPITAL SOCIETY.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
H. Stuart Hotchkiss.

Hooker, Jr.

Miss S. G. Hotchkiss.
E. Hubinger.

A. Heaton Robertson.
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard C. Sanford.
John H.

Mrs. Burton Mansfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Morehouse.
Robert Morgan.

Taylor.
Phelps Taylor.
Dr. Raynham Townshend.
Mrs. Raynham Townshend.
Henry Hotchkiss Townshend.
Cortlandt Trowbridge.
Roger W. Tuttle.
Prof. Percy T. Walden.
Mrs. Henry A. Warner.

Charles H. Nettleton.
Henry F. Parmelee.

William A. Watts.

Dr.

Mrs.

Joseph

Mr. and Mrs. John
Harris Lapides.

Lyman

Mrs. John

Day Jackson.

M. Law.

Burton Mansfield.

Henry

W.
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Herbert C. Warren.

Ring.

Henry C. White.

MEMBERS FOR TEN YEARS.
Prof. Yandell Henderson

1924

Prof. E. H. Sneath

1925

Prof. Edward B. Reed

1924

Dr. Arthur N.

Ailing

1926

Mrs. Edward B. Reed

1924

Miss

B. Bristol

1926

1925

William Endicott

1927

1925

Arthur T.

1927

1925

William A. Warner

George

F.

Burgess

Prof. Edward S. Dana

Henry

Fresenius

Mrs. Yandell Henderson

1925

Mary

Hadley

1927

HOSPITAL STAFF

MEDICAL BOARD.
Samuel C. Harvey, M.D., Chairman. Edwards A. Park, M.D.
Milton C. Winternitz, M.D.
Arthur H. Morse, M.D.
Willard C. Rappleye, M.D.,
Francis G. Blake, M.D.

Secretary.

CONSULTING STAFF.
Consulting Physicians and Surgeons.
Gould A. Shelton, M.D.
William H. Carmalt, M.D.
William W. Hawkes, M.D.
Louis S. DeForest, M.D.
Charles J. Foote, M.D.
Laryngologist.
Henry L. Swain, M.D.

Ophthalmologist.
Henry W. Ring, M.D.
Pathologist
Charles J.

and

Neurologist.

Physician.

Bartlett,

Max

M.D.

Dermatologist.
Ralph A. McDonnell,

Mailhouse, M.D.
Sanitarian.

Charles-Edward A.

M.D.

Winslow,M.S.,

Dr. P.H.

Chemist.

Psychologist.
Arnold Gesell, Ph.D., M.D.

Frank P.

Underhill,

M.D.

DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE.
Physician-in-chief.
Francis G.

Blake,

Associate

M.D.

Physicians.
James D.

John P. Peters, M.D.
William C. Stadie, M.D.
Harold M.

Marvin,

James C.

Arthur B.

M.D.

Trask, Jr., M.D.
Fox, Jr., M.D.
Dayton, M.D.

Attending Physicians.
Wilder

George Blumer, M.D.

Assistant

Tileston,

Harold S.

M.D.

Arnold,

M.D.

Attending Physician.

Charles W.

Comfort, Jr.,

M.D.

Resident in Medicine.

Ralph

K.

Collins,

M.D.

Assistant Residents in Medicine.

Benedict R.

Harris, M.D.

Kirby A.Martin, M.D.
Dermatologist.
Alfred G.

Nadler, M.D.

Harold A.

Bulger, M.D.
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DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS.
Pediatrician-in-chief.
Edwards A. Park, M.D.
Associated Pediatricians.
Alfred T.

Ethel C.

Shohl, M.D.
Grover F. Powers, M.D.

Ruth A.

Dunham, M.D.
Guy, M.D.

Assistant Attending Pediatricians.
H. Merriman

Steele,

M.D.

Joseph

I.

Linde,

M.D.

Donald W.

Porter, M.D.

Resident in Pediatrics.

May Eliot, M.D.

Martha

T. Cook

Smith,

Katharine

M.D.

Dodd,

M.D.

Edward T.

Wakeman,

M.D.

DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY.
Surgeon-in-chief.
Samuel C. Harvey, M.D.
Associate

Surgeons.

Clyde

Cook, M.D.
(In charge of Orthopedics)

Robert J.

John J.

L.

Deming,

M.D.

(In charge of Urology)

Morton, Jr., M.D.

Attending Surgeons.
Leonard C.

William F.

Sanford, M.D.
Willis E.

Assistant Attending
E. Reed

Verdi, M.D.

Hartshorn, M.D.

Whittemore, M.D.

Surgeons.
Raynham Townshend,

M.D.

William C. Duffy, M.D.
Resident in
Maxwell

Surgery.
Lear, M.D.

Assistant Residents in

Surgery.
Theodore

Woodruff Smith, M.D.
Claude S. Beck, M.D.

William J.

Robert

Laryngologistrin-Chief.
Frederick N. Sperry, M.D.

Kapsinow,

M6ise, M.D.
Cochrane, M.D.

M.D.
Assistant

Laryngologist.

Charles T. Flynn, M.D.

OphthalmologistAn-Chief.
Arthur N. Ailing, M.D.

Ophthalmologist.
Eugene M. Blake, M.D.

Assistant

Ophthalmologist.
Yudkin, M.D.

Arthur M.
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Dentist-in-Chief.

Elwyn

R.

Bryant, D.D.S.

Assistant Dentists.
F. Strong Frary, D.M.D.
Daniel J. O'Meara, D.M.D.
Abraham B. Rosoff, D.M.D.

Radiographer.
Clifton R.

M.D.

Scott,

DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
Obstetrician and

Gynecologistrin-Chief.

Arthur H. Morse, M.D.
Associate Obstetrician and
Luther
Assistant

Gynecologist.
Musselman, M.D.

Attending Obstetricians

and

Gynecologists.

Hynes, M.D.
Margaret Tyler, M.D.

Thomas V.

Richard F.

Rand, M.D.
A. Nowell Creadick, M.D.
Resident in Obstetrics and

Emerson L.

Stone,

Gynecology.
M.D.

Assistant Resident in Obstetrics and
Hans F.

Schluter,

Gynecology.

M.D.

DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY

Pathologist
Milton C.

and Bacteriologist.
Winternitz, M.D.

Associate Pathologist and

George
Associate

Pathologist

and

H.

Assistant Residents in
E.

Goldblatt, M.D.
Gordon B. Maurer, M.D.
Assistants in

Joel A. Sperry, M.D,

Bacteriologist.
Ph.D.

Bacteriologist, and Resident
Bacteriology.

Isabel M.

Myron

Smith,

in

Pathology

and

Wason, M.D.
Pathology and Bacteriology.
Samuel H. Gray, M.D.
Karl Schlaepfer, M.D.

Pathology and Bacteriology.
Newton W.

Larkum,

B.S.
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Medical Service.
Leo M.

Davidoff, M.D.
Olean, M.D.
Allan K. Poole, M.D.
Benedict W. Reifenstein, M.D.
Jesse S. Harris, M.D.
W. T. Wilkins, M.D.
Samuel A. Anderson, Jr., M.D.
Leroy M. Cochran, M.D.

Julius A.

Pediatric Service.

Charles H. Haskins, M.D.
Samuel F. Ravenel, M.D.
A. M. Smythe, M.D.

Margaret

Bronson, M.D.

Surgical Service.
Sachs, M.D.
Whitaker, M.D.
William J. Sheehan, M.D.
Charles E. Teel, M.D.
Herman K.

Lester R.

Harold Newswanger, M.D.
Sigurd C. Sandzen, M.D.

Helman, M.D.
Blaisdell, M.D.
Howard D. Brown, M.D.

Richard G.
Harold

Obstetrical and

Gynecological

Service.
Frank N.

Lee, M.D.

OFFICERS OF THE NEW HAVEN DISPENSARY
(University Clinic)
1923-24

THOMAS

HOOKER, President.
WHITNEY, Vice President.
FREDERICK N. SPERRY, M.D., Secretary.
THE UNION & NEW HAVEN TRUST CO.,
ELI

Treasurer.

Directors whose terms of office expire,
1924

George

P.

respectively,

1925

Frederick M. Adler.

Day.

Thomas Hooker.

in

1926

Arthur N. AUing, M.D.
Henry B. Sargent.

James T. Moran.

George Blumer, M.D.
Henry F. English.

Henry H. Townshend.

James E. Wheeler.

Frederick H.

Herbert C. Warren.

Eli Whitney.

Thomas W. Farnam.

George Dudley Seymour.
Wiggin.

Finance Committee.
Thomas

Hooker, Chairman.

George Dudley Seymour.

Frederick M. Adler.

Superintendent.
WUlard C. Rappleye, M.D.

UNIVERSITY CLINIC STAFF
MEDICAL CLINIC.

Chief of Service.
Francis G. Blake, M.D.
Associate Physicians.

William C. Stadie, M.D.

James C.
James D.

John P.

Peters, M.D.
Harold M. Marvin, M.D.

Fox, Jr., M.D.
Trask, Jr., M.D.
Dayton, M.D.

Arthur B.

Attending Physicians.
George Blumer, M.D.

Wilder

Tileston, M.D.

Clinical Assistants.
Orville F.
Howard S.

Rogers, M.D.
Colwell, M.D.

Morris E. Alexander, M.D.
Louis H. Nahum, M.D.
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GASTRO-INTESTINAL CLINIC.
Chief of Clinic.
Gompertz,

Louis M.

M.D.

Clinical Assistants.

Edgar

M.

Johnson,

Sidney Winters, M.D.

M.D.

TUBERCULOSIS CLINIC.
Chief of Clinic.
Standish, M.D.

Frank B.

DERMATOLOGICAL CLINIC.
Chief of Clinic.
Nadler, M.D.

Alfred G.

Clinical Assistants.

Arthur R.

Weed,

M.D.

Ralph

E. McDonnell, M.D.

NEUROLOGICAL CLINIC.
Clinical Assistants.

Charles P. DeFeo, M.D.

Arthur

Weil, M.D.

PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC.
Chief of Clinic.
Wiedman, M.D.

Otto G.

MENTAL CLINIC.

Chief of Clinic.
Arnold L. Gesell, Ph.D., M.D.

SURGICAL CLINIC.
Chief of Service.
Harvey, M.D.

Samuel C.

Chief of Clinic.
Willis E. Hartshorn, M.D.
Associate

Surgeon.

John J. Morton, M.D.
Clinical Assistants.

Isao Hirata, M.D.

Ralph W. Nichols, M.D.
Robert B. Seabury, M.D.
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GENITO-URINARY CLINIC
Chief of Clinic.
L. Deming, M.D.

Clyde

Clinical Assistant.
Jeremiah B. Sullivan, M.D.

ORTHOPEDIC CLINIC.
Chief of Clinic.
Cook, M.D.

Robert J.

Clinical Assistant.

Simon B. Kleiner, M.D.

OPHTHALMOLOGICAL CLINIC.
Chief of Service.
Arthur N. Ailing, M.D.

Chief of Clinic.
Eugene M. Blake, M.D.
Assistant Attending Ophthalmologist.
Arthur M. Yudkin, M.D.
Clinical Assistants.
Thomas H.

Leonard C.

Young, M.D.
William H. J.

Whiting,

M.D.

O'Brien, M.D.

OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGICAL CLINIC.
Chief of Service.
Sperry, M.D.

Frederick N.

Chief of Clinic.
Phillips, M.D.

Frank L.

Clinical Assistants.

George

B.

Garlick, M.D.

Charles T.

Flynn,

M.D.

Creighton Barker, M.D.

DENTAL CLINIC.

Chief of Service.
Elwyn R. Bryant, D.D.S.
Chief of Clinic.
Abraham B. Rosoff, D.D.S.
Clinical Assistants.

Abraham L. Phillips, D.D.S.
Jewell M. Gompertz, D.D.S.

Harold L.
William J.

Staples, D.D.S.
Harold, D.D.S.
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RADIOLOGICAL CLINIC.
Chief of Clinic.
Scott, M.D.

Clifton R.

PEDIATRICS CLINIC.
Chief of Service.
Edwards A. Park, M.D.

Chief of Clinic.
Dunham, M.D.

Ethel C.

Associate Pediatricians.

T. Cook Smith, M.D.

Ruth A.

Guy,

'

<

Katharine

M.D.

/

Clinical/ Assistants.

.'-

^-'~<

Maurice M.

Joseph Weiner, M.D.

Dodd, M.D.

.
.

Hillman, M.D.

OBSTETRICAL AND GYNECOLOGICAL CLINIC.
Chief of Service.
Arthur H. Morse, M.D.
Chief of Clinic.
A. Nowell

Creadick,

M.D.

Clinical Assistants.

Luther Musselman, M.D.
Margaret Tyler, M.D.

Stone, M.D.
Schluter, M.D.

Emerson L.
Hans F.

Report

of the Directors

Nine Months

Ending

June 30, 1922

(The following report of the Executive Committee was adopted
as the report of the Directors.)

and transmitted to the Society
To the Board

of Directors of

the General

Hospital Society of

Connecticut:

might be uniformity of accounting the fiscal
Hospital has been changed to conform with
University, which closes June 30th. The Reports
you at this time, therefore, cover a period of nine

In order that there

year of the New Haven

that of the

presented

to

months.

Perhaps the chief activity of the year that has just closed has
our building campaign. The new labora
tory built by the University for the use of the Departments of
Medicine and Pediatrics has been completed and is in use. The
remodeling of the East Ward was completed the middle of January.
Work on West was started immediately after East became avail
able for patients and this ward should be ready for occupancy by
been the continuation of

Ground

October 1st.

was

broken for the erection of the

new

February, and we hope to have this
building ready to receive patients by the first of January, 1923.
The sprinkler system has been completed, a new elevator installed
in Gifford, and the elevator in the West Ward has been renovated.
We have constructed a bridge from the North Ward to the corridor
roof connecting North with West, in a still further attempt to
Private Ward

decrease

our

on

the 21st of

fire risks.

There have been

no

changes

in the Medical School staff

during

the past year and the same staff has been re-elected for the coming
The administrative staff of the Hospital has remained the
year.
same, with the

exception of the appointment of Miss McCutcheon
Admitting Officer, to take the place of Miss Matheson, who
resigned. In considering the Hospital staff for next year we are
faced with the problem of the selection of a new Superintendent.
Dr. Hersey, who has been with us since the fall of 1919 has

as
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resigned,

to take effect

August 15th.

portant administrative position, and

He leaves to take

our

good wishes

an

im

go with him.

The financial situation still continues to be embarrassing. We
closed the fiscal year of nine months with an operating loss of
$19,138.36. In analysing this loss we find that we have received
from the Annual Guarantee Fund, miscellaneous subscriptions and
the sum of $46,274.75, whereas we should have received
$75,000 from the Guarantee Fund alone. The Executive Com
mittee feels very strongly that the time has come for the Hospital
to apply for admission to the Community Chest.
New Haven
Hospital is the largest charitable institution in New Haven and
should be supported by the community. The Community Chest
is now established and will have little difficulty in taking over the
increased burden caused by the joining of the city hospitals with
the other participating parties.
We continue to carry a reserve account against uncollected
patients' accounts. This, we believe, is ample. Our auditors call

donations,

attention to the fact that at the present time our available
almost sixty pe; cent, of the open accounts. Part of

are

reserves
our

loss

this year is due to the

setting up of a new reserve of $2,000 against
our inventories, which, in some cases, show a depreciation, and
which must be cleaned up during the coming year. Patient per
capita cost during the year was $42,678, which compares with
$41,095 for the year ending September 30, 1921. Our average
number of patients for the year was 195.34. We have made every
effort to keep our costs down, but we probably will not be able to
make any reduction until we get our full ward facilities.
The William Wirt Winchester Memorial Hospital is still

operated
by the Government under the Veterans' Bureau. A recent in
spection of the plant shows that we will have to make some repairs
in several of the wards, due to the settling of the foundations.
These should not be very expensive, and some of the cost of the
repairs will probably be borne by the Government. It is, of course,
impossible to tell how long the Government will continue to
operate this plant, but, in the meantime, we are adding the rental
received to the Endowment Fund, which now amounts to
$902,550.92.
During the past year we have received the following legacies :
Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.) from the Estate of
William F. Armstrong.
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One Thousand Dollars

Both of these
to

our

legacies

($1,000.) from the Estate of Julius Twiss.
unrestricted, and have been credited

are

Unrestricted Fund account, the income of which is used for

general expenses.
During the year the Treasurer has realized the sum of $5,605.43
This has been used to
as a profit on securities sold or matured.
reduce the inventory value of certain securities held in our fund
our

accounts, which have depreciated for
In order to meet

our

one cause or

building charges the

other.

Treasurer has called

$111,000.00 of
$1,000,000 has been paid in.

upon the subscribers to the Bond Issue and

authorized Bond Issue of

our

In conclusion, we extend the thanks of the General Hospital
Society of Connecticut to the many generous donors, who have

continued their interest and support, without which we would not
have been able to have kept in operation our entire plant. We
also wish to express

appreciation of the faithful and con
by the medical staff, by the officers and
employees of the Hospital and of the Training School, by the
volunteer workers, and by all who have brought comfort and hope
into the lives of the patients.
our

scientious service rendered

ULLMAN, Chairman.
DAY,
THOMAS W. FARNAM,
JAMES T. MORAN,
FRED. T. MURPHY,
JOHN E. OTTERSON,
F. H. WIGGIN,
ISAAC M.

GEORGE P.

Executive Committee.

Report
Year

of the Directors

Ending

June

30,

1923

(The following report of the Executive Committee was adopted
Society as the report of the Directors.)

and transmitted to the
To the Board

of

Directors

of the General Hospital Society of

Connecticut:

ending June 30, 1923, has been an extremely active
There have been
one in the life of the Hospital.
many improvements to the plant itself, the chief of which is the
completion of the remodeling of the East and West wards and the
practical completion of the Private Ward Pavilion which will be
ready for occupancy in September. The present condition of the
buildings is better than ever before and the work is in progress to
connect the Hospital with the new power plant being constructed
at the Sterling Hall of Medicine which will furnish power, heat,
light and refrigeration by the first of January, 1924.
The financial situation has been fairly satisfactory. At the
end of the year we showed a deficit of $1,768.32. The costs have
failed to decrease as will be shown by a reference to the Superin
tendent's Report. Our contributions received through the fiveyear Guarantee Fund have fallen off to $56,000 but have been
supplemented by a contribution from the Community Chest of
$30,000 for the year 1923, $15,000 of which has been received
during the fiscal year of the Hospital. While the contribution
from the Community Chest is a generous one, it does not compen
sate us for our loss of the subscriptions to the Guarantee Fund.
The year

and

progressive

In the death of Mrs. William Wirt Winchester which occurred
on

September 5, 1922,

the General

Hospital Society

of Connecticut

has lost its most munificent benefactor. Her gifts to the William
Wirt Winchester Hospital for tuberculous patients, which began in
1909 with an anonymous contribution of $300,000, amounted with
accumulations at the time of her death to over $1,800,000. In
addition to these gifts she set aside during her life time to be

immediately available

upon

her

death,

sums

amounting

to

GENERAL HOSPITAL SOCIETY.
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$405,655.21 and in
ment of

some

her will she left all of her estate after the pay
legacies and subject to life annuities, to the

minor

Hospital. It would be impossible to make more than a very loose
estimate of the value of the property which will ultimately come
The amount
to the Hospital under Mrs. Winchester's bequest.
of the endowment at the present time including the gift received
just after her death, is over $1,383,000, in addition to the value of
the land and buildings. Though leading the life of an invalid on
the Pacific coast, Mrs. Winchester retained to the end a warm
interest in her old New Haven home and she was particularly
solicitous for the sufferers from the disease to which her husband
fell

a

Her

victim.

thought

benefactions and her

name

who love their fellow

men.

and her sympathy were woven into her
will long be honored in the list of those
The William Wirt Winchester Hosp

ital has been re-leased for

a

term of

one

year to the Veterans'

$80,000, and it is probable that the Govern
ment will have need of this plant for some years to come.
During the summer of 1922, Dr. Harold E. Hersey, our Superin
tendent, presented his resignation and Dr. Maclver, the Assistant
Superintendent, resigned shortly after. Your Executive Com
mittee was fortunate in securing Dr. Willard C. Rappleye to fill the
Bureau for the

vacancy

as

sum

of

Superintendent

and he took office

on

the first of

Rappleye had experience in factory manage
ment before entering the University of Illinois where he took his
bachelor's degree, so that he began with business training as the
foundation of scholarship. During his undergraduate couise he
was an assistant in the president's office.
He was also an instructor
in comparative anatomy at the University of Illinois. Dr. Rapp
leye took his medical degree at Harvard and he served as
interne in the Boston Psychopathic Hospital as well as in the
Massachusetts General Hospital and as pathologist at the Foxborough, Massachusetts, State Hospital. He then went to Cali
fornia where he was first instructor in Biological Chemistry in the
University of California and then acting superintendent of the
Pacific Colony for the Feeble Minded and later Director of Hos
pitals for the University of California. On account of his experience
in hospital work he has recently served as executive secretary of a
National Committee on the Training of Hospital Executives. Dr.
Rappleye will hold the rank of Professor of Hospital Administra
tion in the School of Medicine. His experience has fitted him to
October,

1922.

Dr.
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meet the

pecuhar problems that exist in our institution because of
its affiliation with the Yale School of Medicine and he has accom
plished much in his first year by introducing improved methods of

administration, reorganizing the method of purchasing as well as
the payroll and accounting systems. We feel that under Dr.
Rappleye's management we are not only going to raise the standard
of hospital administration but also create a better feeling towards
the Hospital among both the patients and the general public.
There have been no major changes in the staff of the Hospital
although a number of points of interest are discussed in the reports
of the chiefs of the various services, which appear later.
To carry on the building program, the treasurer has called upon
the subscribers to the bond issue and up to date $443,000 of
authorized bond issue of $1,000,000 has been paid in.

our

One of

our chief problems is the
nursing situation and we are
hopeful that this will be solved through the efforts and co
operation of the new University School of Nursing which will be
opened next year under the leadership of Miss Annie W. Goodrich

very

who will

serve

as

Dean.

Miss Goodrich is well known for her

executive

ability in the nursing field and we feel that the Hospital
will benefit by her addition to the University's staff.
We have announced the large gift to the Hospital from the
estate of Mrs. Winchester, which will go largely towards the endow
ment of the William Wirt Winchester Memorial Hospital.
This
is a generous gift for a most worthy cause, but only emphasizes the
need of gifts to the unrestricted endowment funds of the Hospital,
the income of which may be used for operating expenses. Our
appropriation from the General Assembly for the two years begin
ning January 1, 1923 is $75,000, a reduction of $5,000 in the amount
appropriated for the previous two years. Our Guarantee Fund,
reduced from $100,000 to $56,000 during the past year will un
doubtedly suffer further reduction during the coming year and has
only one more year to run. It seems doubtful to your Committee
whether this Guarantee Fund

can

be continued.

Your Committee

urges the Directors and friends of the Society to make every effort
to secure the endowment necessary to keep the Hospital in the high

place

it

now

holds

as

the

largest

charitable institution in New

Haven.
In closing we wish to thank the members of the staff and the
employees of the Hospital for their loyal and efficient service, and
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also the many friends who have assisted
work and

by making

us

by doing volunteer

contributions of many sorts

as

well

as

finan

cial.

Respectfully submitted,
ISAAC M.

ULLMAN, Chairman,
DAY,
THOMAS W. FARNAM,
JAMES T. MORAN,
FRED. T. MURPHY,
JOHN E. OTTERSON,
F. H. WIGGIN,
GEORGE P.

Executive Committee.

Superintendent's Report
Nine Months

To the Executive Committee

Ending

of the

June

Board

30,

1922

of Directors:

I have the honor to submit herewith the report for nine months
to June

30th, 1922, the

date

adopted

The past year has been marked

operations which have
venience to

to close the

by

new

fiscal year.

renovations and

passed beyond the stage
the hospital family and brought advantages
now

building
of incon

that have

long been desired. The reconstruction of East wing has been
entirely completed and provides a surgical ward each for men and
women.
The third floor of this building, divided into sixteen
cubicles, provides for twenty-five children. The reconstruction
of West wing is progressing satisfactorily and there is reason to
hope that it will be ready for use early in October. The Laboratory
building of the departments of medicine and pediatrics has been
entirely completed where it is accessible to the ward and con
venient to the staff.
is

progressing

in

a

The

new

Private Pavilion started in

way that leads

us

to

January
hope it will be ready for

occupancy next year.

Among the important installations of the year is the Sprinkler
System which extends throughout the basements of all the build
ings of the hospital. In Gifford wing an automatic electric
elevator was installed and the old hand-operated elevator in the
West

wing

was

converted into

These installations have
A

new

a more

modern automatic type.

long been needed and

serve

admirably.

fire exit has been extended from the third floor of North to

the East

wing.

In the South

building

and Isolation ward have

been installed stations connected with the

electro-cardiographic

apparatus.
Beds and furniture throughout the Isolation
been

repainted.

The

furnishings

building

of East ward have

have all

similarly
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been treated and West ward

equipment

will all be renovated before

it is installed.
year the

During the

House to make

of

room

dismantling of

for

new

Cedar

Cottage

construction forced

securing other quarters for some of the nurses.
University a building nearby

to rent from Yale

which houses fourteen
character for
and it is

the

We
on

Kennedy
necessity

were

able

Oak Street

Housing facilities of this
said, is at best unsatisfactory,
may see a building to serve as a

nurses.

nurses, it must be

our

hoped

pupil

and

on us

the

early

future

nurses' home.

Allingtown Hospital maintained by the
in operation from July 5th to October
15th, 1921. One hundred and nineteen patients enjoyed the
benefits of the Camp.
The

Day Camp

Winchester Fund

The number of

at

was

nurses

has been increased for the year, to

extent; at the end of June this year, the school had
71

pupil

27 staff

nurses

nurses

and 22 staff

of

June,

The clinical staff has

the year.

nurses as

against

58

pupil

a

some

total of
and

nurses

1921.

undergone

no

material

change throughout

Its various units have functioned

administrative staff, Miss

harmoniously and
painstaking service. Of the
Margaret Matheson resigned to take a

hospital superintendency

in Boston.

without

able to

question

secure

executive

rendered careful and

Miss Jennie B.

position in
Statistics follow,

Newton

For her

McCutcheon,
Hospital.

position
who

we

were

occupied

an

Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD W. HERSEY,
Superintendent.
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The

following table shows the daily average of patients the
attendants, the weekly cost and the daily cost of foods
person for a period of ten years :
—

average of
per

Daily Average
Year.

9

Daily Average
of patiente.

of 1913
1914
1915
1916
1917

mos.

1918

1919
1920
1921
9 mos. of 1922

198

214.87
210.2
224.2
234.5
211.2
210
186
189.6
195.3

of attendants
and others.

Weekly

Daily

205.1
218.11
241.1
275.7
263.2
327.1
329.6
338.9
337.8
372.8

patient.

Cost

of food.

cost.

per

per person

12.745
14.712
15.9
15.55
17.945
24.0
36.90
41.426
41.095
42.68

0.3084
.336
.324
.334
.4128
.5181
.689
.6023

.443
.4395

GENERAL STATISTICS.
Males

Remaining in Hospital, Sept. 30,
Admitted to July 1, 1922

1921

Total
Of this number there have been discharged
Cured

Improved
Unimproved
Died
Not treated
Total

Remaining June 30,

1922

Whole number treated not including emergency

Females
93

188

1,696

1,680

3,376

1,791

1,773

3,564

499
789
94
131
191

752
592
55
112
173

1,251
1,381

1,704

1,684

3,388

87

89

176

1,791

1,773

3,564

Admitted.

October, 1921

374

November
December
January, 1922

339

February
March

April

278
350
385
453
387
396
414

May
June

Total

Total

95

3,376

149
243
364
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY FOR NINE MONTHS ENDING
June 30, 1922.

Number patients
Admitted
Total

remaining

Discharged
Died

Remaining
Emergency

cases not includ
ed
Whole number treated
Births
Largest number patients any
one

day

1922

1921

188

3377
3969
3149
240
176

182
3619
4250
3414
202
185

1179
5148
191

1742
5992
243

253

249

Smallest number patients any

day
Largest number
one day
one

149

158

602

572

4S3

452

persons any

Smallest number persons any
one

day

Daily

private

in

patients

average

12.7

rooms

3.86
in

P. R. Isol

Daily

wards

Daily

Wards Isol

Daily average all patients
Daily average nurses
Daily average matrons and
maids, Dormitory
Daily average all others with
.

.

.

meals

Daily

average

average

.

Hospital day patients
Hospital day nurses
Hospital day matrons
maids, Dormitory
Hospital days all others

.

.

Hospital days total
Hospital employees

12

176

538.38

508.

89.3
568.15

26.
535.

40.06
52770
35627

12.
54901
32330

27.16
2297

and
3322

3405

54816

146535

48215
138851

6601
7684

8135
152670
732

7265
146116
794

870
6554

without

meals
total persons
Ambulance calls
Cost of food per person
Cost of maintenance per week

patient

11.8

200.7

with

meals

per

37
201
118

employees

without meals
Daily average all persons.
Average length time per pa
tient

Hospital

28.59
195.34
130.48

total persons

with meals

Daily

7

134

in

patients

average

7.57

140.57

in

patients

average

15.:

in

Daily average patients
semi-private rooms
Daily average patients

.4395
42.87
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REPRESENTATION OF TOWNS IN CONNECTICUT.
Ansonia

99

New London

7

Beacon Falls

1

New Milford

1

Bethany

1

Niantic

1

Northford

8

Branford

67

Bridgeport

9

North Branford

Bristol

4

North Guilford

Canaan

1

North Haven

1

Norwalk

2

4

Orange

6

Carmel
Centerville
Cheshire
Clinton
Clintonville

7
5
16

15

Plainfield

1

2

Plainville

3

3

Plantsville

1

Colchester

1

1

Cornwall

1

Danbury
Deep River
Derby

5

Prospect Beach
Salisbury
Saybrook
Seymour

2

Collinsville

20

3

Shelton

26

23

Short Beach

12

East Haven

35

Southington

4

1
1

East Hampton
East River

2

South Kent

1

Southport

1

Essex

2

South Norwalk

2

Fairfield

1

Stevenson

1

Glastonbury

1

Stony Creek

5

1

Stamford

1

20

Stratford

1
5

Greenwich
Guilford

1

Killingworth

1

Lakeville

1

Torrington
Union City
Wallingford
Washington
Waterbury

Leonards Bridge
Litchfield

1

Waterford

1

1

Watertown

2

Madison

5

Westbrook

Meriden

32

Haddam

1

Hamden

66

Hartford

26

West Cheshire

1

172
5

25

2
1

Middletown

1

Whitneyville

Milford
Montowese
Morris Cove
Mt. Carmel

5

Willimantic

4

Winsted

1

Woodbridge
Woodbury

5

10
12

Naugatuck

4

Woodmont

New Britain

5

West Haven

New Haven

2,324

13
1

2
3
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Superintendent's Report
Year

Ending

To the Executive Committee

June

30,

1923.

of the Board of Directors:

May I submit to you report of the activities of the New Haven
Hospital for the year ending June 30, 1923. This is the ninetysixth report of the Hospital.
At the beginning of the year three groups of pressing problems
were evident and attention during the year has been focussed
primarily upon them. These problems included the nursing situa
tion, the details of the equipping and opening of the Private
Pavilion and the problems of meeting the expenses of operation
a

with available income.
The

possibilities

of

developing

at New Haven

a

strong educa

tional program in nursing are most promising and plans have been
completed for the inauguration of an unique type of nursing edu

Training schools for nurses are in the majority of instances
on the apprenticeship basis, a plan now abandoned in
practically all the professional fields. The proposed Yale Uni
versity School of Nursing emphasizes particularly the educational
features of nurse-training and by concentrating upon these
features and by eliminating a number of the routine non-nursing
activities, it is felt that the period of nurse-training can be short
ened. Another contribution in this program will be an attempt to
embody in the basic course of nurse-training an experience in
community and public health nursing. It is the hope that each
nurse will secure during her training a complete cross-section of
experience with each disease group. Funds have been provided
for an experimental period of five years and Yale University will
undertake to guide the program of the new school. It has been
good fortune indeed to secure for Dean of this School, Miss Annie
W. Goodrich of Columbia University and Henry Street Settlement.
cation.

conducted

The program
education

of

our

as

own

as

outlined will represent a contribution to
nursing
as a distinct advance in the
nursing activities

well

group.

The Private Pavilion

was nearing
completion at the opening of
the current year and much time and attention have been
required
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the

equipment and furnishings of this unit with the expectation
opening it for the reception of patients during the summer
months. It is the plan that the unit may be equipped and the
staff so arranged as to make available to the physicians and the
community of New Haven the best methods of diagnosis and
on

of

treatment which modern medical
same

knowledge affords and

at the

time to make the facilities attractive and serviceable.

The financial situation

presented formidable problems. The
period preceding July 1,
1922, was $19,138.36, and at the close of the half year (December
31, 1922), the deficit was approximately $9,600.00. The first step
in this situation was a re-organization of the accounting depart
ment, of the payroll, of the methods of purchasing and requisition
ing supplies and of stores control which would make possible a
direct supervision of the activities of each department. This group
of changes required a number of months to consummate but has
entirely justified itself. At the close of the year after all allowances
for bad accounts and corrections of reserves, the operating deficit
A summary of the financial situation follows:
was $1,768.32.

operating

deficit for the nine months'

STATE OF INCOME AND EXPENSES YEAR ENDING
June 30, 1923
A.
B.
C.
D.

Total Operating Expenses
$433,160.05
Income from Patients
178,263.55
Cost of Free Work
254,896.50
Free Work met by Supplementary Income
253,128.18
1. Income from Endowments, Funds and
Free Beds
$75,647.59
2. Annual Guarantee Fund
56,052.25
3. Community Chest (6 months)
15,000.00
4. Yale Appropriation
50,000.00
5. State Appropriation
40,000.00
6. Conn. Training School Income
6,133.21
7. Miscellaneous
10,295.13
E. Deficit for Year
1,768.32

It is of

some

interest to note the

sources

of income of the Hos

pital. The relative amount obtained from patients is low in
comparison with other hospitals but this arises from the fact that
about ninety per cent, of the hospital beds are not self-supporting
This explains in part the large
even at the regular ward rates.
figure representing the cost of free work as shown in the table
above.
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SOURCES OF INCOME YEAR ENDING
June 30, 1923.

Patients, approximately
Income from Endowments, approximately
Annual Guarantee Fund, approximately
Yale Appropriation, approximately
State Appropriation, approximately

Community Chest Appropriation, approximately
City of New Haven Department of Charities, approximately
Other Cities and Towns, approximately
Connecticut Training School for Nurses, approximately.
New Haven Board of Health, less than
All other, approximately
.

.

.

37.0%
17.0%
13.0%
11.5%
9.0%
4.0%
1.5%
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
4.0%

100.0%

Early in the year the rehabilitated East and West wards were
opened for patients and have been in active service all the year.
Effort has been made to keep the physical plant in good operating
condition and a great deal of discarded, unserviceable equipment
has been eliminated.

been

fire-stopped and

eliminated.

The service-lifts of the Gifford wards have
wherever possible fire hazards have been

The exterior wood and iron work of the Administra

buildings and the fences have been painted.
things metal weather strips were installed on the
East and West wards, a new ambulance chassis, a large washingmachine for the laundry, a deep-therapy X-Ray machine, two
food trucks and other needed equipment were purchased at a
total cost of approximately $15,000.00.
The present Superintendent reported for duty early in October,
1922, and we were fortunate in being able to secure Mr. Scott

tion and Isolation

Among

other

Whitcher

as

Assistant

Superintendent

at the

same

time.

largely to the
services during the

attention of Mr. Whitcher has been devoted

The
pur

year
chasing of equipment and supplies and his
have been eminently satisfactory.
We were also fortunate in
securing Mr. Augustus Haury for accountant and office manager.
Mr. Haury has done splendid work in reorganizing the details of
the accounting department and in establishing accurate control
of our office records. During the year Miss Helen J. Moss, formerly
of the Columbia University Library, has been engaged to take
charge of the record room. A new system of records and classifica
tion of diseases is being installed and it is hoped that this new
grouping will be of much service both to the Hospital and to the
Yale School of Medicine. During the interim period of several
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months

previous to the arrival of the present administrative group,
Miss Miriam Curtis acted as superintendent and carried the re
sponsibilities and duties of the office in
Miss Curtis has remained with

a

most

satisfactory

manner.

and has proven invaluable in
helping us to carry out the program. Miss Jennie B. McCutcheon
and Miss Edna Lou Morrison have remained on active duty in
us

the

admitting office and have been rendering most excellent service.
Dorothy Tarbox, acting superintendent of nurses, and Mrs.
Martha H. Robinson, dietitian, have rendered much assistance
during the period.
Plans are now being worked out for connecting the Hospital to
the power plant of the Sterling Hall of Medicine from which the
Hospital will be supplied with heat, light, power and refrigeration.
The tunnel under Cedar street has been practically completed up
to the basement wall of the Administration Building. It is hoped
that this arrangement with the Sterling Hall of Medicine will
Miss

provide excellent service

at

a

cost somewhat less than the

present

cost of these items.

An

important part

of the program of the

coming

year is

a

crys-

talization of the ultimate program here. It is hoped that the
general scope of development can be defined in its larger dimen

details, of course, to be worked out
quite clear that a number of important devel
opments must be made in order to place the Hospital on a parity
with other prominent teaching groups and to make possible a
continuance of the highest possible grade of medical and nursing
service and to extend further the usefulness of the Hospital to the
community of New Haven. Without attempting to designate
their relative importance, the following needs may be emphasized :
sions, leaving
subsequently.

many of the

It is

1.
A building to house the laboratories and offices of Surgery,
possibly combined in the same unit an emergency ward, operating
suite and an admitting-observation unit.
2.
A service building to house the kitchens, dining rooms,
central linen and supply rooms, store room, laundry and similar

activities.
3.
The Woman's Clinic building
unsatisfactory South ward.
4.
Development of dispensary
contact with the hospital wards.

to

replace

facilities

the present

in

more

quite

intimate
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Increase in the facilities for

5.

Physiotherapy, the X-Ray de

partment, Electrocardiography and other diagnostic and thera

peutic

groups.

Rehabilitation of the Gifford wards to make the facilities

6.

of this group modern and serviceable.
Increase in low-priced and semi-private facilities for those
7.
of moderate

means.

repairs and re-equipment of the wards and buildings.
building to house the mechanical departments.
10.
A dormitory for hospital employes to replace the present
scattered groups of small dormitories which is proving expensive
and unsatisfactory.
8.

General

9.

A

11.

A modern home for

12.

A home for

nurses.

graduate

dormitories used for student

staff

nurses.

nurses

satisfactory units if we could secure a
13. A Psychiatric unit to be considered
but

at

later

a

development

part of the program of ultimate activities.

as a

14.

(Some of the present

be converted into very
nurses' home.)

might

The Pediatric

unit; for which

some

funds

are

already

available.
15.

Several other activities outside of but

closely associated

program are a building for the Yale School of
addition to the present Brady Laboratory to house

with the

hospital

Nursing,

an

several of the

departments

student

of the Yale School of Medicine.

body

of the School and dormitories for the

It is obvious that the costs of

indicated above will total

building

and rehabilitation

roughly

considerable sum, an exact estimate
of which cannot be made at the moment. It is clear, however,
a

that these

developments would go far toward placing the hospital
position to carry forward the great program lying before it.
Appended are the Hospital statistics which are followed by re
ports from the several services in the hospital.

in

a

Respectfully submitted,
W. C. RAPPLEYE, M.D.
Superintendent.
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COMPARATIVE STUDY.
Year

Ending
Daily

Year.

9

Daily average
of patients.

of 1913
1914
1915

mos.

1916
1917
191S
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923

•Includes all expenses,

some

30, 1923.
Daily

average

of attendants
and others.

198
214.87
210.2
224.2
234.5
211.2
210.
186.
189.6
183.7
185.3

priation and reimbursements

June

205.1
218.11
241.1
275.7
263.2
327.1
329.6
338.9
337.8
361.8
360.2

Weekly

cost.

cost
of food

per person.

12.745
14.712
15.9
15.55
17.945
24.
36.90
41.426
41.095
42.21
44.88*

30.84
33.6
32.4
33.4
41.28
51.81
68.9
60.23
44.3
44.
46.8

of which are covered specificially by Yale appro
from New Haven Dispensary, patients, rent, etc.

GENERAL STATISTICS.
Male

Remaining

hospital June 30,
July 1, 1923

in

Admitted to

1922

Total
Of this number there have been discharged
Cured

Improved
Not Improved
Died
Not treated

Remaining June 30, 1923

Female

Total

87

89

176

2,421

2,341

4,762

2,508

2,430

4,938

836
997
115
207
260

1,016

1,852
1,828

261

210
351
521

2,415

2,347

4,762

83

93

176

831
95
144
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STATISTICAL STUDY FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1923.

Number patients
June 30
Admitted
Births
Total

remaining
185
4300
263
4748
4261
311
176

Discharged
Died

Remaining July 1
Emergency cases not included
above
Whole number treated
Largest number patients any
one

day

176

4508
254
4938
4411
351
176

1894
6642

1016
5953

253

255

130
586
452

136
592
455

208
190
150
40

878
291

Smallest number patients any

day
Largest number
one

persons

.

Smallest number persons

Daily

average

.

.

patients private
12.4

rooms

Daily average patients semi
private rooms
Daily average patients isola
tion private rooms
Daily average patients wards
Daily average patients isola
tion wards

Daily average all patients.
Daily average nurses
Daily average employees Dor
mitory
Daily average all others with
.

.

.

meals

Daily

persons

average

Daily

average

3.83
6.53

11.9
5.2

.41
1.3

6.12

134.6

133.3

26.3
183.7
125

185.3
130

11.7

0.5

1.37

28.7

2.4
1.6
5
0.5

11.2

219.7

191

517.4

517.5

27.4
544.8

28
545.5

28.7

with

employees

without meals
Daily average all persons.
Average length time per pa
tient
.

.

.

14.

67062
Hospital days -patients
45627
Hospital days nurses
Hospital days Employees
—

—

13.7
67646
47379

0.6
0.7

584
1752

—

dormitory
Hospital days

4271

4188

83

71886
188846
10018
198864
1012

69701
188914
10217

2185

all others with

—

meals
Total
without meals.
Total persons
Ambulance calls

Employees

Day Camps days

.

.

.

patients.

—

employees

.

.

Cost of food per person
Cost maintenance per patient
per week

5206
565
44.

199131
955
4136
757
46.8

44.88

199

267
57
1070
192
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PATIENTS ADMITTED BY MONTHS.
1921-1922
1922-1923

1922-1923
382
371
369

July
August
September.
October

November
December
Januarv

.

.

.

.

.

372
372
347
406

395
417
375
374
339
278
350

394
434
434
476
405

February
March

April
May

June

Total

1921-1922
385
453

4,762

.

387
396
414

4,563

REPRESENTATION OF TOWNS IN CONNECTICUT.

Allingtown
Ansonia

35
207

Montowese

Beacon Falls

1

Naugatuck

Berlin

2

New Britain

Bethany

5

New Haven

Bethel

2

New London

Branford

82

New Milford

Bridgeport

22

New Preston

Bristol
Canaan
Cheshire

1

Montville

1

23
6

2,986
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

17
1
1

2

Northford

5

North Branford.

10

North Haven

48

27

16

.

.

.

Chester

1

Norwalk

Clinton

C

Orange

Clintonville

9

Oxford

1

Colchester

2

Putnam

1

Danbury
Deep River
Derby
East Hampton

4

Ridgefield

1

East Haven

2

17

1

Rockville

1

39

Saybrook
Seymour

4

27

Shelton

32
11

1

43

East River

7

Southington

Falls

5

South Norwalk

1

Fenwick

1

Southport

3

Granby

1

Stevenson

2

Village

Greenwich

2

Simsbury

2

Guilford

21

Stamford

4

Storrs

4

Hamden

145

Hartford

8

Thomaston

Higganum
Ivoryton

2

Kent

1

Killingworth
Lyme

1

Torrington
Wallingford
Washington
Washington Depot
Waterbury

1

1

1

14
264
5

1
41

13

Watertown

4

2

Westbrook

11

2

West Haven

1

Willimantic

1

Meriden

34

25

Woodbridge
Woodbury

13

Milford
Monroe

1

Madison
Manchester

Marbledale
Marion

269

3
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Report

of the New Haven

Nine Months

To the

Ending

Dispensary

June 30, 1922.

Superintendent:

The plan of operating the dispensary as a department of the
hospital which was instituted last year has been further developed,
facilitating the hospitalization of patients needing institutional
care, and assuring after care upon discharge from the hospital.
As

an

the

index of how this worked out 493

hospital through

the

cases were

admitted to

dispensary.

A further

development of the year has been the adoption of
history system in accordance with the plan employed in
Under this system the
the hospital of filing clinical records.
records of present and past admissions of either hospital or dis
pensary appear in one folder in chronological order.
In addition to the routine work, several of the departments
have instituted special clinics.
Among them are, the protein
sensitization clinic and endocrin clinic conducted on special days
by the medical service; the post natal clinic conducted by the
obstetrical service; the physio-therapy clinic conducted by the
surgical department. It has been possible in this way to con
centrate on special types of diseases in a manner satisfactory
to the clinicians and advantageous to the patient.
The service of the hospital dental hygienist has been available
for one day a week in the dental department.
During the prevalence of smallpox in southern Connecticut,
special provision was made for vaccinating all who applied and
at the present time arrangements exist for the inoculation against
typhoid.
the unit

The need for additional space which was indicated last year
In view of the prospect
as urgent at the present time.

remains
of

dispensary facihties

in the

hospital building program, it would
outlay upon the present structure,

be unwarranted to make any
however.
The particular need of the

coming

assistance, and I recommend that
tional clerk be

provided.

year is additional

one more nurse

and

nursing

one

addi
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The following are the admission by chnics from November 1st,
1921, to June 30th, 1922, as compared with the corresponding
period of one year ago :
Protein Sensitization
Medical

Surgical
Pediatric

Gynecology
Eye
Throat
Skin

Orthopedic
Neurology
Psychology
Special Medical

1921-22
139

2,666
5,311
5,812
1,972
4,855
1,606
1,453
1,709
411
99

Dental

1,495
1,521
1,404
1,148

X-Ray

736

Mental Hygiene
Gastro Intestinal

178
3S2

Tuberculosis

Urology

Total

32,897

1920-21

2,334
4,407
4,056
1,879
5,372
2,038
2,077
878
537

1,469
3,204
1,141
555
149
138

30,234

Geo. A. MacIvek.

Report
To the Board

of New Haven

Dispensary

Year

1923.

Ending

June

30,

of Managers of the New Haven Dispensary:

This past year the New Haven Despensary has been conducted
under the administration of the New Haven Hospital and in close
co-ordination with

it, affording better service to the patients dis
Dispensary from the Hospital and closer "follow up"
work. Admissions have totaled almost fifty thousand for the fiscal
year, with a gain of several thousand over the previous year.
The Administration are interviewing all new patients as to their
financial status.
This is to avoid admitting patients who are
financially able to consult their family physician.
In the past a clerk has been acting in the capacity of Admitting
Officer.
This has not proved altogether satisfactory and it was
deemed advisable to place a nurse in charge of this Department.
The Appointment system which was initiated by the Pediatric
service of the Hospital and Dispensary has proven most satisfac
tory and has been extended to the general surgical, women's and
several of the special clinics.
The work in the Dispensary has been greatly increased by the
estabhshment of two additional clinics; namely, the Metabohsm
and Endocrin clinics, as well as the increase of the number of pa
tients admitted to all other clinics. In the Eye clinic alone, over
twenty-eight hundred school children have been treated.
The efficiency of the work in the Orthopedic Department has
been greatly aided by the installation of the paraffin bath, elec
trical bakers, and suspension apparatus for treatment of scoliosis.
The need of additional space and equipment is greatly felt in
order to facilitate the work of the Dispensary.

charged to

the

We feel that the progress which
year has been very

we

have been able to make

largely due to the hearty co
various health organizations of the City.
of the operating expenses and income follows :

during the past
operation of the
A summary

Operating Expenses (year ending June 30, 1923)
sources, same period (see schedule
following)
Deficit, year ending June 30, 1923
.

.

.

845,189.04

Income, All

42,644.54
2,544.50

GENERAL HOSPITAL SOCIETY.

40

INCOME.
.

A.

$

t
t
v> +■ „+=
Income from Patients

"

B.

6,919.29
'

1,633.78
3,546.66

$

Pharmacy
Admitting Desk
X-Ray
Special Drugs

625.80
815.00
74-50

Surgical Clinic
Physiotherapy
Supplementary Income

223.55

35,725.25
1,039.13

Income from Investments

51.73

Interest Earned

17,172.00

Community Chest
Winchester Fund

1,920.00
8,527.00
5,000.00

For
Yale

Salary
Appropriation

City

of New Haven

750.00

Bennet Fund Income

26.98

Cash Discounts Earned

1,238.41

Miscellaneous

$42,644.54

Total Income
SOURCES

OF

INCOME.

40%
20%
16%
11%
7%
6%

Appropriation of Community Chest
Appropriation of Yale University
Income from Patients, Approximately
Appropriation of City of New Haven
Income from Investments

Miscellaneous

100%
The Dispensary statistics for the year follow:
W. C.

Rappleye, M.D.

NEW HAVEN DISPENSARY.
Census By Clinics.
1921-22

1922-23

Medical

3704

3079

Surgical

7601

7213

Pediatric

8211

8710

Women's

2756

2655

Eye

6567

7760

Throat

2307

2128

Skin

2278

2313

Orthopedic

2346

2545

Nerve

590

264

T. B

2174

1918

G. U

249b

1620
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1538 (9
1551

Spec. Med
Dental

X-Ray
Mental

Hygiene

mo.)

265

490

89

Psych
Allergy

992

1071

374

499

Gastro-lnt

2268

994

(7 mo.)

82
1308

Endocrine

263

Cardiac

184

(8 mo.)

NEW HAVEN DISPENSARY.
Census by Years.
Census.

Year.

Census.

Year.

1872

1624

1903

17082

1873

2698

1904

17059

1S74

3751

1905

17176

1875

40S3

1906

17203

1876

4766

1907

17033

1877

5627

190S

24215

1S78

6309

1909

25944

1S79

6921

1910

25743

1SS0

5851

1911

27709

1SS1

50S3

1912

28960

1882

4047

1913

30313

1883

4440

1914

34232

1884

4273

1915

37172

1S85

4456

1916

34694

1886

3785

1917

37974

1887

3132

1918

34860

1888

2592

1919

43804

1889

4025

1920

39332

1890

5395

1921

39572

5795

1922*

37,289

1892

6579

1923

47272

1902

14838

1891

'9 months.

W. C. Rappleye, M. D.

Report

of the Department of
and Gynecology
Nine Months

To the

Ending

June

30, 1922.

Superintendent:

I have the honor to submit herewith the
ment of Obstetrics and

June

Obstetrics

Gynecology

report of the Depart

for the nine months

ending

30, 1922.

Dr. Margaret
Several changes have occurred in the staff.
Tyler, during the past year an instructor and associate obstetri
cian and gynecologist, has entered private practice. However,
she will remain attached to the Department as a part time mem
ber with the rank of clinical instructor and will devote herself to

teaching, research and conduct of the postpartum clinic. Dr.
Luther Musselman, who finished his term of service as resident
upon July first, remains as instructor and associate obstetrician
and gynecologist. Dr. Emerson L. Stone has been advanced to
the residency and to an instructor ship. Dr. George E. Cowles, an
interne during the past year, has been promoted to the assistant
residency. Dr. Joseph W. Draper, who completed his term of
service as assistant resident the first of July, is upon leave of ab
sence for a year, which period he will spend as an assistant resident
at The Sloane Hospital for Women, New York City. Dr. Martin
M. Shir who concluded his work

as

interne with the close of the

current year has

accepted an assistant residency at The Man
hattan Maternity Hospital New York.
For the present year,
the two interneships have been filled by the appointment of Dr.
Henry B. Rollins, a graduate in Medicine of Yale, and of Dr. Ruth
E. Ewing, a graduate of the University of Kansas.
The staff has been increased

Alida K.

Hospital.
drawings
lesions.

by the addition of an artist, Miss
of Max Brodel of the Johns
Hopkins
Thus for the first time, we are able to secure records
by
of
the
and paintings
more
important and

Lovitt,

From the

are

invaluable.

the

teaching

a

pupil

interesting

standpoint of the patient's history, such records
they provide an additional means for

Moreover,

of students.
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morning dispensary

hours has been

a

distinct

step in advance, for it enables the members of the staff to complete
the greater part of the routine work during the early part of the
day. Moreover, the appointment system which was inaugurated

proved an unqualified success; not only is the
dispensary attendant conserved, but more time is
available for the careful study of the individual patient.
With the change of the clinic hours, the Department has occupied
those rooms in the basement of the Dispensary which are used by
Genitourinary Surgery in the afternoon. These quarters are of
course an improvement over those which we formerly possessed.
However, for our purposes they are far from ideal. It should be
realized that even among dispensary patients there exists a deli
I beheve, therefore,
cacy of feeling which should be respected.
that no dispensary for women is properly conducted unless each
patient is afforded that privacy which is hers when she consults a
private physician. At the present moment, I see no means of
improving our accommodations, but certainly more satisfactory
quarters should be provided in the near future.
Upon several occasions I have called attention to the obvious
deficiencies in South. Indeed, were I to express myself without
reserve at the present moment, this paragraph of my report would
be deleted. It is proper, however, to reemphasize the fact that we
have insufficient accommodations for the examination of patients
before and after delivery, that we have no available means for
isolating those cases which demand individual treatment ; and that
the offices of the Department which are in a dark basement are a

last autumn has
time of the

constant

source

of humiliation and embarrassment.

With the rehabilitation of West, it is planned to house all ward
gynecological cases upon the second floor of this building. South

will then be

given

over

to the accommodation of obstetrical pa

It is obvious that such

tients.

is called for

an

by the enlarged classes

increase in the number of beds
of the Medical School and it is

hoped

that this division of clinical material will

lem of

teaching.
with these

simplfy

the

prob

contemplated changes, the situation with
work, teaching and investigation is far from
ideal. A distinct disadvantage results from the wide separation
of the laboratories and wards. Moreover, it is impossible to con
centrate the time and energy of the staff when patients of the
But

respect

even

to clinical
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then, if
Department are housed in separate buildings. Clearly
must
the best type of work in all branches is to be done, a building
In other
be provided which will house the laboratories and wards.
if we are to progress, a modern Woman's Clinic is impera
words,

Few such clinics exist in this country and that very fact
us to assume leadership in this direction.

tive.

should stimulate
In
been

spite of the handicaps which I have mentioned, there has
gradual increase in the number of patients admitted to

a

the Service and many cases have been of unusual interest. In this
connection, we have been gratified to note that in many instances
women

have

come

mended to them

by

If members of
vision and if

a

to

us

because the

hospital

has been

recom

satisfied

patients.
departmental staff

they are
which they

are

to contribute to the

to retain

a

reputation

breadth of
of the hos

connected, they must attend the meet
organizations. With this end in
view^^ members of the Department have taken part in the meet
ings of The American Medical Association, The New York Ob
stetrical Society, and The American Gynecological Society. In
addition, papers have been read at Norwich, Waterbury, Hart
ford, New Haven, and at a public meeting held under the auspices
of The American College of Surgeons at Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Finally, I wish to point out that the progress and the success of
a department depend not only upon the policies adopted by its
head but, to a great extent, upon the manner in which these poli
cies are carried out by his associates. In this connection, I desire
to acknowledge my indebtedness to the members of my clinical
and laboratory staffs. Upon all occasions, they have cooperated
with me loyally and devotedly.

pital with
ings of the

are

state and national

Respectfully submitted,
Arthur Morse.

Report

of the Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology
Year

To the

Ending

June 30, 1923.

Superintendent:

I herewith submit the report for the Department of Ob
stetrics and Gynecology for the year ending June 30, 1923.
The Woman's Clinic

was

organized upon the present basis in

1915.

time, although the title of Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynecology was given to the incumbent of that university chair,
women who were admitted to the Hospital suffering from diseases
of the pelvic organs did not necessarily come under the care of
his department. Eight years ago, however, the department was
Up

to that

put upon

a

stable basis and

a

division

was

created for the

care

of

obstetrical and

gynecological patients and for clinical instruction.
It is of interest to note that this department was the first to in
augurate, in 1915, the type of resident staff which now exists in
other departments of the Hospital and that it was the first clinic
of its type in the country to be manned by a strictly university
staff.
It has been the custom in past years to allot to a division of
Gynecology in connection with a general hospital,

Obstetrics and
a

physical equipment

partments of surgery

which would not be tolerated
or

medicine.

by the de

since many have
concerned solely with

Moreover,

held the false notion that obstetrics

was

the

dehvery of the child, the dignity of the subject has suffered.
It may fairly be asked then, is it worth while at the present day
for men with a normal quantity of red blood circulating through
their veins to devote their energy toward the proper development
of a Woman's Clinic? Furthermore, is there need for well-equipped
teaching clinics of this type in the country?
These questions can be very definitely answered by calling at
tention to recent statements made by Dr. J. Whitridge Williams,
which summarize the results of Howard and of Eichel who in

respectively made extensive investigations re
mortality following childbirth in the United
States. The former studied the census figures for 1918 for the
birth registration area which included 53 per cent, of the popu1921

and 1923

garding

the maternal
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women delivere
and found that one out of every 113
with childbirth
that year died from some cause connected
that these results
-28.8 per cent, from infection. Howard stated
and Wales, and then
were 120 per cent, higher than in England
the material into
dividmg
that
upon
made the startling statement
in localities having
urban and rural, according as the women lived
were worse in the
ten thousand inhabitants or less, the results

lation,
during

former group, the incidence of infection
the urban than in the rural population.

being one-fifth higher

m

Eichel studied the conditions obtaining in the State of New
York for the five years ending with 1920. During this period,
he found that approximately one and a quarter million births had
which were almost equally divided between the City

occurred,

and State of New York.

In the

former,

one woman

died in every

proportion increased to 1 to 151.
relatively good results in New York City to

314 labors while in the latter the

He attributed the

its well-conducted

hospital

facilities and to the presence of trained

Upon analyzing more closely the figures for the State
outside of the City of New York, he reached conclusions similar

specialists.

to those of Howard and found that labor

was

in rural communities than in the cities and

considerably
villages with

safer
more

than 2,500 inhabitants.
In other words, Eichel found that it
was one-half again as dangerous to have a baby in the latter

localities

as

in the

City

of New York and one-fifth

than in the open country, where
available.

Furthermore,

physicians

he stated that while the

State

figures

for the years 1911-1916 showed a
the puerperal death rate from all causes, a
occurred from 1916-1921

so

more

were

dangerous
always

not

for the entire

gradual decrease in
progressive rise had

that the risk-rate had become

one-

eighth greater in the latter year.
Such figures, Dr. Williams continues, seem to indicate that
while preventive medicine has played a stupendous part in di
minishing the incidence and mortality of the infectious diseases,
that of puerperal infection has not been
affected, except in the
largest centers where well-conducted clinics for women and
trained specialists are available. The
figures of Howard and of
Eichel, which set forth the appalling conditions obtaining in the
smaller cities and towns of the
constitute a
ar

raignment

of

our

country
striking
system of obstetrical training, and indicate
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practitioners are no better
predecessors and consequently puerperal in
fection, the mortality from which is a fraction of one per cent.
in hospital practice, still constitutes the most important cause
of death among women during the child-bearing period.
Moreover, in attempting to ascertain the frequency of puerperal
infection, one cannot be guided altogether by the mortality
statistics, inasmuch as the greater proportion of such cases do
not end fatally. Finally, as Dr. Williams indicates, no one who
has to deal with gynecological patients can fail to be impressed
with the very large proportion whose troubles have originated
from febrile affections during the puerperium. Indeed it is esti
that the rank and file of medical

trained than their

mated that 50 per cent, of all women who bear children carry
injury and will sooner or later suffer from them.

the marks of

Clearly,

no

argument is

Woman's Clinic.

necessary to justify the existence of a
I turn to a consideration of the

Accordingly

types of service which such

munity.

They

a

Clinic should render to the

may be summarized

as

com

follows:

1.

In the

2.

In the

of patients.
training of young assistants who later will become
practising specialists or perhaps teachers or directors of similar
departments in medical schools or hospital.
3.

In the instruction of students and

care

nurses.

problems with the
practitioners of the community.
5.
In the investigation of physiological, pathological and
chemical problems which lie within the clinic's special field.
It is along these lines that the Yale Clinic has been directed
In consultations

4.

over

difficult clinical

for the past three years. In this connection it is of interest to
note that the total number of patients cared for by the outside
and

hospital

there

were

service since 1915 is 5,881 and that in this series
giving an uncorrected mortality of 1.6 per

96 deaths

figure slightly lower than that usually given by clinics
along similar lines; and that during the year ending
June 30, 1923, there were no deaths directly attributable to
operations performed upon the service.
In addition to their duties of caring for patients, and of in
structing students, the members of the staff have been engaged
cent.,

a

conducted

upon various clinical papers.

chapters

Dr. Creadick has furnished the

upon the toxaemias of pregnancy and upon medical
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"Theragynecology for the forthcoming edition of Forchheimer's
Dr. Musselman completed a study
Diseases."
Internal
of
peusis
of immunity in the newborn for which he was awarded the degree
Dr. Tyler in collaboration with Dr.
of Ph.D. in June, 1923.
Underhill pubhshed a paper dealing with the influence of menstrua
Dr. Cowles,
tion upon the hemaglobin content of the blood.
formerly assistant resident, developed a new apparatus for the
transfusion of citrated blood, a description of which will soon be
pubhshed. Dr. Stone has prepared several papers, chief among
which is the study of a patient with osteomalacia in whom delivery
by Caesarean Section was necessary. The head of the department
has contributed to the discussions of the American Gynecological
and of the New York Obstetrical Society, and has read papers
before other organizations.
While it is not proper in this place to enter upon an extended
discussion of the needs of the clinic, I wish to point out the out
standing handicaps under which we are working. Our labora
tories and wards are so widely separated that from the standpoint
of departmental teaching and administration the most efficient
We do not possess suitable faculties for

work cannot be done.

prenatal examination of obstetrical patients. We have no
prenatal ward for the study and treatment of the various compli

the

cations of pregnancy and for the proper instruction of students in
pelvimetry. Finally, we have no means for isolating patients
who

are

suffering

from

an

not touch here upon the

intrauterine infection.

question

of clinical

While I shall

material,

my ex
years leads me to believe that the small
number of admissions to the service depends upon an insufficiency

perience

of the last

eight

of free ward beds and

an

inadequate physical equipment.

In conclusion I desire to record my appreciation of the con
structive efforts of the administrative office and to state as my
conviction that at no time since my association with the hospital
has the morale of the institution been upon so high a
plane. I
wish also to acknowledge my obhgations to the members of
my
hospital and laboratory staffs and particularly to express my
to
indebtedness
my resident, Dr.
personal
whose unusual

Stone,

executive and clinical

ability has made possible his carrying heavy

burdens which otherwise would have

weighed upon
Respectfully submitted,

my shoulders.

Arthur Morse.

Report

of the

Department

Nine Months

To the

Ending

of

Surgery

June 30, 1922

Superintendent:

The past year has been so notable in progress and in promise
of accomplishment that it is somewhat difficult to convey to the
directors in any formal report the many varied aspects of the de
and functioning of the surgical clinic.

velopment

Last year Dr. Joseph Marshall Flint commented on certain
in the personnel which presaged further changes in the

changes
near

future and it is to the

regret of the staff of the clinic that the

resignation of Dr. Flint. For some fourteen
years he had labored unceasingly in the face of many discouraging
obstacles but always with optimism, to organize a surgical clinic
of the first rank in the hospital and commensurate with the teach
ing duties necessitated by its association with the University.
With far-sighted vision he devoted his organizing ability to the
interests of both Hospital and the School of Medicine and no
small part of the changes that have been effected during the past
first of these

was

the

year and that will be carried out in the future is due to his faith
in the ultimate development of these institutions.
Without

such steadfastness of purpose it is doubtful if
consummation could have been reached.

even

the present

by Dr. Flint's resignation Dr.
Surgery in the School
department of surgery
and chief of the service in the hospital and dispensary. A more
ample budget provided by the University enabled an important
and considerable expansion in the personnel of the clinic.
Dr. John J. Morton was called from private practice with
Dr. Robert Lovett of Boston to take the Assistant Professorship
of Surgery and was assigned to general surgery in the clinic.
To fill the vacancy created

Samuel C. Harvey, Assistant Professor of
of Medicine was appointed as head of the

Dr. Morton received his training in surgery at the Peter Bent
Brigham and Massachusetts General Hospitals under such capable
surgeons as Dr. Cushing and Dr. Scudder. It is notable that both
of these are Yale men so that he is well informed and sympathetic
His practical trainmg was further
with the Yale traditions.
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by service abroad during the
orthopedic surgery, and

enhanced

Dr. Lovett in

with
war and two years
his scientific training Dy

during which time
knowledge.
important contributions to medical
he had
ticular strategic importance was work which

study

at the Rockefeller Institute

several

he made
Of par

done

m

and he took pains
connection with X-ray and radium therapy
in the practical
himself
to
perfect
before coming to New Haven
have in every respect
application of the latter. His services
and one may safely look
proved the wisdom of his appointment
of usefulness to the
forward to a constantly widening range

hospital and university.

care required
There remained three groups of patients whose
These were those
special technical training and knowledge.
from diseases of
suffering from diseases of the brain and nerves,
the genito-urinary system and from diseases or injuries of the
locomotor system, customarily called orthopedics.
The first group of neurological cases had already been covered
his training
by the appointment of Dr. Harvey who had received
the Peter Bent
as a student and assistant of Dr. Cushing of
Brigham Hospital where he was resident for three years and also
by his service in this specialty in the army in France for two years.

The second group of genito-urinary cases had been cared for
the general surgeons of the hospital but Dr. Flint had had in

by

mind for several years the appointment of a man particularly
well trained in this specialty. The expansion of the departmental

budget of
was

called

Clyde L. Deming
charge of Urology
the hospital and dis

last year made this possible, and Dr.
as an Assistant Professor of Surgery in

both in the teaching and in the practice in
No branch of surgery has shown
pensary.

more

considerable

the last fifteen years and it is to the credit of
American surgery that Dr. Hugh Young of Baltimore has made

advances

dring

considerable

part of these contributions.

Dr. Deming, a
Medicine, served for three years
in the New Haven Hospital following which he worked with Dr.
Young for two years perfecting himself in this specialty. He now
returns to the hospital familiar with its problems, sympathetic
with the future of it and the school, and particularly well trained
for the part which he is to play in it.
Of great importance in the clinic is the group of cases represented
by the diseases and injuries of the locomotor system. These so
so

graduate

a

of the Yale School of
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frequently result
individual for
the

on

in deformities

or

loss of

function, making the

great time, sometimes for life,

a

community,

a

financial burden

that it seemed best to concentrate this work

one man.
The hospital was fortunate in having
disposal Dr. Robert J. Cook, Assistant Professor of Surgery
in charge of Orthopedics, to whom this group was assigned. Dr.
Cook had been well trained in general surgery before taking up
the study of the surgery of deformities under Dr. Lovett with
whom he worked for two years. His previous work in orthopedics
in the University Health Department and at the Dispensary and
Hospital assured one that he would carry this additional load with
success, and the directors of the hospital can now rest assured that
this particularly difficult group of patients is being properly

in the hands of
at its

cared for.
so

To disseminate the administrative details of the clinic through
many heads would inevitably lead to confusion. These men

the professional advisers and Dr. Flint some years ago initiated
the resident system by which the actual administrative detail
for the entire clinic is concentrated in the hands of one person.
This surgeon is a junior member of the staff who has had several
are

years of

is at last

on a

He

hospital work in surgery and who
portion of the major surgical work.

is,

so

ready to take
to speak, the

inra-mural chief of the clinic and co-ordinates the activities of
the various sections in the hospital itself. The hospital has been

during the past two years in having Dr.
position. His development has been
rapid, his work of an unusually high quality and he now takes up
practice in the community, for which he is eminently well perpared. His place is being taken for the ensuing year by Dr.

particularly
William D.

fortunate

Duffy

Maxwell Lear,
an

a

to fill this

graduate

of the School of Medicine In 1911 and
Hospital in 1912-1913. Until a year

interne of the New Haven

ago he had been

carrying

on a

successful

general practice

in New

He then decided that he would specialize in surgery and
that he wished to prepare himself for this in a thorough manner.
Haven.

Last year he served in an eminently satisfactory manner as as
sistant resident and in reward for this and his well matured
these
ability he received the residency. By such training as

carefully selected men are receiving, the hospital is performing
it with
one of its major duties to the community in providing
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thoroughly prepared and proved competent

for

practice

in it.
The

junior

of four as
resident staff which at present consists
during
eight internes has been re-organized

sistant residents and

service
the year. The internes serve for a year, two men starting
will be two mternes
there
time
At
three
months.
any given
every

dispensary and

in the

two each

as

senior, junior and laboratory

dispensary will serve
having finished their framing m
to
the hospital and thus bring a maturity of training and judgment
the dispensary which will enable them to assume a certain amount
of responsibility, thus increasing materially the value of the dis
The house staff will then
pensary work to the community.
consist of six men, one of whom will be senior in charge of the male
patients and one senior in charge of the women and children.

internes in the

hospital.

The internes in the

their last three months there after

Each senior will then have about 45 patients under his care with
junior and a laboratory interne to assist him. This arrangement

a

a progressive development of the man, hand in hand
assumption of responsibility. These junior surgeons care
patients in the clinic irrespective of the division to which

makes for
with his
for the

they may belong, but it is necessary that some men with more ex
perience shall have charge of the particular groups of cases and so
For this
check up on the detailed work of the interne staff.
purpose there are four assistant residents, one supervising the
work in general surgery, one in neurological surgery, one in genito
urinary surgery and one in orthopedic surgery. These men rotate
through these sections and serve also in the corresponding section
in the dispensary, thus serving to correlate the work in the hospital
and dispensary.
They also assist in the ward and dispensary
teaching and carry on some problems. They are recruited from
the interne staff and it is from this group that the resident is
selected, so by a process of elimination one may obtain in the
of unusual

abihty and adequately trained. To
hospital concerned only with the routine
care of patients at the least possible cost this seems an
unduly
large staff. It is, however, necessary in any institution where the
highest standards are maintained, whether in conjunction with
teaching or not. This is evidenced by the proportion maintained
at similar institutions of one member of the junior staff to
each
residency

a man

one

accustomed to the

ten

or

twelve beds.
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An extremely important factor in any surgical procedure, indeed
secondary only to the operation itself is the administration of
anaesthesia. The tendency is definitely toward the use of local
anaesthesia wherever possible and in this clinic it is being used
with increasing frequency. However, there necessarily remains
a large group of patients who must take a general anaesthetic.
Here the modern practice is more and more tending to the use of
nitrous oxide and oxygen gas, and the obtaining of two anaesthe
tists specially trained in this form of anaesthetizing has enabled
this clinic to correspond to the modern usage. Miss Alice M.
Hunt, a graduate nurse, had served in Dr. Cushing's clinic for
several years and had obtained there an exceptional training and
developed unusual ability. It was only possible to obtain her by
making her an Instructor in the Department of Surgery and plac
ing her at the head of this section, thus perfecting the organization
so as to provide definite instruction and supervision of the house
staff in the administration of anaesthesia. Miss Hunt brought
with her Miss Hannah F. Benton, also a graduate nurse of unusual
abihty and whom she had herself trained. The quality of the
service rendered is now such that a definite charge for anaesthesia
can be made by the hospital and this section thus be rendered
self-supporting.
The use of the lower wave lengths of light, of ultraviolet fight,
of the X-ray and of radium in the treatment of disease is advancing
so rapidly that any modern clinic must be organized for the appli
cation of this form of therapy. During the past year Dr. Scott
has expanded his work with the therapeutic X-ray and he has
been enabled to do this by the installation of a machine with a
high potential. There have been such rapid advances, however,
in the further development of high potential apparatus during
the past few months that a new field of therapeutics has been
opened up. Already many of the best hospitals have installed
this new equipment and it will be necessary to do so here at the
earliest possible moment. It should be borne in mind that this
department is on a self-paying basis and, therefore, it is only good
business to use a portion of the surplus at least in expansion, which
will further increase its earning power.
Closely linked with this function of the X-ray is the therapeutic
The two are complementary to each other and
use of radium.
both supplementary to surgery. A single case may require opera-
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tion, X-ray and radium therapy and
be carried out.

We

tion which enables

are

us

to

of the radium therapy

the closest correlation must

already having an organiza
do this. Dr. Morton has assumed charge
in
in general surgery and Dr. Deming
fortunate in

of the greatest value.
genito-urinary surgerv and it has been
disease
Many patients with inoperable and incurable malignant
and
have had symptoms ameliorated, and their fives prolonged,
effect would
such results quite aside from its possible curative
with
render its use indispensable. From the financial standpoint,
to meet
charges the income has been sufficient
the investment and something over. Its further
as with this small
use in the amount at hand is limited, inasmuch
amount it is necessary to apply it directly to the patient. With
could be taken
a minimum of five times this amount emanations
off and used in place of the radium itself and its availability
very reasonable

the interest

on

increased very many times over five. The present amount must
as in the nature of a financial experiment which
already in the short time that it has been in use has justified itself.
be considered

produce emanations is
standpoint of the hospital's
in order to keep it in line with
similar institutions elsewhere. May I point out that X-ray and
radium therapy considered as commercial enterprises alone have
elsewhere again and again proven worthy of the investment and
that this is, so to speak, a self-paying philanthropy which the
hospital owes to the community and to itself.
Another form of therapy which has undergone great develop
ment during the past few years is that of physiotherapy.
This
consists essentially in the employment of massage, active and
passive motion, baking, electricity, etc., in the treatment of dis
The obtaining of the necessary
urgently necessary both from
service to the community and

amount to
the

It received its greatest initiative some years ago in the
paralysis and Dr. Lovett of Boston among
others developed a training school for suitably
prepared women
in the application of these measures. During the war its
applica
ease.

treatment of infantile

bility was enormously expanded and such persons were of inesti
mable benefit in the treatment of the wounded. The lessons thus
learned are being applied in civil surgery with
of the

shortening

hospitalization and the work incapacity of the patient together
with the restoration of

During

a

the past year the

greater

amount of

department of

ultimate function.

surgery from its

own
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funds has

provided such a person who received her training with
Dr. Lovett and she has been of inestimable value in the hospital
and dispensary. So important have been her services that this
year

a

second

physiotherapeutist is being added to the staff. This
conjunction with the department of
start a postural clinic where the early deformities
arising from bad posture may be ccirected before

will enable Dr. Cook in

pediatrics

to

of childhood

they become permanent. The economic value of such service to
the community is great and it also answers in a rational way a
demand which is evidenced by the rapid growth of osteopathy,
chiropractic, natureopathy, etc. Expansion to cover the group of
chronic diseases such as "rheumatism, myalgia, etc." to which
symptomatic relief at least can be given, is urgently needed and
will be met as soon as possible, the chief deterrent being, however,
lack of floor space for the installation of such service.
Another essential accessory to treatment in a modern hospital
is that of a shop where individual splints and braces can be made
and fitted to the

patient. Two years ago Dr. Cook by using de
partmental funds set aside for orthopedic instruction organized
such a shop. Its value to the clinic has been inestimable and
moreover it has come within a short distance of being self-support
ing. Such activities as these are mentioned in this report only
because they are normally hospital functions and not university
and should be taken over by the hospital at an early date.
No report of the surgical clinic to the trustees of the hospital
would be complete without a reference to the close affiliation of
the analogous clinics in the dispensary. Under Dr. Hartshorn's
faithful and whole hearted supervision the surgical clinic in the
dispensary has shown a rapid growth and with his co-operation
assistance has been provided from the junior staff of the hospital
for the work in the dispensary, thus allowing for continuous super
vision of such patients as are unable to afford the services of a
family physician. This is a logical growth and with the greater
thoroughness with which the cases in the dispensary are being
studied it should be possible at no distant date to arrive at many
diagnoses in the outpatient clinic which are now made only in
the hospital and thus reduce the necessary days of hospitalization.
Such close affiliation and co-operation will lead to an increased
rapidity of turnover in the hospital and in the end provide with
hospital care a greater number of patients in any given time. In
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effect this is
a

an

increase in the bed

capacity of

the

hospital

and

the already increasing demand
proper method of meeting

is

on

the part of the community.
cost is no
The giving of charity service or service at below
inefficient or unhumane
longer to-day a reason for providing
ward of a modern hospital must be run
Even the

public
the constant
give satisfaction to its clientele. It has been
aim of the staff to develop its services along this line and in order
for six
to test the success or failure of this policy each patient
service.
so as

to

months has received on his discharge a personal letter from the
chief of the service requesting a statement of his opinion of the
hospital and particularly if he has any grievances against the
service rendered. The replies have been most encouraging in that

relatively few, and those minor, complaints have been received,
while many more letters have been written thanking the hospital
for its care and showing grateful appreciation of the work done.
Likewise a studied effort has been made to co-operate with the
but

physician sending a
patient is admitted,

case

when

to the clinic.

operated

He is notified when his

upon, and at

discharge

a

de

tailed report of the case is sent. A particular effort is made to
see that the patient goes back to him for further care and this is
checked personally by the chief surgeon in each instance. There
are

abroad, however, many misunderstandings as to the rela
hospital to the patient and to the physician, and it
seem advisable for the hospital to make at some time in

still

tion of the
would
the

near

future

a

definite statement and

see

that it gets to each

individual

physician in the community in order that there may
be no excuse for such misconception.
No hospital occupying the position in the community that the
New Haven Hospital does has fulfilled its functions unless it
has done something in the teaching of medicine and advancing
knowledge. So quite aside from its affiliation with the University
it is appropriate that these subjects should be touched
upon.
Reference has

already been made to the training of the junior
place almost automatically in the fulfillment of
their duties in the hospital. The teaching of the students is not
a very different matter.
The time of formal didactic
teaching
with demonstration of a patient before large groups has
largely
gone by. The student is now fitted into the hospital organization
and has personal responsibilities and contacts with the
patient
staff which takes
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patient

he is

no
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longer

an

inquisitive spectator,

but

one

of the many persons about him who is trying to do something to
find out what the trouble is and to relieve it. The rounds are now

conferences between members of the staff and the students of
patient is a member and not infrequently an active one

which the
with

illuminating

wards"

and

timely

remarks.

The student "walks the

he has done for many years in England, which country
superior in clinical teaching, and learns as he assists in

as

has

no

the

care

of the

With such

a

patient.
group of young enthusiastic

men

there must arise

constantly queries and doubts as their knowledge of the funda
mental sciences is brought into contact with clinical problems.
Much of this is fools' gold and needs but the assaying by more
experienced men to prove it such. Some of it, however, is the
rare metal and must be retrieved and hammered into a form
which will make it suitable for the marts of medical science. This
means carrying the problems to the laboratory, settling its value
and, if proved of worth, applying it in the chnic. Unfortunately

true

still many advances are made at great pains and cost because of
lack of co-ordination of the concept, of the laboratory facilities,
and of the clinic in which the solution may be applied. One man
conceives the problem, another expands it and a third applies it.

expected of the correlation which we have at
Hospital but this product is, however, the last
to appear. There is already, however, an encouraging ebullition
which will show appreciable results in the near future.
It should not be necessary to state that such activity is indis
pensable in a clinic whose duty is only the care of the patients,
but doubly so in one which bears the responsibility of preparing
the physician of the future. If the clinic is not alert and inquisitive
the physician turned out will be dull and lacking in initiative and
the care that the patient receives shpshod and unintelligent.
Much then may be

the New Haven

This report has not concerned itself with the demands of the
or even of the present. There are many such and important,
staff feel that these are appreciated by the di
but the
future

surgical

It has
as rapidly as possible.
accomplishments of the past year

rectors and will be met

itself

only

these

as a

with the

happy

concerned

and views

augury of the future.

Respectfully submitted,
Samuel C. Harvey.

Report

of the
Year

To the

Department of Surgery

Ending

June

30, 1923.

Superintendent:

The report of last year considered in detail the changes in the
personnel resulting from the expansion of the Section of Surgery
in 1921. This year the personnel has remained constant with the

exception of the customary rotation of the Junior Staff. This
report, then, will have to do with what the section has been able
to accomplish and with the changes in organization and the lines
of expansion suggested by the results of this experience.
The main preoccupation of any clinical branch of a hospital is
the proper care of the patients. Until this is accomplished teach
ing or investigative work which is either justifiable or valuable,
These last two functions,
cannot be satisfactorily carried out.
although extremely important in themselves, and necessarily
reacting, when properly performed, to the benefit of the patient,
are after all subsidiary to the main and immediate
duty. It is
axiomatic that without patients clinical teaching and investiga
tion cannot be carried

on

have

gives

patients

unless it

and that the
them

a

teaching hospital will not
quality of care, even beyond

that accorded them in the
tional institution.
tion of

hospital unaffiliated with an educa
principle in mind that the Sec
functioned during the past year and as a

It is with this

Surgery has

reward it has

seen a consistant and definite increase in the volume
of clinical work done.
With the rehabilitation of the East and West
was

wards, Surgery

assigned Bronson and 1 and 2 East Wards with a normal capacity
of 74 beds as compared with the
previous capacity of 72 beds
distributed over four wards. This was
accomplished by the assign
ing of the children under Surgical care to Adult Wards, an ex
tremely undersirable grouping which should be corrected at the
earhest possible moment. Several times
during the past year the
normal capacity of the wards has been exceeded
by ten to fifteen
patients and at all times the service has run well to
capacity
within
normal variations of seasonal and communal
health.
volume of the service justifies an
expansion

which is

The

already
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the 3 West Ward

physically possible by opening
Ward for children.
The growth is even
The

more

dispensary Clinics

in
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marked in other

general

surgery,

as a

Surgical

phases of the work.
Orthopedics, G. U.,

and in eye, ear, nose and throat have all shown an increase in the
volume of work done throughout the year. Two physiotherapeutists are working to their full capacity and the time of one techni

fully taken up with the making of orthopedic apparatus
splints. In no place is the growth greater than in the Cystoscopic Suite which two years ago was functioning perhaps one or
two mornings a week.
During the past year 1,140 treatments
have been carried out there, of which 582 were cystoscopic and
cian is

and

in 412 of these the ureters

were

catheterized.

increasing volume of work the organization has
the major part correct, particularly in the hospital.

To meet this

been found in

It will be recalled that there is

posed

of the Chief of Staff and

Senior

or

extra-mural staff

other of these

men are on

com

Assistant Dr.

Morton, who cares
neurological surgery as well

patients in the general and the
carrying out the treatment with radium.

for the
as

a

an

Either

one

or

the

call at all times and at such times is the

acting head of the professional service in the Surgical Section of
the Hospital and the Dispensary.
The fractures of the long bones, chronic diseases of the bones
and joints and other disturbances of the locomotor apparatus,
customarily tending to deformities, both in the Hospital and Dis
In addition to fifteen to
pensary, are cared for by Dr. Cook.
twenty beds in the Hospital, three afternoons a week in the Dis
pensary and a constantly increasing number of private cases,
both Hospital and Ambulatory, the University Department of
Health also employes Dr. Cook's services for a survey of the
students in regard to postural defects and other deformities.
This amount of work added to teaching in the Dispensary and the
Hospital in these subjects has lead to an increasing burden which
now is reaching the point where investigative work can hardly be
expected of the one man handling these activities. So far the
care of the patients is within the present power of the staff and
has been met adequately, but there are other activities that should
be added to the ones outlined above. The most powerful method
of attack upon tuberculosis of the bones, joints, of the lymph
nodes and of the peritoneum, is that of heliotheraphy, reinforced
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who
by the actinic ray of the quartz lamp. At present patients
or
should receive this treatment must be referred to Niantic
and open
Meriden, which are State Hospitals, limited in capacity
With the addition
cases.
and
to the more

urgent
important
such treatment
physiotherapeutist skilled in this type of work
numbers
could be admirably given here, to the great benefit of large
of children and to the credit of the Hospital. Chronic arthritis

only

of

a

"rheumatism" is

or

an

incapacitating

disease for which there is

can be
specific remedy. The amount of disability
and
massage
the
baking,
proper
greatly limited, however, by
hydrotheraphy. There is a great demand in any community for
this service and this could be met readily by the installation of a
relatively small amount of apparatus in a suitable suite of rooms.

at

present

no

The situation in the G. U. Division is somewhat similar but
The work
as regards the expansion of activity.
as

not

pressing
enormously as the result of the intensive care of
Dr. Deming, so that the present cystoscopic room is taxed to its
working capacity. The care of patients in the ward, the six
mornings a week in the cystoscopic suite, the operative work,
three afternoons a week in the Dispensary, in addition to the teach
ing in the Hospital and Dispensary make a burden which no one
man can carry and at the same time accomplish anything in an
investigative way.
has increased

The eye, ear, nose and throat divisions have been carried on
very satisfactorily as regards the care of the patients by the loyal
services of Drs. Ailing, Sperry, Blake and their assistants. It is
to be remembered, however, that nearly 1,000 patients pass
through these divisions in a year and that at present there is only
one

man

on

the Junior House Staff to

care

for them.

This of

necessity means that the examinations must be cursory, especially
as regards the general condition of the
patient, and the work
carried

en

much to

in

a

rectify

hurried

manner.

A second House

this situation and would

in these clinics in the

Dispensary

man

improve the

would do

service

given

also.

The functions of the clinic represented in the
operating room,
have been carried out with the usual efficiency under the direction
of Miss Bruse. The burden of work is
each
and

increasing

year

the time is not far distant when
larger accommodations will be
needed. The Accident Room and Ambulance Services are
par
ticularly on the gain and now require a considerable part of one

GENERAL
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throughout the twenty-four
operating rooms is

association with the
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hours.
an

Their intimate

undesirable feature

that should be remedied in the event of future construction.
The

organization

of the Junior House Staff has

proved

satis

The Resident Dr. Lear who remains for another year is
essentially a member of the Senior Group as regards his ability

factory.

directly responsible for the administra
patients in the Hospital. The Assistant
Residents, four in number, were organized on the supposition that
they would find a certain portion of their time free for clinical
investigation. This has not proved to be the case. The many
calls, night and day, and the volume of the work have almost pre
cluded any such work. Consequently, for this year one of these
men will be placed entirely in the laboratory and the three remain
ing entirely on hospital work. One of these cares for patients in
general surgery, the second for those in Orthopedic and a third
and

and is

responsibility

tion and the

of the

care

for those in the G. U. division.

The last two also work in the

Dispensary. The Assistant Resi
dents are responsible under the supervision of the Chief of the
Staff for the Surgical Pathology. The internes serving in the
Hospital are six in number or one for about fifteen patients cal
afternoon in the clinic of the

culated upon the maximum census record for the past year. The
period of service is arranged in a graded manner so that there are
two

seniors,

two

juniors

and two

sub-juniors

at any

one

time-

Dispensary, in the mornings in
General Surgery in the afternoons in orthopedics and G. U. Sur.
gery. The responsibility is graded in such a fashion that it cor
responds to the training that any given man has had.
The problem of the organization of the Dispensary has been a
difficult one. We have had to depend entirely on volunteer ser
vice by physicians otherwise unattached to the hospital or school
of medicine. Such service has been to a surprising degree, devoted
and skillful but as a general statement the interest of such physi
cians is inevitably and justifiably centered in their own practice.
As a result the covering in the clinics has not always been adequate
and the time expended is only that necessary to run the patient
through in the quickest manner. This is not conducive to the
type of work that should be carried out in a teaching Dispensary.
In order to rectify this situation in the general surgical clinic, a
man of the rank of Assistant Resident will have charge this next
Two internes also

serve

in the
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year and working under him will be two internes. In the Genito
urinary and Orthopedic clinic these internes will also function in
the afternoons under the supervision of the respective heads. In

the last two clinics the situation will be met most

only

when Dr.

Deming and

Dr. Cook

are

provided

satisfactorily
with trained

assistants in their divisions.
In conclusion then it is noted that the

present organization as
ensuing year will provide satisfactory care for the
patients in both the Hospital and Dispensary, in spite of the in
creasing volume of work, but that this will be especially in the
G. U. and Orthopedic divisions at the sacrifice of time for inves
tigation.

projected

for the

Samuel C. Harvey.

Report of the Department of Medicine
Nine Months Ending June 30, 1922.

To the

Superintendent:

During the past year the medical service has been undergoing
period of reorganization brought about by the concomitant
reorganization of the Department of Medicine of Yale University
School of Medicine. In presenting the annual report for 1921-22
it seems desirable, therefore, to record briefly the more important
changes that have been effected.
The Medical Service at present has 75 beds, 40 in the Gifford
wards for the care of patients with all types of general medical
diseases, 35 in the Isolation Pavilion for patients with infectious
diseases. Of the patients admitted to the Gifford wards some come
in for diagnostic study only, a considerable number present neuro
logical and pyschiatric problems; the majority are patients with
cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, renal, metabolic or blood diseases
a

admitted for treatment.

In the Isolation Pavilion all acute infec

tonsihtis, pneumonia, erysipelas, typhoid,
meningitis, dysentery, etc., as well as the contagious diseases are

tious diseases such

as

treated.

organization which has been adopted to meet
service, provides for a senior group consisting of a
Physician-in-Chief and a variable number of Associate Physicians,
at present five. All of these men give their full time to hospital
and medical school duties. General supervision of the service and
responsibility for the care of patients devolves upon the Physicianin-Chief. More immediate supervision of the study and treat
ment of patients rests in the hands of the Associate Physicians.
For this purpose the service is divided, the Associate Physicians
in rotation having supervision of the Gifford wards and of Isola
tion. In order to provide more adequately for the study and
treatment of particular types of disease, Associate Physicians with
special interest and training along various lines have been ap
pointed. In this way special provision has been made for patients
with metabolic and renal disease, cardiac disease, syphilis, and
infectious diseases. The second or junior group in the staff organThe

plan

of Staff

the needs of the
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composed of residents and internes. The former act in a
supervisory capacity, the latter do the largest part of the routine
work in connection with the examination of patients. In the past
an entire new group of internes has replaced the preceding group
This complete change from trained
on August 1st of each year.
to untrained men resulted in a period of decreased efficiency in
the running of the service. In order to obviate this difficulty the
interne service has recently been made a graded service with two
internes replacing two former internes every four months. The
ization is

number of internes has been increased from four to six.

completion during the year of a new laboratory building in
proximity to the medical wards has been a great step in ad
In this building thoroughly adequate office and laboratory
vance.
The

close

facilities for the present routine and research work of the service
Various members of the medical staff do the chem
are provided.
ical and

biological work incident to the study of patients thus
maintaining a close association between the wards and labora
tories.
The medical clinic of the

immediate

supervision

of

of his time to this work.

dispensary has been placed under the
Associate Physician who devotes most
A number of special clinics have been

an

added to those

already in existence so that at present the class
system of handhng ambulatory patients is well established. Heart
disease, diabetes, gastro-intestinal disease, thyroid disease, syphi
fis, tuberculosis, and the allergic conditions, are now provided for in
this

manner.

In conclusion it may not be inappropriate to mention the more
pressing needs of the service. It is of primary importance that a
closer physical relationship between the
dispensary and the hos
pital should be brought about if the dispensary is to fulfill its
function in the complete organization. There is also need for

dispensary space in order that the clinic may be open through
day. Provision should be made for the introduction of the
appointment system, which has proved so successful in the Pedia
tric clinic. In the hospital the more
pressing needs are the rehab
ilitation of the Gifford wards, the installation of
permanent cubi
cles in the Isolation
ward, the development of adequate nursing,
and better provision for the
study and dietetic treatment of meta
more

out the

bolic diseases.

Francis G. Blake.

Physician-in-Chief.

Report

of the
Year

To the

Department
Ending

June

of Medicine

30, 1923.

Superintendent:

In the report for 1921-1922 the plan of staff organization that
was adopted in July, 1921, was outlined.
This plan has now been

operation for two years and has proved satisfactory in most
The only significant departure from the original scheme
has been in the medical chnic of the dispensary. Instead of treating
the chnic as a separate unit under the direction of one of the junior
Associate Physicians throughout the year, it has seemed more
advantageous to make the clinic an integral part of the medical
service comparable to the Gifford and Isolation Ward Services.
Under the new arrangement recently instituted, each of the As
sociate Physicians has a continuous dispensary service for a stated
portion of the year. By this means every member of the staff is
provided with an opportunity to come into contact with all types
and stages of disease. While it is, perhaps, too soon to speak with
confidence as to the ultimate success of the plan, it is already ap
parent that it has many advantages, not the least of which is the
recognition of the fact that the most important and difficult medi
cal problems with which the staff of a medical service must deal
are found frequently in the dispensary clinic rather than in the
hospital wards.
With the preliminary period of organization completed it has
been possible during the past year to give more attention to im
proving procedure in the diagnostic study and treatment of pa
tients both in the dispensary and in the hospital wards. While
it is felt that much has already been accomplished along these
lines as evidenced by an increasingly careful and detailed study
of patients with the best methods available, by more accurate
utilization of the best known therapeutic procedures according
to the indications in the individual patient, and by a decided im
provement in the patients' records, there still remains much room
for further improvement.
The development of a thoroughly
adequate medical service demands not only a sufficiently large
and competent medical staff, but also an adequate nursing staff,
in

respects.
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to meet all the needs of detailed
capable dietetic department able
and dispensary units,
dietetic treatment, properly arranged ward
for carrying out the
and suitable ward and laboratory facilities
Frank
difficult diagnostic and therapeutic procedures.
more
of the medical service of
recognition of the weaknesses and needs
in these
appears imperative if further im
a

the

respects

hospital

provement is

to be made.

The medical staff

as now

constituted consists of the Physician-

a Resident and three Assistant
A staff of this size is
and six internes.
believed to be sufficiently large to handle the routine work of the
and dispensary services. It is also felt that the members

in-Chief, six Associate Physicians,
Resident

Physicians,

hospital

diverse training and experience
whole to carry out satisfactorily the
detailed study and care of nearly all types of disease found among
the patients who enter the hospital wards or come to the dispensary
chnics. Exceptions may perhaps be made in the case of patients

of the staff have had
to enable the group

sufficiently

as

a

neurological, psychiatric, and dermatological diseases. The
patients entering the medical wards is not large
and the needs of the situation have at least parUally been met by
the generous co-operation of consultants in these special fields of
medicine who are practicing in the community.
During the period covered by this report the medical service,
in common with other services, has labored under many handicaps
due to the inadequacy of the nursing staff. Since this problem
appears to be approaching solution through the establishment of
the Yale School of Nursing, no further comment is necessary.
with

number of such

Likewise in the field of dietetic treatment there have been many
contend with.
These difficulties have largely

difficulties to

depended upon an unsufficient personnel in the dietetic department
of the hospital and the lack of proper facilities in the wards for the
accurate administration of special diets.
Improvement in this
very important phase of medical work is urgently needed.
The need for

relationship

a new

dispensary of increased size in
hospital plant was

closer

physical

to the rest of the

stated in last
year's report. It is essential that this be attained at the earliest
possible moment if the hospital is to meet its obligation to the

community.

Complete rehabilitation of the Gifford Wards into
modern ward units is an equally pressing need if the medical
service is to provide the best type of service.
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the functions of the Medical

Service, other than its primary function of caring for the sick of
the community may properly be presented in this report. Since
the service is the teaching service of the Yale Schools of Medicine
and of Nursing it must provide an adequate amount and variety
of clinical material for the instruction of students in both these
schools.

It must also

provide

a

sufficient number of

patients

for

the proper training of the interne and resident staffs and for en
larging the experience of the senior staff. Finally the clinical
material must be

enough

to

provide

an

opportunity

to members

of the staff to carry out investigations of such diseases as may
While it is true that the
engage their attention at any time.

hospital

would appear to have

to meet these

a

sufficient number of medical beds

requirements at the present stage of development
and to be particularly fortunate in having a communicable disease
pavilion as an integral part of the service, it is nevertheless a fact
that the amount of clinical material is frequently less than the
situation requires because the wards are rarely filled to capacity.
It is believed that this state of affairs may best be reheved by
providing the best that can be offered in the diagnosis and treat
ment of disease, by enlarging and improving the dispensary service,
and by enlisting the support of the medical profession and the
people of the community in an enterprise which aims to serve the
community not only by caring for individuals requiring medical
attention, but also by the training of future practitioners of
medicine and by the advancement of knowledge concerning disease.
Francis G. Blake,
Physician-in-Chief.

of the

Report

Department

Nine Months

To the
In

of Pediatrics

Ending June 30,

1922.

Superintendent:

March, 1922, III East

was

turned

over

for the

use

of sick

infants and children who entered the hospital on the Pediatrics
service. The ward is light and airy and is in many respects well

adapted for the care of sick mfants. In other respects it is poorly
adapted for the care of infants. The chief defect in the ward,
from the practical standpoint, lies in an inadequate provision of
facilities for washing the hands. Miss Brightenstein, the nurse
in charge of the children on the Pediatrics service not suffering
from contagious diseases, left us December 30, 1921. On August
1, 1922, Miss Smith succeeded her.
There have been

no

changes in the personnel except

in

regard

to the internes.

The Pediatric

dispensary

is

being conducted

on an

appointment

basis.

It is open both morning and afternoon for the care and
treatment of sick children.
Special clinics are being established
for the treatment and

care of children
suffering from congenital
syphilis, diseases of the heart and children suffering from diseases
or conditions depending on the increased sensitiveness to certain
protein substances present either in the environment or in the food.
The Pediatric department has supphed doctors to several of
the well baby clinics belonging to the
Visiting Nurse Association.

Respectfully submitted,
E. A. Park.

of the

Report

Year

To the

Department
Ending

June

30,

of Pediatrics

1923.

Superintendent:

In Dr. Park's absence

abroad,

I

am

submitting

the

following

report on the work of the Department of Pediatrics for the year
July 1, 1922, to June 30, 1923.
The Department of Pediatrics began to function in July, 1921,
and the year covered by this report, therefore, represents the

organization. There have been no outstanding
developments during the second year, but it is well perhaps
to emphasize the fact that the Department has become firmly
established in the hospital and medical school organization and
in community work. The admissions to the ward service during
second year of the
new

this second year have increased 17 per cent,
first year.

over

those of the

care of non-contagious
opened in the spring of 1922. The
ward is modern and comfortable and provided with a large porch
and a well-equipped diet kitchen. The ward is perhaps as satis
factory for the care of infants as any provided for that purpose
in other hospitals. It is, however, far from an ideal infant ward
because of inadequate facihties for the prevention of the so-called
"ward infections" one of the greatest problems encountered in
the care of children in hospitals. For most of the past year the
ward has been under the very capable charge of Miss Katherine
Smith; she has recently been succeeded by one of the graduates
of the Connecticut Training School, Miss M. Gates.
The ward for children with contagious diseases has been placed
under the direction of a head nurse whose work is entirely con

A

great step forward

cases

was

when ward III East

made in the

was

—

of these children. This change marks a great
and management of these difficult cases. The
has been very ably assumed during the year by

cerned with the
advance in the

responsibility

care

care

Miss R. E. Allen.
The nursing care of sick children requires special training and
interest, as well as aptitude. Nurses in charge of children's wards
must have these quahfications if they can hope to inspire their
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the desire to attain satisfactory skill and insight in
and management of sick children. Competent medical
care of children is impossible without equally competent support
in nursing care. The department looks forward very earnestly

pupils with

the

care

strengthening of this phase of its work in the New Haven
Hospital.
The operation of the Appointment System in the Pediatric
Dispensary under Dr. Dunham's direction has become firmly
established because of its outstanding advantages to parents of
patients, to nurses and social workers, and to the attending physi
cians.
The special clinics conducted in the dispensary are:
1. syphilis clinic; 2. allergy clinic (in conjunction with the De
partment of Internal Medicine), under the charge of Dr. Ruth A.
Guy; and 3. cardiac clinic, under the charge of Dr. Frank L.
Babbott, Jr. The services of the nurse in charge of the clinic,
Mrs. Fechner, have been invaluable.
The Department will have charge of the medical work of a
convalescent hospital for infants, located near the water-front
and administered by the New Haven Hospital for the Directors
of the Seamen's Bethel of New Haven. The hospital will be open
for approximately two months during the summer of 1923.
Several members of the hospital and dispensary staff had
charge of infant welfare clinics conducted by the Visiting Nurse
to the

Association.
The

dispensary will suffer a very great loss in the resignation
Babbott, Jr., who has very ably contributed to
the building up of the clinic. Dr. Babbott's work will be assumed
by Dr. Katherine Dodd of the Johns Hopkins Hospital.
The Department regrets the resignation of Dr. E. J.
Caulfield,
who has faithfully served the hospital as interne and assistantof Dr. Frank L.

resident in Pediatrics.

Caulfield's duties.
are

shown in the

Dr. T.

Cook Smith has assumed Dr.

Changes in the personnel
Superintendent's report.
Respectfully,

of the house staff

Grover F. Powers.

Report of the Department of Pathology and
Bacteriology
Year

To tJie

Ending

June 30, 1923.

Superintendent:

The work of the Department of Pathology and Bacteriology,
in its relation to the Hospital, has been conducted throughout
the preceding year along the lines developed during the past few
There have been no
years and presented in previous reports.
notable changes in the association of this Department with the
Hospital aside from those directly referable to the reorganization

standpoint of the University a reorganization which
amalgamation of the Sections on Public Health,
General Bacteriology, Medical Bacteriology, Pathology, and
Hospital Administration. As a result of this readjustment the
problems of the Hospital, of the community, and of the Medical
School in which this new department is involved are subject to
consideration by all of the groups especially interested, with the
advantage that many more view points are offered toward their
solution. The reorganization has been so recent that the ad
vantages which will most certainly follow are not yet as definite
as they no doubt will be when relations become more firmly es
from the

—

has involved the

tablished.
The

post-mortem examinations conducted by the staff of the

Pathology have continued in approximately the
The tabulation below will
in previous years.
indicate the number and percentage of autopsies as compared to
the number of deaths occurring in the Hospital for the past six
years. During the last year there has actually been a slight de
crease in the percentage of autopsies, as well as in the total number,
This reduction is to be
as compared with the preceding year.
regretted because the value of a post-mortem examination to the
clinician not only to the clinical chiefs, but also to the resident
house officers cannot be too much emphasized. It is also highly
Department

same

of

number

as

—

—

desirable that the number of post-mortem examinations in the
Hospital be large, because upon these more than upon any other
single arbitrary statistical analysis depends the accuracy of the
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nature and
vital statistics and of many problems concerning the
This is becoming more and more obvious and
cause of disease.
has been
repeatedly by those engaged in the study

emphasized

accurate anatomical
of the causation of those diseases where
This is exempli
evidence is indispensable for accurate statistics.
well in the case of the cancer problem.
fied

particularly

As in

previous

years the

Department

has continued to make

when re
examinations of tissues and also to conduct autopsies
whether or not they
the
of
community,
for
physicians
quested
staff. The number of such examinations is
are on the

hospital

section
large and the value of this material to the
is so great that the precedent will be continued.

on

Pathology

Department of Bacteriology in its connection
essentially the same character and
The arrangement whereby
the preceding year.

The work of the
with the

Hospital

has been of

as in
the work of the Pediatrics service has been done in the bacterio

amount

logical laboratory by a member of the staff of the Department of
proved to be entirely satisfactory and will doubtless

Pediatrics has
be continued.

As during the preceding year, the total number of examinations
bacteriological and serological made for the Hospital has
averaged about 1,000 per month, or approximately 12,000 a year.
One particularly satisfactory feature of the work during the past
year has been the fact that a number of co-operative investigations
have been conducted in which the personnel of the laboratory
was utilized to aid different members of the clinical departments,
thus serving to correlate more closely the work of the laboratory
with the problems which interest the clinician.
—

—

TABLE SHOWING PERCENTAGE OF AUTOPSIES
Total number of
deaths

Total number of

autopsies

1917a

131

IS

1918

668

1556

1919

336

99c

1920

374

146d

1921

309

128e

1922

327

118/

1923g

218

81ft

Percentage of
autopsies

13.7%
32.2%
29.4%
39.0%
41.4%
36.0%
37.1%
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September, October, November and December, 1917.
1918, Total number of autopsies, 160, including 5 performed on other
New Haven Hospital cases.
c 1919, Total number of autopsies, 105, including 6 performed on other
New Haven Hospital cases.
d 1920, Total number of autopsies, 154, including 8 performed on other
New Haven Hospital cases.
e 1921, Total number of autopsies, 142, including 14 performed on other
New Haven Hospital cases.
/ 1922, Total number of autopsies, 124, including 6 performed on other
New Haven Hospital cases.
g January through June, 1923.
h 1923, Total number of autopsies, 84, including 3 performed on other
New Haven Hospital cases.
a

6

M. C.

than

than
than
than
than

than

WlNTERNITZ,
Pathologist.

Report

of the

Department

Nine Months

To the

Ending

June

of
30,

Radiology

1922.

Superintendent:

I herewith hand you the Annual Report of the
ment for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922.

X-ray Depart

Roentgenograms made of Hospital Cases

5,075

Hospital Cases Examined
Roentgenograms made of Dispensary Cases

2,782
1,668

Dispensary Cases Examined

986

Treatment Cases

429

4,197

6,743

Respectfully submitted,
Clifton R.

Scott,

M.D.

Radiographer.

Report

of the
Year

To the

Department
Ending

of

Radiology

June 30, 1923.

Superintendent:

There has been much discussion among the members of the
medical profession as to the role of the radiologist and the existence

of this department as a distinct and separate field of medical
specialty. This unsettled state is a natural sequence of the newness
of the specialty and the fact that radiology enters into every
phase of the practice of medicine from the realm of fractures to
that of neurology. However, this somewhat hybrid specialty has
become

so

useful that in

partment it

a

report covering the work of this de

may be of interest to discuss

which

involved in the

some

of the fundamental

of this department
hospital departments, to the outside members of the
medical profession and to the lay public, for upon its value to
these three sources depends its progress and growth as a depart

problems

are

relationship

to the other

ment.

The service demanded of

an X-ray Department is pecuhar in
purely laboratory phase of medicine and is
at the same time clinical in its character, as it deals actually
with the patient. Because of this fact it is at all times the object
of the department to impress upon the lay public, through the
referring physicians, a true evaluation of X-ray as a diagnostic
and therapeutic agent and that scientific medicine is not in
compatible with a keen sense of sympathy and human under
standing. Active co-operation founded upon the solid foundation
of confidence rather than competitive commercialism is essential.
The Diagnostic division of our Clinic is well equipped for
careful work and active co-operation with the hospital and dis
Many cases are referred to this
pensary staff exists at all times.
department by outside physicians and every aid is given in order
that they may arrive at a definite diagnosis.
In the therapeutic division the work has increased in volume
and several distinct advances in technique have been made. The
latest type of high tension transformer has been installed and a
large number of deep therapy treatments have been given during

that it

partakes of

a

76
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the year. Although X-ray therapy is still in a more or less
chaotic stage of optimism and pessimism and cannot be considered a
is of great value when used
cure for malignancy in all its forms, it
treatment of selected
as an adjunct to other physical agents in the
One of the new and most promising features of the thera
peutic work lies in the pre- and post-operative treatment of
malignant lesions. The retardation of tumor growth and relief
from suffering which it affords even in advanced cases alone
justifies its use and the somewhat heavy expense of installing
suitable equipment.
The following is a hst of cases examined and treated in the
X-ray Department during the year ending June 30, 1923.
cases.

Roentgenograms made of Hospital Cases
Hospital Cases Examined
Hospital Treatment Cases
Roentgenograms made of Dispensary Cases.
Dispensary Cases Examined
Dispensary Treatment Cases

7,350

....

Total

cases

examined

Total

cases

treated

3,873
405

1,947

.

1,192
235

5,065
640

Total Roentgenograms made

7,992

Respectfully submitted,
Clifton R.

Scott, M.D.
Radiographer.

Report

of the

Department

Nine Months

To the

Ending

of Social Service

June

30,

1922.

Superintendent:

The Social Service

Department during the past eight months
along much the same lines as formerly, the
work being carried on under one head, and divided for convenience
into the dispensary and hospital groups. In May, another worker
was added to the staff of the department, who devotes her time
to cases referred from the Pediatric clinic, and under Dr. Dunham's
supervision, follows selected groups of cases from that chnic.
Because of the increased number of workers it has been possible
to follow quite intensively all cases of venereal disease which are
known to the Dispensary.
The resignation in June, 1922, of Mrs. Harvey as Head Worker
is a loss to the Department for which it will be difficult to com
has been conducted

pensate.
Volunteer workers who have

given their time to various duties
hospital and dispensary and to the transportation of patients
have very considerably lessened the burden of work in the De
partment and their services have been appreciated by patients
and workers ahke. The worker provided by the Ladies' Board
has done much toward making the hospital stay of many of the
patients more agreeable than it might otherwise have been.
Formerly the work of the Department was classified in three
intensive cases, slight service cases and un
groups, namely:
in the

The second group has been eliminated and where
minor service has been performed for the patient no perma

recorded work.

only

a

nent record is
on a

kept

other than

casual contact

or

occasionally noting the transaction
Where

more

two has been made the record is

kept

small card and

filing

with index cards.

than

a

in the

regular intensive social case history. Under unrecorded
placed such services as reporting to outside agencies on
cases referred by them to the hospital or dispensary, conferences
with patients concerning free admission to the dispensary and
securing free medicine and X-rays, interviews with patients soon
form of
work

a

are

after their admission to the wards to determine whether

or

not
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there is

a

give,

need for such service as the department can
work in the different clinics.

and

carrying on the follow-up
It is hoped that during

the coming year some arrangement can
can be relieved
whereby the Social Service Department
at the dispensary so
of passing upon the giving of free treatment
be made

to do justice to
that the workers may have more time in which
the work referred to them by the doctors.
of statistics into hospital and dispensary groups
A

separation

somewhat unfair impression of the division of the work,
be carried
originating at the dispensary, although it may
to be counted as a
temporarily by a hospital worker, is continued
case.
Therefore, the figures given represent the com

gives

a

as a case

dispensary

bined work of the two divisions of the

department covering the

from November 1, 1921, to July 1, 1922.
Of the cases referred to the department during this period 695
were considered as intensive cases and the reasons for which they

period

were

referred may be
For

hospital

grouped

under the

following headings:
517

care

For convalescent

or

after

50

care

45

adjustment of hospital finances
For investigation
For follow-up
For

31

17
8

For relief
For

8

special appliances

11

For miscellaneous services
For child

3

For

4

placing
employment
For occupational therapy

1

It is to be

regretted that such a large number were referred
solely for adjustment of hospital expenses but the fact that in 545
of the cases a definite social problem was presented seems to
justify the handling of these cases. In 217 of the cases the out
standing factor in the family situation was the ill health of the
patient or some member of this family. The problem in 33
cases was primarily one of immoral conduct.
In 204 cases it was
lack of sufficient income to maintain an adequate home life, while
in 91

cases

family discord
problem.

or

otherwise

unsatisfactory family

life

constituted the

It is difficult to tabulate results and the
index of what is
493

being done: Hospital

patients, admission

to

an

following

admission

institution

was

is

was

merely

an

secured for

arranged

for in 29

GENERAL

cases, relief of

viduals

some

famihes

or

sort

HOSPITAL

was

secured in 24

transferred to the

were
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cases

care

and 136 indi

of other

Approximately 110 cases, exclusive of those in
count, were kept under supervision each month.
Respectfully submitted,

the

agencies.

foregoing

Katharine E. Salkeld.

STATISTICS.
Total number of

handled from November 1, 1921, to
November 1st

cases

Pending on
Reopened for the second
New and reinstated

time

during

July 1,

1922.

859

...

146

18

the year

695

cases

Disposition:
685

Closed

Pending July 1st,
Visits

on

intensive

Conferences

765

cases

concerning

intensive

Letters concerning intensive
Source of cases
IE. Ward
II E. Ward
Bronson

174

1922

9
13
9

3,094

cases

161

cases

695

North
Med. Clinic

Sp. Med. Clinic

.

.

1

Skin

7

137

Gyn

59

Obs

59

18

II West

17

T. B. Clinic

Gifford 1

29

Gifford II

15

Isolation

33

Pediatric Clinic... 109
76
Surgical Clinic
G. U. Clinic
8

2

...

South 1

6

Orthopedic

South II

4

Dr. Gesell

Clinic. 22
1

Throat

Eye

4
22

Mental Hyg

4

Neurology

3

Dental

3

Outside and other
sources

25

Report of the Department of Social Service
Year
To the
In

Ending

June 30, 1923.

Superintendent:

evaluating social

case

work the determination of the extent
adjusted to his environment

to which the individual has been

must be the basis of any method of

of the work undertaken.
in the Social Service

ascertaining the effectiveness

Therefore, since those with whom

Department

come

in contact

are

we,

sick indi

viduals, reviewing the work of the past year in the light of this
estimate, it may be well to consider to what extent we have con
tributed toward the patient's restoration to health, or toward
making possible a normal life with a changed physical equipment.
Of the 449 cases selected for recording and following more or
less intensively, together with 174 carried over from the previous
year, 109 cases have been followed until the patient's physical
condition no longer necessitated medical treatment or when the
patient's family was thought to be able to assume responsibility
for his

care

without further

supervision.

During

the progress of

these cases, as in those to follow, sufficient investigation was made
to form a reasonable assurance that conditions were satisfactory,
or

the social treatment necessary to insure satisfactory conditions
instituted.
In 84 cases the prescribed medical care was

was

secured and continuation of treatment from the social point of
view has been carried on by other social agencies. In 54
cases,
the responsibility for securing medical care was assumed by other

organizations such as the Visiting Nurse Association, school
etc.
Fifty-seven patients have been assigned to the
follow-up systems of various clinics in the dispensary and 15 pa
tients who have placed themselves under the care of
private
physicians have been visited by social workers, with the doctors'
nurses,

consent, and

are known to be in
improved condition. Sanatorium
has been secured for 19 patients. One of these
patients has
died and so far as is known the others are
well. Plans for

care

doing

the permanent care of 27 chronic invalids have been made and
14 patients have been
given convalescent care, including four
cardiac patients who have received such care for an extended
period with gratifying results.
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Care in

an

institution for mental disease

and the Connecticut

patients

Society

was

81

secured for three

for Mental

Hygiene has
supervision at home of nine other psychiatric patients.
Thirty-two patients died soon after having been referred to the
Department. Seven have been lost track of, and seven more
cases were closed because of inability for various reasons to follow
more closely, and 17 patients refused to co-operate with the doctor
or social worker in carrying out the recommendations.
One
hundred and twenty-three cases are still active at the close of
the year and in the remaining instances no definite conclusions
assumed the

were

reached.

The social treatment undertaken in

supplementing

the doctor's

recommendations may consist of the utihzation of the community's
resources to make it possible to carry out the suggested hne of

treatment, as the securing through a child-placing agency of a
good country home for a child of 7 with a heart condition whose

indulgent mother was unable

discipline him at home sufficiently
quiet; or the use of the day
nursery to help in the training of a mentally retarded boy of four
whose mother, though sufficiently intelligent was physically un
equal to the task; or obtaining from a family welfare society
temporary financial aid for a mother supporting herself and her
httle girl, who was obliged to remain away from work because of
illness. In a different type of case the indicated course of procedure
may be the more difficult task of stimulating in the patient a desire
to participate in the process of bringing about his own recovery,
frequently a necessary preliminary to getting a patient to enter a
to

to insure the necessary rest and

tuberculosis sanatorium.

How much is contributed to his

him with

covery

by supplying

means

of entertainment while

re

reading matter, games and other
he is a patient in the hospital,

cannot be estimated.

During

the past year the Social Service Department has come
approximately 3,500 individuals and families

in contact with

(including

the number

contact oftentimes

was

previously referred to). Although this
slight, it nevertheless proved to be an

occasion to discover abnormal conditions and to secure the co
operation of the social agency best fitted to meet the need. Be
cause of the estabhshment of a friendly relationship through these
means of the service performed by the social worker
contacts

by

GENERAL HOSPITAL SOCIETY.
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for the

patients

an

opportunity

is

presented

for the favorable

re

items of health instruction.
The social organizations have been most generous in extending
their services to carry out recommendations for treatment and to

ception of

aid in

meeting other social needs, and in this connection it is
to note an increasing readiness to appreciate the fact

gratifying

that the function of hospital social service in relation to other
of a person's
organizations is rather to interpret the social aspects
abnormal physical condition, than to assume full responsibility
for the social treatment of each case brought to the attention of
the Social Service
As there

are

Department.

practically

no resources

in Connecticut to which to

turn for the convalescent care of children over four years of age suf

heart diseases or retarded physical development, the
Connecticut Children's Aid Society has agreed to place the children
in need of such care as can be supphed in a good country home,
without waiting to make the complete investigation which they
ordinarily require. This, however, is in the event that money for

fering from

is forthcoming. Thus far it has been possible to
through interested friends and from organizations
giving financial relief. Another of the ever present problems of
the hospital social worker is that of the unmarried mother and
her baby. Feeling as we do that to deal with this problem suc
cessfully requires the skill of persons trained in this line of work,
we have many times sought the aid of the Civic Protective Asso
ciation for constructive plans for the girl's and her baby's future,
and for a home for her until she regains her strength.
Our plans for the coming year include keeping a parallel classi
fication of medical diagnoses and the accompanying social prob
lems.
This will undoubtedly prove interesting and may offer
suggestions for future developments. It is also proposed to adopt
a new form of social record so that it will be
possible to place on
the medical history soon after the case is referred to the social
worker, the summary of such facts which have been secured con
cerning the patient's personality or environment as may have
significance in regard to his physical condition or plans for his

the child's

care

obtain this

treatment.

The groups of statistics following give such results of the
as can be expressed in figures.

year's

work

Katharine E. Salkeld.
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STATISTICS OP CASE WORK

Remaining active from previous year
New and reopened since July 1, 1922

174
449
623

Left in the
Closed

care

of other

agencies

224

274
498

Remaining active July 1,

125

1923

Referring Cases:
hospital admission
For investigation of financial adjustment
For investigation of home conditions and follow

Reasons for

254

For

For institutional

care

For convalescent

or

For temporary
For advice

or

34
76

up

33
32

permanent care
permanent child placing

13
4
2

Employment
Supply special appliance

1
449

Social Problems Involved:

Incomplete home (desertion, separation, orphan, etc.)
Inadequate income
Unemployment or insufficient employment
Illegitimacy
Ignorance

52

Old age
Drug addiction

12

Mental disease

14

76
10

17
8
2

Mental defect

7

Physical handicap

4

Alcoholism

3

Lack of

4

co-operation

Chronic or long continued illness
Character faults (shiftlessness, waywardness, vagrancy, etc.)
Medical diagnoses requiring social treatment
Tuberculosis
Cardiac condition
Venereal disease
Miscellaneous
No definite social

problem determined

35
17

....

117
42

37
17
21

71
449
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Total number of cases referred to S. S. dept., including 449 made record
635 for tonsillectomy, 588
cases, 282 new venereal disease cases,
3,500
patients interviewed on admission to wards approximately
—

Services Rendered including Work
Hospital admission secured

on

Cases Not Recorded:
455
47

Financial adjustments
Institutional
Convalescent

care

23

secured

14

care

34

Arrangements for special appliances

470

Referred to other agencies
Temporary or permanent child placing
Temporary lodging secured
Investigation and report to doctor
Employment secured
Special treatment arranged for
Clothing supplied

9
3

81
4

16
23

Visits

1,255
to other

agencies averaging monthly
Ward visits averaging monthly
Books and magazines distributed averaging monthly
Reports

Record of Venereal Disease Cases Followed
Active July 1, 1922
New and

reopened during the

year

149

49

450

by Social Service Dept.
220
282

502

Closed

223

Remaining
Status of Cases New
Dead

Active

During

279
the Year:
C

Lost

2

Refused treatment
Moved away from town

g

Further treatment not recommended
Under care of private doctor

6

Remaining

under supervision

4

4

252
282
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THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF THE CONTRIBUTORS TO THE
SOCIAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES,

CLOTHING, ETC., AND THOSE

WHO HAVE GIVEN
VOLUNTEER SERVICE IN THE HOSPITAL AND
THE DISPENSARY.

Miss Esther Altback

Mr.

Mrs. Gus X.

Prof. J. K. Beach

Amrhyn

Joseph Banas

Mrs. Anderson

Mrs. Wm. Baldwin

Mrs. Harriett Archer

Miss Mabel Carmichael

Miss Grace Arrowsmith

Miss Lois Chamberlain

Miss Jessica Andrews

Children of Center Church Kinder

Mrs. Jennie

Armitage

garten

Mrs. Thomas Adams

Chamber of Commerce

Ansonia Girl's Club

Cedar Street

Mrs. H. K. Blake

Mrs. Ettore

Mrs. F. F. Brewster

School, Room
Ciampolini
Miss Mary Cooley

Mrs. D. Blakeslee

Mr. William J. Carlson

Mrs. A. A.

Mrs.

Bailey

Heiligher

Church

Ex-Governor S. E. Baldwin

Mrs. LeGrand Cannon

Mrs. E. M.

Miss Flora Calhoune

Bradley

Dr. William Belford
Mrs.

Henry

Brewer

Mrs. E. G. Buckland
Miss

Philadelphia Baird

6

Mrs. Richard
Mr. Thomas

Clapp
Crowley

Miss Miriam Curtis
Miss

May Curtiss

Mrs. F. L. Babbott

Mrs. G. T. Culver

Mrs. C. E. W. Brown

Mrs. M. W. Cowell

Miss Esther Bullard

Dr. Ethel Dunham

Mr.

Benjamin
Mrs. Hiram Bingham
Mrs. Barnes School, Westville.

Mrs. Osborn

Mrs. B. B. Broadbent

Miss Doris and Mr. Alan Dodd

Mrs. Brinkman

Mrs. J. C.

Mrs. Leonard Bacon

Mrs. M. C. Elliott

Mrs. Franklin
Dr.

Burdge

Eugene

Blake

Mrs. Ward

Bailey

Mrs. G. C. Butler

Dr.

Margaret
Boys' Gang.

Bronson

Mrs. E. C. Burritt
Mrs.

English Bagly

Mrs. R. B. Butler
Jean and Jack Baur

Day

Mrs. L. W. Dodd
Miss Olive Dann

English

Mrs. M. C. Edwards

Miss Margaret Eiber
Mrs. R. S. Esten
Dr. Martha Eliot

City Sunshine Society
Farnam, Jr.
Miss I. Finney

Elm

Mrs. H. W.

Miss Winifred Fish of Y. W. C. A.
Mrs. W. S. Foote
Mrs. Franklin Farrel

Mrs. C. Bagly
Mrs. Nathan Bronson

Miss Marion Field

Miss Jane Bronson
Mr. Charles Balbier

Mrs.

Mr. T. W. Farnam

Henry

Farnam

Mrs. H. B. Ferris
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Miss Leila Given
Mrs. Edwin Griffiths
Mrs. I. M. Guilford

Dr. D. R.

Graduates Club
Miss Anna Goodwin

Lewis &

Mr. J. B. Gooding
Hotel Garde
Miss Katherine Gilbert

Mrs. Morton J. Loeb

Lyman

Mrs. H. C. Leete
Mrs. LaRoza

Maycock

Miss D. W. Loebig
Dr. R. A. Lambert

Kappa Club
Hemingway
Hospital Social Circle Kings Daugh
ters, Trinity M. E. Church
Gamma

Mrs. L. L.

Miss O. V. Loebig
Leonie Circle
Ladies' Aid Trinity Lutheran
Dr. H. M. Marvin

Miss A.

Maltby
Mary Miller

Miss Marie Harrison

Mrs.

Mrs. Ho wells

Mrs. Charles F. McNeil

Mrs. A. Harris

Mrs. Geo.

Miss L. W. Hermance

Miss Helen Moss

Mr. W. L. Hart

Mrs.

Mrs. S. S.

Misses

Mrs.

Hemingway
Armin Hemberger.

Mr.

Mallory

Meyers
Montgomery
and Mrs. George Martin

Mrs. James Hessell

Mrs. A. B. Morrill

D. H.

Miss Eloise

Hemingway

Montague

Mrs. C. B. Munson

Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Harvey
Mrs. Leonard Horner

Miss Katherine McMurrick

Harmonie Club

Naswawkee

Mr. James Hesse]
Miss

Camp

Fire Chief of Re

deemer

Marguerite Heath

Miss Julia Nadler

Dr. F. S. Hurlburt

The Misses Newhall

Mis. James

Mrs. S. V. Osborne

Hemingway

Mrs. A. E. Hodson

Mrs. Osborn

Hospital Social Service
Mrs. Lester Harvey

Mrs. Thomas Oliver

Italian World Wide Guild
Miss Jessup

Pukwundjinee Camp

Mrs. Frank Porter

Junior

League,

W. H. First

Pine St.

League, Grace M. E. Church

Mrs. Albert Johnson

School,

Room 10

Mrs. E. A. Prince
M. E.

Church
Junior

Mrs. Bertha Pokrop
Miss Mildred Page
Miss

Marguerite Palmeter

Mrs. Arthur Rice

E. P. Judd & Co.

Mrs. L. Robinson

Mrs. Johnson

Mrs. A. S. Russell

Miss Edith Johnson

Mrs. Wm. Rutz
Miss E. Ross

Miss Aletha B. Knapp
Mrs. G. M. Kahn

Miss

Mary Rose
Sherry

Mrs. Krachenfels
Mrs. Albert Kirtland

Mr. S. F. Sands

Mrs. Elmer

Mr. F. M.

Knapp
Kirby

Mr. Richard

Fire

Mrs. Burt Paradise

Mrs. Jacob Johnson
Mrs. Jones

Mrs. Paul

Sargent

Mrs. Woodruff Smith
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Mrs. Milton

Dr. Margaret

Mrs. Frank

Mr. A. E. Teason

Sugenheimer
Sprague

Dr. E. L. Stone
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Tyler

Mrs. Walter Snow

Thursday Afternoon Club
Miss Matilda Tyler

Mrs. Oliver

Mr. John Talbot

Mr.

Mrs. F. S. Underwood

Sparks
George Schaffer

Dr. A. F. Shohl

Mr. Charles

Miss Arline Strauss

Mr. Isaac M. Ullman

Mrs.

Mr. Otto

Benjamin Spock

Unger

Unger.

Mrs. Theodore R. Sucher

United Social Circle

Miss Elsa Schaffler

Mr. W. H. Veale

Mrs. Schaffer

Andrew Vets

Mrs.

Welcome Sunshine

Mary Sanderson

Kings' Daughters

Society

Mrs. F. N. Stevens

Mr. Kennet Wilmot

Mrs. C. J. Schaefer

Mrs.

Miss A. L. Stone

Mrs. Frederick Williams

Dr. F. M.

Mrs. Louis Welch

Sperry

Roger

White

Mr. H. H. Smith

Miss Frances Welch

Miss Katherine Schaub

Mrs. Edith

Miss Marjorie Smith
Students Commercial

Mrs.

Mr. Charles

High

Seymour

Wooley
Harry Weinberg

Mrs. A. G. Waterhouse
Mrs. Scott Whitcher

Mrs. John Shaw

Meyer Wilson

Miss Lillian Sullivan

World Wide Guild of Italian

Mrs. L. C.

Slayton

Mrs. Martin Schwaner

Church

Mrs. P. T. Stoddard

Mrs. Robert Wyant
Mrs. Henry White

Mrs. F. E. Stockwell

Mrs. E. S. Wheeler

Miss Mollie Trowbridge
Mrs. Frederick Trowbridge

Dr. B. C. Woolfolk

Mr. E. L.

Mrs. Wm. Warner

Taylor

Miss

May Woodruff

Mrs. F.

Mrs. Woodford

Mrs. Rutherford

Prof. F. W. Williams

Mrs. Wm. P. Tuttle of Elm

Mrs. E. D.

Woodbury

Mrs.

Wooster

Treadway
Trowbridge
City S. S.
Society
Mrs. J. D. Trask, Jr.

Mary

Miss Alice Walker

Dr. Wilder Tileston

Mrs. E. D. Walker

Mrs. Charles Treadway
Mrs. Henry H. Townshend

Mr. George Yusko

Baptist

Report

of the Board of

Nine Months

To the

Ending

Lady Visitors

June 30, 1922

Superintendent:

has been more
For the last few years the Board of Lady Visitors
of the Social Service Depart
or less inactive owing to the transfer
of the Hospital.
ment, its main responsibility to the jurisdiction
that there was
While its chief interest was thus removed, many felt

with the Hospital
place for a board of women in connection
Bucktherefore, following the resignation of Mrs. Edward G.
Chairman of the
land, Mrs. Samuel C. Harvey was appointed
Board in January, 1922. Miss Molly Trowbridge succeeded Mrs.

still

a

and

Roger Tyler

as

Scretary and Treasurer.

resignation of Mrs. Buckland is a great
has been responsible for the development and

The
she

loss.

For years

usefulness of the

was owing to her initiative that the Social Service
Department was first started at the hospital. Under her leader
ship the department was developed, maintained and financed by
the Board until it was recognized as essential by doctors and

Board and it

over as a department of the hospital.
reorganization of the Board several lines of activity
have been suggested and the following have either been continued
or inaugurated during the past month.
For some years the Board has been interested in maintaining
a hbrary for the use of patients and employees.
During the past

administration and taken
Since the

year this work has been

has been

put

on a

employed, part time,

and devoted

care

better basis

as

—

Mrs. Charles Knapp

librarian and under her faithful

the number of books has been increased and all

have been

catalogued. They are distributed to the patients at
regular times, a special effort being made to supply each patient

with the type of book best suited to his or her taste, education and
temperament. An attempt has also been made to increase the

supply

of

foreign language

books for which there is

so

much

demand.
The work of the
to the

magazine committee has always been invaluable
patients and is still being continued under the devoted

leadership

of Mrs. Walter B. Snow who for years has been

untiring
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in her effort to keep up the stock of current, illustrated magazines
which she distributes throughout the wards several times a week.
At Christmas time, Mrs. Doolittle again took charge of arrange
ments and succeeded in

in

good

measure.

bringing

Each ward

Christmas cheer to the Hospital
decorated and had a well

was

trimmed tree and each

patient and employee received a small gift.
greatly facilitated by the many classes, clubs and
individuals who generously contributed their time, work and
This work

was

money.

There

entertainment for the

employees this year as there
owing to the reconstruction work.
During the spring months, the surgical dressings committee, in
co-operation with the Red Cross, made a special effort to increase
the supply of surgical dressings, thus partially relieving the nurses
was no

was no

available

room

of this work.
The

clothing

wards with

new

committee has

Another committee

second hand

plans for fitting out the childrens'
supphes of clothing.
has collected and cared for a supply of

and much needed

clothing

to be used in the work of the Social Service

Department.
The Flower Committee has renewed its efforts to

supphed
A

new

corps to

keep the wards

with fresh flowers.
committee has been started to

help

the Social Service

corps has been at work all the

organize a volunteer motor
Department. A small but faithful
year and it is hoped that it can be

the

coming months.
membership of the Board has been more or
less static. At the time of reorganization a canvas of all members
was made.
With great regret the resignations of those members
who felt that they no longer could give time to the work, were
accepted. Some other members had served on the Board faith
fully for many years and by vote have been made honorary mem

enlarged during
For

some

time the

bers.

Respectfully submitted,
Katharine F. Harvey.

Report

of the Women's
Year

Ending

Auxiliary Board

June 30, 1923.

Superintendent:

To the

Lady Visitors of the New Haven Hospital, under
of the Women's Auxihary Board of the New Haven
held four regular meetings during the past year. Al

The Board of

its

new name

Hospital,
though the place and usefulness

of this board has been under dis

time, it has continued to
patients and employees in the Hospital.
cussion for

some

carry

on

its work for the

again been very fortunate in having Mrs. Charles
representative in the Hospital. Mrs. Knapp
primarily in charge of the library, and through her

The Board has

Knapp

as

has been

its active

efforts the number of the books has been increased and the effi
ciency of cataloguing and distributing them to the patients has been
very much

improved.

In addition to this

work, Mrs. Knapp has learned of the personal
visits to the wards and

cooperation
Department. In this way she
has been able to be of great service in a personal way such as
writing letters for patients, sending messages to relatives and
friends and doing errands and shopping for those unable to do for
themselves. Through advertisements in the papers, books have
been added to the hbrary, flowers secured for the wards, toys and
games have been given for the children and clothing has been sent
for distribution by the Social Service Department. Mrs. Knapp
has given special attention to children of school age in the Hospital
and, with the help of some volunteers, has been able to tutor them
somewhat in their studies and supervise hand work of various
wants of the

with the

patients through

nurses

and Social Service

kinds.
In

April

gave out.

the money with which Mrs. Knapp was being financed
It seemed inadvisable for the Board to raise additional

funds as the Hospital is now in the Community Chest, and so, at
the request of the Women's Board, the Hospital administration
took over this work. The Board regretted the necessity of taking
this action, but trusts that Mrs. Knapp will continue her useful
work under
The

new auspices.
magazine committee, under the enthusiastic leadership of
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Mrs. Snow, has been unusually successful in securing
up to date

of periodicals and has
distribution among the patients.

supply

seen

a

varied and

to their

systematic

One of the most active committees of the Board has been the

sewing committee. By personal work and with some assistance
from the Hospital sewing room, about 420 garments were cut out
during the winter and distributed to 19 church and other sewing
societies to be made. These garments included night drawers,
bed socks, instrument covers, hoods and coats to be worn by
patients on the porches and rompers and dresses for the convales
cent children.

Special occasions and holidays have been celebrated as usual
help of the Women's Board. At Thanksgiving time, the
Board supphed appropriate decorated paper napkins and small
favors to be placed on the trays of all patients at dinner.
The Christmas plans, under the experienced and untiring
direction of Mrs. Doolittle, were more elaborate and most success
ful. Sufficient money was raised to cover expenses by a special
appeal to a few friends. The entire Hospital was decorated with
On Christmas
greens and there was a large tree for each ward.
morning each patient received a small present and each employee
a box of candy.
With the help of the nurses, the children all wrote
letters to Santa Claus stating their special wishes and, so far as
possible, all desires were satisfied when each child received a
bulging stocking on Christmas morning and more toys besides.
In the evening a few nights before Christmas, a party was held for
the employees. There was a program of dancing and stunts
largely by local talent and the Board supplied a sleight-of-hand
performer and music for dancing.
At Easter the Women's Board as usual arranged for flowers in
the wards and in addition donations were sent in by the City Park
with the

Board and other friends.
In

closing,

the Board wishes to thank the Social Service Depart
Hospital Staff with whom it

ment and all other members of the

has

come

in contact for their very cordial

cooperation

in whatever

work has been undertaken.

Respectfully submitted,
Katharine F.

Harvey,

Chairman of the Women's Auxiliary Committee.

Report of the Board
Year

Ending

June

30,

of Visitors
1923.

of the General Hospital Society of Connecticut:
To those who visited and knew the old Hospital and now com
done there, the changes have come
pare it with the present work
It is our part to call
so fast that it is difficult to enumerate them.
To the Directors

attention to the changes which directly affect the public.
First among these should come the changes which have come
to the work which goes under the name of the "Dispensary." This

place where drugs are given out to
longer describes the work done
It is now a medical center where patients are treated in
there.
accordance with scientific medicine and surgery.
They are now
permitted to make appointments and receive the best that the
country has to give.
No one unfamiliar with the old way can appreciate the differ
ence.
The private room building is now open and every citizen
who is interested in hospital work should make at least one visit
to this building and see what it contains.
With all these changes has come a different feeling on the part
of patients towards the hospital.
Formerly it was difficult to
convince many that the treatment they receive was for their own
good. Now they know it without being told.
We believe that the City is to be congratulated that it has such
a Hospital and those in charge are to be
congratulated for their
courage and foresight in bringing these changes to pass.
The financial struggle has been a long and hard one, and is far
from being over but the results are now appearing in the service
the public is continually receiving.
name

is

supposed

the unfortunate.

to

mean a

This

name no

Respectfully submitted,
Charles 0.

Scoville,

For the Committee.

Connecticut Training School for Nurses

OFFICERS- 1923

President.

Henry W. Farnam.
Vice Presidents.

Mrs. Winchester Bennett.

Mrs. Charles B. Richards.

Mrs.

Edwy

L.

Taylor.

Treasurer.
Mr.

Secretary.

Henry L. Galpin.

Mrs. W.

Assistant

Henry

Fairchild.

Secretary.

Mrs. Frank L.

Bigelow.

Auditors.

Lybrand,

Ross Bros. &

Montgomery.

Executive Committee.

Mrs. Alfred T.Bacon.

Mrs. H. Stuart Hotchkiss.

Mrs. Winchester Bennett.
Mrs. Frank L. Bigelow.

James T. Moran.

Mrs. Frederick T.

Bradley.

Mrs. Edward G. Buckland.

Mrs. Harry B. Jepson.
Mrs. John J. Morton.
Frederick T. Murphy, M.D.

Mrs. Henry A. Bumstead.
William H. Carmalt, M.D.
Mrs. Arthur Day.

Mrs. Lewis S. Pitkin.

Mrs. Clive Day.
George P. Day.

Mrs. Charles B. Richards.

Mrs. W. Henry Fairchild.
Henry W. Farnam.

Mrs. Otto G.

Willard C.

Ramsey.

Rappleye,

M.D.

Mrs. Leonard J. Sanford.
Mrs. Edwy L. Taylor.
Charles A.

Tuttle, M.D.

Thomas W. Farnam.
Miss Annie W. Goodrich.

Isaac M. Ullman.

Mrs. B. Britton Gottsberger.

Milton C.

Mrs. Milton C. Winternitz.

Winternitz,

M.D.
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SUB-COMMITTEES.

Committee
Mrs.

Requirements.

on

Mrs. Arnold L. Gesell.

Henry A. Bumstead.

Mrs. Milton C. Winternitz.
Committee

Prof.

Henry W. Farnam.

Mr. James T. Moran.

Willard C.

Rappleye,

Committee
Mrs. W.

Discipline.

on

Henry A. Bumstead.
Mrs. Otto G. Ramsey.
Mrs.

M.D.

Graduation.

on

Mrs. Alfred T. Bacon.

Henry Fairchild.

Mrs. Arnold L. Gesell.

Nominating Committee.
Mrs. Alfred T. Bacon.

Committee

on

Library

Harry B. Jepson.
Mrs. Edwy L. Taylor.

and Entertainments.

Mrs. Arnold L. Gesell.

Mrs.

Mrs. Frederick T.

Bradley.

Mrs. Lewis S. Pitkin.
Committee

Mrs. Frederick T.

on

Uniforms.

Mrs.

Bradley.

Harry B. Jepson.

Mrs. Edward G. Buckland.

Committee

on

Mrs Frank L.

Mrs.

Bigelow.
Frederick T. Bradley.

Mrs. Lewis S. Pitkin.

Mrs. Otto G. Ramsey.
Mrs. Milton C. Winternitz.

Committee
Mrs. W.

Nurses' Home.

Henry Fairchild.

on

Missionary Relief.

Mrs. Charles B. Richards.
Mrs. Frank L. Bigelow.

Finance Committee.
Finance Committee of the
Committee

on

Salaries.

Executive Committee of the

(Acting

Director of School and

Dorothy

M.

Hospital.

Hospital.

Superintendent of Nurses.)
Tarbox, R.N.
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Theoretical Instructor.

Practical Instructor.

Leila I. Given, R.N.

Lucette E.

E. Leah

Grindy,

R.N.

Training School Office Supervisors.
Celia Stone, R.N.
Girardot, R.N.

Night Supervisors.
Edna

Bedient, R.N.,Main Building.
Teresa E. Dennehy, R.N., Isolation Department.
Day Supervisors.
Ida M. Bruse, R.N., Operating Room.
Winifred J. Drislane, R.N., Isolation Department.
Helen B.

Bray, R.N., Obstetrical Department.
Head Nurses.

Pauline

Untersee, R.N., Operating Room.
Mary H. Tartis, R.N., Operating Room.
Ruth E. Allen, R.N., Isolation.
Anna J. Ekman, R.N., Private Rooms.
Sue Cavaliere, R.N., Gynecological Ward.
Ruth A. Lindstrom, R.N., Male Surgical Ward.
Amelia H. Brodeur, R.N., Female Surgical Ward.
Muriel E. Bunnell, R.N., Emergency Male Surgical Ward.
Rita F. Lee, R.N., Female Medical Ward.
Minna Bilfinger, R.N., Male Medical Ward.
Mabel E. Gates, R.N., Pediatric Ward.
Anaesthetist.
Alice B. Hunt, R.N.
Dental

Hygienist.

Alice S. Watson

Supervisor of Dispensary.
Mildred H. Banta, R.N.
Tuberculosis Clinic-, Dispensary.

Emily Johnson, R.N.
Pediatric

Clinic, Dispensary.

Ida T.

Fechner, R.N.

Woman's Clinic, Dispensary.
Florence

Cromie, R.N.
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Report of the Acting Director of the Con
necticut Training School for Nurses
Nine Months

To the

Ending

June

30,

1922.

Superintendent:

To the Board

of the Connecticut Training School for Nurses, of the

New Haven

Hospital.

I have the honor to

Training School, which
to July 1st, 1922.

present the 49th Annual Report of the
the period from October 1st, 1921

covers

The year closes with the

following

staff

Acting Director of School and Sup. of Nurses
Instructor of Theory

on

duty

in the

hospital :
1
1

Instructor of Practice

1

Training School Office Supervisors
Night Supervisor (Main Building)

2

Graduates in charge

Supervisor of
Supervisor of
Supervisor of
Supervisor of
Supervisor of
Head

of

1

6

departments:

Operating Room
Isolation (day)
Isolation (night)
Obs. and Gyn. (night)
Obs. and Gyn. (day)

1
1
1

1
1

5

nurses:

Operating

Room

Obstetrical Department
Surgical wards

3
1

3

Medical wards
Private ward

2

Isolation

1

Pediatric ward

1

1

Total number
Anaesthetists

Supervisor

of

(Hospital appointees)
Dispensary (Hospital appointee)

Matrons of Dormitories
The number of students in the school :
Class 1922

—

Finishing time

11
22

2
1
4

19

Class 1923

17

Class 1924

24
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Class 1925

Affiliating

9

Nurses

2

Total number

Average

number of

71

patients

per

day for past

9

195.34

mos

The past nine month's record shows:

Number students and probationers in
Number students graduated

school, Oct. 1,

1921

....

81
12

Number students (affiliated) admitted
Number students (affiliated) finished
Number
Number

6
7

probationers admitted
probationers re-admitted

Number students left for various

8

1

probationers
Number post graduate
Number post graduate
Number post graduate

4

reasons

4

nurses

admitted
finished

nurses

withdrew

nurses

2

reasons

left for various

Number

2

2

100

29

71
July 1st, 1922
This permanent nursing staff was reinforced by supplemental
3,291 days
graduate nursing service to the extent of
Or the equivalent of 12.1 nurses more on duty, each day.
7.8
av
774
ill
99 students and probationers
days—
4.2
146 days av.
34 students and probationers on leave of absence

Remaining

in school

—

133 students and

probationers

off

920

duty

days—av

6

Surgical Conditions.

Medical Conditions.
3

Influenza.

1

Tonsillectomy.

7

Tonsillitis.

3

1

Laryngitis

1

Flat feet.
Lacerations of skin.

4

Bronchitis.

3

Appendectomies

1

Nephritis.

3

Septic fingers

1

Measles

1

Sacro-illiac strain

1

Scarlet fever

2

1

Diphtheria.

1

1

Anemia.

3

Frontal sinus
Adhesions (post
Furunculosis.

9

Reactions from

1

Abdominal ptosis.

smallpox

operative).

vaccination.
10 Reactions from typhoid vaccine.

Health.

In spite of the long hours and hard work,
has been no more sickness than last year.

we

find that there
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The

worked

nurses

November, and gave
do in

case

SOCIETY.

especially hard after the Rialto fire last
an opportunity to see what they could

us

of emergency.
Educational Progress.

Wc feel that

study, but

our

for the

students

getting

are

an

excellent

course

of

past year have been handicapped by the lack of

suitable laboratories and lecture rooms.
Since the opening of III East the nurses

are gaining much better
knowledge in the care of children. Formulae are no longer pre
pared in the Diet Kitchen but one of the nurses on the ward is
assigned to the preparation of these in the ward kitchen.

Dormitories.
Last

January

Cedar

Cottage

changes

many

were

housing of nurses.
graduate nurses was
private pavihon. These

made in the

which accommodated several

torn down to make

room

for the

new

distributed among the other dormitories. On the last
of February the nurses from the Kennedy House were moved

nurses were

day

dormitory of the Elm City
satisfactory,
but it is too far from the hospital, especially in stormy weather.
Since we have had so much difficulty in the housing of our
nurses, and are so handicapped by the lack of suitable class-rooms,
the need of a new nurses' home is most imperative. A modern,
up-to-date dormitory with well equipped class-rooms, should at
tract more young women to this Training School.
to the house which

Hospital

on

was

Oak street.

formerly

the

This house has been found

Recreation.
The
year.

nurses

have

Food sales

enjoyed

were

held

several

by

parties and dances during the

two of the classes to raise money for

social activities.
were sung throughout the hospital by the
early Christmas morning.
The tennis court afforded much pleasure this summer, and also
last winter, when it was flooded for skating.

Christmas Carols

doctors and

nurses

State Inspection.
Miss

Erskine, Inspector

of

Training

Schools in Connecticut

general

99

hospital society.

two days with us last November and apparently found our
satisfactory.
The State Board requires that a copy of the high school certifi
cate of every probationer entering our school since September
1921 and hereafter, shall be filed with the Board of Registration

spent
work

in Hartford.

Publicity.

Trainmg School prospectus was
graphs of the hospital and dormitory
sent to various high schools in the state,
interested in nurse training.
The

Miss Leila I. Given,
from

publicity
schools of
As

in
it

a

some

April

were

and

added.

given

photo

These

to young

were

women

Theoretical Instructor, carried on some
May 25th, by speaking in the high

25th to

of the

experiment to
magazine, and in
an

seems

our

revised and several

nearby towns, which have no hospitals.
obtain more applicants we advertised twice
answer two young women applied, so that

worth while to advertise in several of the current maga

zines.

Courses

for

Post-Graduate

Affiliated Nurses.

and

In January two nurses finished their six months post-graduate
these courses.
course, and since then there has been no one taking
The Gardiner Maine Hospital renewed its affiliation for senior
students last January. Their
and obstetrical services.

course

includes

medical, pediatric

Hospital, Nashua, N. H. started a three
April, their course to include medical and

The Nashua Memorial

months affiliation last

pediatric services.
Commencement.

number, was held
May 24th. Mrs.
Arnold L. Gesell gave the commencement address. Mrs. Henry
Several vocal selections
A. Bumstead presented the diplomas.
were rendered by Mrs. Henry Van Cleef
in

The commencement of the class of 1922, 24 in
Sprague Memorial Hall on the evening of

.

appreciation to the members of our
the Medical
Training School and Hospital Boards, to the Dean of
School, to the Superintendent of the Hospital, to our Instructors,
We wish to express

to

our

our

Training School Staff and students and
co-operation.

for their interest, support and

to the many friends

100

May

general

the

hospital society.

coming year be full of inspirations, and help each one
responsibilities in the building up of the Connecticut

to realize her

Training School.

Respectfully submitted,
Dorothy M. Tarbox.
June 30, 1922.

Acting Director.

of the Acting Director of the Con
necticut Training School for Nurses

Report

Year

To the

Ending

June

30, 1923

Superintendent:

I have the honor to present the 50th Annual Report of the
Training School which covers the period from July 1st, 1922, to

July 1st,

1923.

The year closes with the

Acting

Director of School and

Instructor of

following

staff

Superintendent

Theory

on

duty

of Nurses

in the

hospital:
1
1

Instructor of Practice

1

Training School Office Supervisors
Night Supervisor (Main Building)

2

Graduates in

1

charge of departments :
Operating Room
of Isolation (day)
of Isolation (night)
of Obstetrical Department (day)
of

Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor
Supervisor

6

1
1
1
1

4

Head Nurses:

Operating

2

room

Obstetrical

1

department

Surgical wards

3

Medical wards

2

Private ward

1

Isolation

1

Pediatric

1

21

Total number

Anaesthetist (Hospital appointee)
Supervisor of Dispensary (Hospital
Matrons of dormitories

U

1

appointee)

1
4

The number of students in the school :
Class 1923

15

Glass 1924
Class 1925

23

Class 1926

2

Affiliating students

5

Total number

16

61

102
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Number students and probationers in
Number students
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school, July 1,

71

1922

22

graduated

Number students re-admitted

2

Number students transferred

1

(affiliated) admitted

Number students

14

Number students (affiliated) finished
Number probationers admitted
Number students left for various
Number

probationers left for

11

17
6

reasons

various

5

reasons

105

Remaining

in

school, July 1,

115 students and

probationers

off

44

61

probationers ill
probationers on leave

62 students and

177 students and

1923

635

of absence

365

duty

Surgical Conditions.

1000

—

av.

—

days

av.

—

av

5.5
5.8

5.6

Medical Conditions.

1

Fallen arches

1

Anaemia

1

Appendectomy

9

Tonsillitis

3

Tonsillectomies

2

Bronchitis

1

Furunculosis

1

Nephritis

1

Surgical observation

S

Influenza

1

Ulceration of varicose veins

1

Peritonsillar abscess

1

Infected

2

Dysmenorrhae

1

Otitis media

finger

days
days

1

Malaise

7

Gastro intestinal upsets

1

Laryngitis

1

Diarrhea

1

Eczema

1

Impetigo

1

Sunburn

1

Hysteria

5

Reactions from

smallpox vaccina

tion
2

Reactions from

typhoid

vaccine.

During the year the personnel of the training school has had
changes.
Miss Leah Grindy, our practical instructor resigned after three

several

years of efficient and faithful service.

Miss Lelia Given who had full
in the

training

charge of all the theoretical work
school for the past three years, resigned to take up
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graduate study at Columbia University. Miss Given was a
woman of high ideals and an excellent teacher.
After thirteen years of faithful service as supervisor in the main
operating room, Miss Ida Bruse resigned to take charge of the
operating room in the new private pavilion. We appreciate Miss
Bruse's interest and untiring efforts, and our best wishes go with
her.
Miss Helen

Bray, our capable supervisor of the obstetrical
for four years, also transferred to the private pavilion
to become assistant supervisor.
department

Miss Winifred Drislane who
one

year

resigned

to take

a

successfully directed isolation for
This position is

much needed rest.

still open.
Miss Lucette

Girardot and Miss Celia Stone, Connecticut
Training School graduates, Class 1920, resigned as training school
office supervisors, after several years of faithful service. The
former has returned to France to become associated with the
Florence

Nightingale School in Bordeaux and Miss Stone is doing
private duty nursing in New York.
Miss Anna Ekman, Miss Rita Lee, Miss Minna Bilfinger and
Miss Amelia Brodeur, Connecticut Training School graduates, who
were very capable head nurses in our wards, resigned to take up
other work.
The classes for the school year

1922, and
struction
hours
We

were
were

1922-1923 began October 1st
completed May 31st 1923. 634 hours of in
given during these eight months, averaging five

daily.

appreciate

that this excellent

to the interest and

express

our

co-operation
gratitude.

The usual festivities

giving
Gifford

were

of

course
our

of instruction

instructors.

carried out for

Hallowe'en,

and Christmas and several informal dances

Chap3l during

was

To these

were

due
we

Thanks
held in

the year.

Training School were greatly
by Dr. Rappleye of the organ
ization of the School of Nursing, Yale University, coming as it did
on the fiftieth anniversary of the Connecticut Training School.
We welcome this announcement as a very important step in the
progress of nursing education.
All those connected with the

interested in the announcement
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The events of Commencement week were of unusual interest.
Saturday evening, May 11th, the Senior Promenade was given

On

Chapel and it proved to be a very enjoyable affair. On
Saturday the Senior Class had their picnic. The Baccalaureate
An appropriate
Service was held on Sunday in Center Church.
and inspiring address was given by Dr. Maurer. Monday was
Class Day, Tuesday there was a Tea in honor of the graduates at
the home of Professor Henry W. Farnam and Wednesday closed
in Gifford

the festivities for the Class of 1923 with the Graduation Exercises
at

Sprague Memorial Hall.
Over four hundred alumnae

celebration which

was

were

back for the Semi-Centennial

held Commencement week.

and dinner at the New Haven Lawn Club

The luncheon

greatly enjoyed
Winslow, Prof. Haven
were

by all. The addresses given by Prof.
Emerson, Dr. Willard C. Rappleye and Dean Annie W. Goodrich
as well as by several others of our nursing leaders, were particularly
noteworthy.
Again it is our privilege to extend our grateful appreciation to
the Dean of the School of Medicine, to the Superintendent of the
Hospital, to the Hospital and Training School Boards, to our
Instructors and Training School Staff for their interest, cooperation
and counsel.

Respectfully

submitted.

Dorothy M.

Tarbox,

Acting Director.

July 1,

1923.

Financial Statement
Nine Months

Ending

June 30, 1922.

SUMMARY OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES

Operating
Operating

revenue,

as

per details annexed

$220,358.28
321,672.11

expenses

Excess of operating expenses
Income from

$101,313.83

over revenue

investments, appropriations,

etc.

:

Balance of income from special funds available
for general purposes

$ 5,396.47

State appropriation
Yale appropriation (General Education Board)

30,000.00
37,500.00

Other income :
Connecticut

Training School

$1,688.35

Rentals

1,253.00
614.13

Cash discount
Bad debts collected

666.19
75.00

Social Service
New Haven

6,915.16
1,021.40

Dispensary

Refunds

83.25

Miscellaneous

12,316.48
$85,212.95

Deductions :
Interest first mortgage bonds.
Interest notes payable "Yale".
.

Reserved for bad

debts,

pa

27,110.76

tients' accounts
Allowance for inventory
ciation

Annunties paid
Transferred to
Fund

depre
2,000.00
450.00

Compensation

General Education Board
tients'

$ 1,513.62
522.02

270.00

(pa

expense)

17,720.93

$49,587.33
$35,625.62

Deficit before applying con
tributions from the public

$65,688.21
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Contributions, subscriptions and
donations from the
Annual Guarantee

tions,

public :
Fund, dona

$46,274.75

etc

275.10

Church collections

$46,549.85
Deficit for nine months

ended,

June 30, 1922

$19, 138.36

STATEMENT OF OPERATING REVENUE

Period

ending September 30,

1922.

From maintenance:

Self pay

patients:

Ward

Semi-private
Private

rooms

rooms

$75,066.19
4,084.00
34,074.19

U. S. Public Health

429.00

Cities and towns

9,060.12
4,912.28

Board of Health

$127,625.78

—

Endowed bed patients:
Marett

$5,570.38
1,824.66

Gifford

876.81

English
Edwin Foote

5,267.75
10,970.72

Free Beds
W. W. Winchester
General Education Board
Gifford's Executors'

564.31

16,765.93
8,786.52

50,627.08
$178,252.86
From

special charges :

Sales

$ 3,319.16
81.00

Crutches

Cystoscopy
Special nurses
X-Ray

Service

Ambulance service

Operating
Delivery
Board

Telephone

and

telegraph

1,462.00
1,528.37
12,547.50
2,792.00
9,693.65
1,345.00
7,242.50
439.89

GENERAL HOSPITAL

Dental fees

25.00

Tooth brush

23.85
193.00

Electrocardiograph
Basal metabolism

1,206.00

Certificates and abstracts

161.00
45.50

Physiotherapy
—

Total
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operating

—

$42,105.42
$220,358.28

revenue

STATEMENT OF OPERATING EXPENSES
Period ended June 30th, 1922.
Administration:
Salaries
Salaries
Meals

Meals

officers and clerks

$13,571.14
2,029.73
2,715.34

—

—

telephone operators

officers and clerks

—

757.92

-telephone operators
Laundry officers and clerks
—

73.73

—

Supplies and expenses:
Stationery, printing and postage
Telephone and telegraph
Hosp.

Bureau of Stand, and

705.64

1,644.59
150.03

Sup

1,171.75
1,207.94
4,374.65

Miscellaneous expenses
Heat, light and power administration
Administration Building expenses

Brady Memorial Lab.

—

heat, light and

power.

$7,735.24

.

Professional expenses:
Conn. Training School:
Salaries and wages:

Supt. of nurses and assistants
Supervising nurses
Student

nurses

Dormitory employees
Meals of

nurses

Meals of dormitory
Laundry of nurses

employees

Nurses' uniforms

School expense
Instruction expense

Graduation expense

Dormitfory :
Laundry
Heat, light and

$ 5,622.78

12,927.44
2,990.82
4,152.70
17,525.29
1,822.84
1,182.90
1,436.91
1,171.4b
632.73
508.42
325.55

power

$28,402.46

6,129.71
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Repairs

and renewals

$ 4,034.74

Rent and miscellaneous

2,225.00

$62,689.29

Special

nurses:

Salaries
Meals and

supplies

$21,840.61
5,890.91
27,731.52

Physicians :

Supplies and

expenses

$

Meals

524.02

6,255.05
702.08

Laundry
Maintenance of

4,853.75

rooms

12,334.90
Ward

employees:

Wages
Meals and

supplies

$10,456.62
3,560.32
14,016.94

Druggists:
Salaries

$ 1,722.40

Meals

549.34

Supplies and

224.75

expenses

2,496.49

Dispensary:
Salaries

$

Meals

399.66

480.86

Supplies and

expenses

6,034.64
6,915.16

Anaesthetist :

Salary

$1,091.53

Meals

Supplies

189.09

and expenses

16.05

1,296.67
Dental:

Salary

$877.45
184.15

Meals

Supplies

and expenses

45.92

1,107.52
X-Ray:
$2,361.86
Meals

644.53

Laundry

7156

Maintenance expenses

Supplies

and expenses

1,267.76
4,538.95

8,884.66
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Historian:

Salaries

$630.00
332.67

Meals
and expenses

Supplies

294.02

$1,256.69
Social Service :
Salaries

$2,340.00

Meals

179.99

Supplies and

415.36

expenses

2,935.35

Operating

room :

Laundry
Heat, light and power
Supplies and expenses

$

879.90

1,207.96
2,169.08
4,256.94

Miscellaneous

professional

Instruments and

Drugs and

expenses:

appliances

$1,140.35
6,097.84

chemicals

Alcohol and

202.50

liquors
gyneological

Obstetrical and

5.50
302.33

Cystoscopy
Electrocardiograph

310.51
99.13

Basal Metabolism

Orthopedic
Dept. of Bact. and
Dennatological

35.65
236.52

Path

6.15

Miscellaneous medical and

surgical

1,555.46
9,991.94

Patients' expenses:

$37,083.48
12,595.02
3,019.47
16,484.42
9,169.06
2,686.75
2,268.08

Meals

Laundry
Repairs and renewals
Heat, light and power
Supplies and expenses
Bedding and linen
Ward trays

83,306.28

Departmental

expenses:

Housekeeping:
Wages housekeeper and help
Wages Seamstresses
Meals housekeeper and help
—

—

—

Meals

—

813.55

seamstresses

Laundry housekeeper
Supplies and expenses
—

$3,343.52
1,934.50
1,1 10.28

and

help

262.72

1,343.15
8,807.72
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Ambulance :

Wages
Meals

drivers and stablemen

$3,359.50

drivers and stablemen

637.98

—

—

drivers and stablemen

Laundry
Repairs and

20.38

—

renewals

536.26

Rent and coal

Supplies

565.60

and expenses

880.23

$ 5,999.95
General stores :

Wages

$2,305.69

Meals

Supplies

115.13

and expenses

312.24

2,733.06

Employees' quarters:
Heat, light and power

$2,465.84

Housekeeping and supplies

1,507.62
3,973.46

General expenses :

Repairers'

$13,377.38

expense

Grounds and watchman:

Wages

2,693.67

Meals and

supplies

392.95

Insurance

Freight and

712.77
806.17

express

Water

2,837.58

Meals of guests
Treasurer's and auditor's fees

348.15

Publicity

540.00

Legal

800.00

expense and miscellaneous

955.00

Damaged goods
Adjustment of inventories

183.29

1,152.91

$24,799.87
Total

operating

$321,672.11

expenses

CURRENT BALANCE ACCOUNT
As of June 30, 1922

Balance, September 30, 1921,

as

per

previous

reP°rt
Deduct :
Advances

$81,747.68
to

capital funds to pay old bill of
A. B. See Elevator
Company for work in
administration building as voted in min-

GENERAL

utes of Executive

Committee, May 12,

1922

$

Advances to capital funds foi equipment..
Excess of operating expenses over operating
.

revenues,

1922,

as

Expenses,

Ill
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nine months ended June 30,
Summary of Revenue and
annexed

283.10

2,613.91

per

19,138.36

$22,035.37
Current balance,

as

per balance sheet

$59,712.31

BALANCE SHEET
June

30th,

1922.

Capital Assets:
Investment of funds

$2,084,274.72

Principal Cash on Special De
posit with Treasurer, Union & New Haven

"Restricted

Trust Co."

19,532.97

Fund incomes accruing to principal, not yet
paid into restricted bank account (per contra

42,327,92

below)

2,146,135.61

$246,788.88

Land

Buildings, including construction completed and
in progress, $200,761.42, paid for by Yale
University
Equipment

902,181.45
216,869.58
1,365,839.91

William Wirt Winchester Memorial

Hospital :
$212,000.00
656,057.12
98,296.02

Land

Buildings
Equipment

966,353.14
Construction in progress, paid out of proceeds of
issue of first mortgage bonds
Unexpended balance of bonds paid for by sub

scribers, temporarily used
tions (per contra below)

95,488.12

for current opera

15,711.88
111,200.00

Brady

Memorial Laboratory

(per contra)

$4,589,528.66
137,222.56
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Assets

for Current Operations:
$35,334.57
1,000.00

Cash in bank
Petty cash fund

$36,334.57
Patients' accounts receivable:

$59,577.84
34,416.04

Current

Less,

Reserve

25,161.80
22,748.65

Other accounts receivable

Inventories:

SuppUes,

net of

reserve

$2,000.

Radium

$36,731.58
11,104.60
47,836.18
$

132,081.20

$4,858,832.42

Capital Liabilities
First mortgage 5 pet.

Subscribed,

not

bonds,

and Funds:

due 1944

paid for

Unsubscribed

$1,000,000.00

$626,800.00
262,000.00
888,800.00

$111,200.00

Special funds:
Lucy H. Boardman

$ 64,813.16

Francis Bacon

5,000.00
2,840.10

Compensation
Frederick L. Dibble
Annie R. Winchester
James E.

250.00

Dye

English

M. Fitch
Edwin Foote Memorial
Ellsworth I. Foote

Emily

Free Beds

Ellen M. Gifford

Ellen M. Gifford's Executors
Justus S. Hotchkiss
Samuel E. Merwin
Philip Marett
Unrestricted Endowment
William Wirt Winchester

16,785.00
25,844.29
124,399.92
152,453.81
1,332.42
320,856.31
50,870.73
245,978.85
50,000.00
700.00

155,460.10
26,000.00
902,550.92

$2,146,135.61
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account:

Invested in land, buildings and equipment
$1,165,078.49
Invested in additional construction, donated
....

by

Yale

University

200,761.42

Invested in William Wirt Winchester Mem
orial

Hospital

966,353.14

$2,332,193.05

—

$4,589,528.66

Brady Memorial Laboratory (contingent lia
bility for payment at appraised valuation)
.

.

137,222.56

.

Currtttt Liabilities and General Funds.
Demand notes
Accounts

payable (Yale University)
payable

Accrued interest

on

Fund incomes due

principal (per contra above)

balance of bonds issued for

L'nexpended
buildings (per

$10,418.60

first mortgage bonds issued

contra

.

.

$14,329.09
42,327.92

new

15,711.88

above)

Current balance (excess of current
current liabilities), as annexed

2,522.99
1,387.50

assets over

59,712.31
$4,858,832.42

Financial Statement
Year

To the General

Ending

Hospital Society of

June

30, 1923.

Connecticut:

The Union & New Haven Trust Company, as Treasurer of the
Hospital Society of Connecticut, submits herewith, as

General

its report for the fiscal year

attached hereto

ending

30th, 1923, the schedules

June

showing,
Revenue and

1.

Summary of

2.

Statement of

3.
4.

Statement of
List of Free Beds.

5.

List of Invested Funds.

6.

Statement of

7.

Balance Sheet.

Expenses.
Operating Revenue.
Operating Expenses.

Special Funds.

The accounts have been audited

by Lybrand,

Ross Brothers

& Montgomery, Certified Public Accountants, and the Schedules
herewith presented have been prepared under their supervision.

Respectfully submitted,
THE UNION & NEW HAVEN TRUST COMPANY.

By H. L. Galpin.
August 31st,

Vice-President.

1923.

Schedule 1.
SUMMARY OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES.
Period

Operating
Operating

revenue,
expenses,

as

as

ending June 30,

1923.

per details annexed

$259,765.97
431,479.45

per details annexed

Excess of operating expenses
Income from

Balance of

$171,713.48

investments, appropriations, etc.:
income from special funds available

for general purposes
State appropriation

$ 4,469.92
40 000.00
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Yale

appropriation (General Education
Board) net of charges

Other income:
Connecticut Training School
Rentals
Cash discounts
Old accounts collected

Earnings of residuary

$6,133.21
4,479.00
1,094.98
292.81

Mary

estate

E. Scranton

Estate

of

Rose

$ 40,275.25

1,996.40
Porter,

annuity

received

250.00

Miscellaneous

5,552.48

19,798.88
$104,544.05

Deductions :
first mortgage bonds,
charged for E & W Wards $4,334.96
Interest on notes payable
625.12
Annuities paid
600.00
Transferred to Compensation Fund,
360.00
Interest

on

expense

5,920.08

—

$98,623.97
Deficit for the year before apply
ing contributions from the

public
Contributions, subscriptions and donations
from the public :
Annual Guarantee Fund, subscriptions and
$56,052.25
15,000.00

donations

Community

Chest

268.94

Church collections, etc

71,321.19
Excess of expenses

$1,768.32

over revenue

Schedule 2

STATEMENT OF OPERATING REVENUE.
Period ending June 30th, 1923.
From maintenance of
Private

private

room

patient's
Semi-private room patients
room

From maintenance of ward

patients:
$40,974.02
7,590.00

$48,564.02

patients :

Ward
New Haven Board of Health

$100,699.99

3,050.00
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$ 6,784.31

of New Haven

City

5,385.71

Other cities and towns
State of Connecticut
U. S. Public Health Service

470-81

210.00

$116,600.82
From

maintenance of patients
endowed bed funds :

assignable

to

$

Compensation
English

215.67

1.299.68
7,668.70
16,140.67
2,558.33
12,373.76
2,514.77
7,819.88
3,504.61
19,067.23

Edwin Foote Memorial

FreeBed
Gifford
Gifford Executors
Hotchkiss
Marett

Unrestricted Endowment
William Wirt Winchester

Less, Special charges included therein

$73,163.30
1,385.63
71,777.67

From maintenance of

patients

on

Yale appro

9,456.00

priation

$246,398.51

Total maintenance
From

special charges:
$7,845.46

Sales

128.40

Crutches

2,164.00
2,361.39
18,735.90
3,504.00
13,044.20
1,857.00
9,405.25

Cystoscopy
Special nursing
X-Ray service
Ambulance

Operating
Delivery fee
Board

Telephone and telegraph
Dental fee

909.50
49.55
82.50

Electrocardiograph
Radium

1,515.00

Certificates and abstracts

193.50

61,795.65
$308, 194. 16

Total operating revenue before deductions
Deduct :

Allowances to patients
Reserve for doubtful accounts
Total

operating

revenue

$ 4,248.85

44,179.34

48,428.19

$259,765.97
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Schedule 3
STATEMENT OF OPERATING EXPENSES.

Period ended June 30th, 1923.
Administration:

Salaries
Salaries

Officers and clerks

—

—

Telephone operators

Supplies and Expenses :
Stationery, printing and postage
Telephone and telegraph
Hospital Bureau of Standards and Supplies
Miscellaneous

Repairs

$20,436.24
2,419.48

1,192.03
2,748.38
183.37
809.77

and renewals office furniture and
201.25

fixtures

$27,990.52
Professional Care

of

Patients:

Connecticut Training School for Nurses:
Salaries:

Supt. of nurses and assistants
Supervising nurses
Student

Supplies

nurses

$ 7,285.01

16,204.39
3,815.45

and expenses :

Nurses' uniforms

School expense
Instruction expense
Graduation expense

1,009.63
1,202.46
720.59
161.95
9000

Annual

Dormitory expenses:
5,400.16

Wages

Repairs

and renewals

804.78

2,200.00

Rent

Bedding and linen

Supplies and

expenses

Gas and electricity

477.72
125.64
404-65
81135

Coal

$40,713.78

Special nursing:
2,262.48

Salaries
Extra

nursing:

Graduate
Nurse

nurses

helpers

$30,658.87
3,912.77
34,571,64
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Orderlies and ward

employees:
$14,384.05

Wages

328.73

Uniforms

$14,712.78
Physicians :
Uniforms and

942.96

supplies

Pharmacy:
Salaries

Supplies

$2,306.92
157.40

and expenses

2,464.32
Social Service :
Salaries

$2,349.64

Supplies and

250.45

expenses

2,600.09
Record:
Salaries

SuppUes

$1,239.50
and expenses

329.87

1,569.37

X-Ray:
Salaries

Supplies and

expenses

$3,998.41
7,494.70

Dental:
Salaries

$1,173.15

Supplies and

33.11

expenses

$1,206.26

Operating

room :

Salaries of anaesthetists

Supplies and
Oxygen and

expenses
gas

$2,191.82
3,833.20
3,121.39

Instruments and appliances

835.89

9,982.30

Cystoscopy:
Supplies and expenses
Electrocardiograph :
Supplies and expenses

308.48
354.39

Miscellaneous:

Supplies
Wards and

and expenses

private

162.80

rooms:

Drugs and chemicals
liquors

$4,882.76

Alcohol and

270.00

Instruments and appliances
Repairs and renewals
Supplies and expenses

3 528.65

Bedding and linen

6 188.82

1 247.94

2 739.63

■

23,857.80
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Radium :

Supplies and
Physiotherapy:

$ 182.87

expenses

47.47

Supplies and expenses
Misc. medical and surgical:
Supplies and

3,427.11

expenses

General Services:

Subsistence:
Salaries and wages—kitchen
Salaries and wages Dining rooms
Supplies and expenses

$13,228.51
9,834.88
3,055.90
88,609.78

—

Foodstuffs

114,729.07
Laundry:

$11,125.70
3,105.31

Salaries and wages
Supplies and expenses

14,231.01
Stores:

$3,077.47

Salaries and wages
Supplies and expenses

374.83
—

3,452.30

Housekeeping:
$8,816.71
2,585.50

Salaries and wages
Wages of seamstresses

Supplies

907.86

and expenses

349.13

Bedding and linen

12,659.20

Dormitories for help :

$657.51
•

t.r0„M

^ages.....
Supplies and expenses

a-°'

1,604.16

r„„,

S*1
Ga8

501.57

....

A7

ss
°0'*'

Miscellaneous

2,861.08

Heat, light and power:

$1J' lS'5l

Salaries and wages
Supplies and expenses

^

p

.

%*,
Water
Repairs and renewals

....

to boilers

5,068.54
3,357.91
'

ijo.^»

61,959.66
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Maintenance of real estate and

buildings:
$18,439.50

Salaries and wages of repairers
Salaries and wages of grounds and watch

3,498.43
4,503.21
2,768.46

men

Repair materials
Other expenses

$29,209.60

Transportation :
$1,259.00

Salaries and wages

248.45

Supplies and expense
Repairs and renewals
Inward freight and express

45.38

1,113.21

2,666.04
Ambulance:

$1,822.00

Salaries and wages
Supplies and expenses

Repairs

472.85
510.85

and renewals

Outside service

1,665.30

4,471.00
General Expenses:
Allowances

to

miscellaneous

accounts

re

ceivable

$2,544.50
310.65

Damaged goods
Insurance

1,269.19
801.26

Publicity
Treasurer's and auditor's fees

Legal

1,297.48

and miscellaneous

166.88

6,389.96
Total

operating

$431,479.45

expenses

Schedule 4
FREE BED FUNDS
Year

Name

874

The

874

The William Fitch

874

The James E.

878

The Ellen M. Gifford

Amount

Henry Farnam

English

881-83 The

Henry Bronson; two beds
Thanksgiving
Henry Hotchkiss Memorial

883

The

885

The

886
886

The William O. Armstrong
The Mary Webster Southgate

886

The

Dwight Place Society;

Trowbridge

six months

888-90 The Dr. Thomas Wells Memorial
888 The Mary P. Wade of Trinity Church

Memorial

$5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00

2,500.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
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1888
1890
1892
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The Home for the Friendless; six months
The Harmanus M. Welch
The George Thomas Smith Memorial of David
Paige

Smith,

M.D

Trinity Church
Wyllys Atwater Memorial
Rose Porter Memorial; six
Henry B. Harrison
Mrs. Henry B. Harrison

The

1901

The

1904

The

1904

The

1905
1905

The Sarah B. Harrison
The New Haven Grays

1905

The

5,000.00
9 712.11
9 712.10
9 712.10

1911
1912

The Leouard J. Sanford and Anna Cutler Memorial

1908
1909
1911

The
The

1913-18 The Woman's Seamen's Friend

1915

Society
George W. L. Benedict
The Paul Bed; six months
The Bassett Free Beds; two beds
The George W. Mallory ; six months

1917

The Edwin S. Bowditch Bed

1918

The Alfred Blakeslee

1913

1914
1915

of Connecticut

The

1920

The

1920

The Frank Walter Benedict

Henry

5,000.00

10 000.00

months

Isaphene Hillhouse; six months
Organized Charities
Hoadley B. Ives; six months
The John W. Mansfield; six months
The Evelina J. Jones; six months
The Henry Eld Fund in Perpetuity

1906

2 500 00

5,000.00
5,000.00

1SS6-1900 The
1901

$

Walter Benedict

1920

The Helen and John T. Manson

1920

The Hannah Jane Winchester Bennett

1921

The Nathan HoweU Sanford Memorial Free Bed

1921

The Julia Sanford Memorial Free Bed

1921

The Harriet Atwater Memorial Free Bed

10,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
9,720.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
20,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
12,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00

$320,856.31

Total
Schedule 5

SCHEDULE SHOWING INVESTED FUNDS
June

$20,000
50,000
25,000
50,000
50,000
50,000
25,000
3,100
25,000

30th,

1923.

coll. tr. 4%, 1948, Reg
Alabama, Gt. Southern Railroad, cons. m. 5%, 1943
American Sugar Refining 6%, 1937
Adams

Express Co.,

American Tel. & Tel., coll. tr. 4%, 1929
American Tel. & Tel., coll. tr. 5%, 1946
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry., adj., m.

4%, 1995
Co., 1 m. 5%, 1944
Brooklyn Union Gas Co., 7%, conv., 1932
Canada Southern Railway, cons. m. 5%, 1962
Atlanta & Charlotte Air Line

.

.

.

$15,000.00
49,750.00
25,100.00
42,385.00
49,325.00
39,855.00
25,812.50
3,100.00
26,000.00
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25,000

5o!oOO
10^000
51,000
65,000

10 000

10,000
10,000
26,000
15,000
6,000
10,000
18,000
100,000
15,000
10,000
100,000
15,000
50,000
20,000
3,200
50,000
10,000

Carolina-Clinchfield & Ohio Ry., 1

m.

5%, 1938

Central Pacific Ry., 1st and ref. 4%, 1949
lm.

1927

5%,
Chicago City Railway,
Chicago Railways, 1 m. 5%, 1927
Paul
&
St.
Milwaukee
Ry., conv. 4^2%, 1932
Chicago,
Chicago Junction Rys. & Union Stock Yards, m. & coll.
tr. 5%, 1940
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry., ref. m. 4% 1934,
Registered
City of Victoria

C, 4^%, deb. 1924
Connecticut Power Co., 1 m 5%, 1956
Connecticut River Co., 1 m. 6%, 1934
Consolidated Railway 4%, deb., 1956
Consumers Power Co., ref. m. 5%, 1936
Denver Gas & Electric Co. Gen. m. 5%, 1949
Dominion of Canada 5%, 1952
Edison Electric Illuminating of Brooklyn, 1st cons. m.
4%, 1939
Elmira Water, Light & R. R., cons. m. 5%, 1956
Fourth Liberty Loan 4H%, 1933-38
Galveston, Houston & Henderson R.R., lm. 5%, 1933
Great Northern 7%, 1936
Indiana & Michigan Electric Co., 1 m. 5%, 1957
Interborough, Rapid Transit 10 yr., 6%, 1932
Kansas City Terminal 1st 4s, 1960
Kings County Electric Light & Power Co., pur. 6%,
B.

1997

Angeles Pacific Co., 1st. ref. m. 4%, 1950
Angeles Railway Corp., ref. m. 5%, 1940
Maryland Coal Co. of W. Va., 5%, Income 1941

10,000

Los

10,000
2,000

Los

3,000
10,000
25,000
15,000
20,000
20,000
15,000
50,000
75,000

5%, 1939
Millen & Southwestern R. R., 1 m., 5%, 1955
Milwaukee Electric Ry. &Lt. Co., gen m. 5%, 1951...
Milwaukee, Light, Heat & Traction Co., 1 m. 5%, 1929
Minneapolis Gas flight Co. gen. m. 5%, 1930
Montreal Tramways Co., ref. m. 5%, 1941
Mutual Fuel Gas Co., 1 m. 5%, 1947
New England Tel. & Tel., 1st. 5%, 1952
New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R., 6%, conv.

15,300

New

Registered
Milford Water

Co.,

ref.

m.

.

10,000

9,900.00

7,675.00
9,075.00
24,850.00
15,750.00
4,800.00
8,900.00
16,362.00
99,525.00
12,942.50

8,500.00
96,899.33
13,500.00
56,187.50
18,000.00
3,200.00
40,050.00
11,000.00
7,800.00
9,000.00
1,470.00
3,000.00
9,100.00
23,750.00
15,000.00

19,800.00
19,400.00
15,000.00
50,068.75

78,566.75

1948

50,000
50,000
15,000
50,000

$23,555.00
39,431.25
10,000.00
49,882.50
65,000.00

York, New Haven & Hartford R. R. Co., 6%,
conv. deb., 1948, reg
New York Central Railroad, conv. 6%, 1935
New York Central Improvement, 5%, 2013
New York Rys. Co., 1st. re. & ref. m., 1942, In default.
New York State Rys., cons. m. 4J^%, Series A. 1962
New York & Queens Gas Co., 1 m. 5%, 1934
.

.

15,300.00
55,656.25
49,562.50

11,325.00
43,300.00

9,800.00
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25,000
50,000
5,000
15,000
50,000
10,000
10,000
50,000
17,000
20,000

5,000
15,000
50,000
30,000
20,000
15,000

10,000
50,000
15,000
25,000
15,000
40,000
10,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
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New York

Telephone Co., gen. m. 4^%, 1939
Oregon Short Line, ref. 4%, 1929
Pacific Power & Light Co., ref. m. 5%, 1930
Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., 1 m. coll. tr., 5'"c, 1937
Pennsylvania Railroad, gen. m. 5%, 1968
Peoples Gas Light & Coke ref., m. 5%, 1947, reg
Portland Gas & Coke, 1st. and ref. m. 5%, 1940
Provence of Ontario, 5%, 1942
Railroad Securities Co., 111. Cent. Stock, coll. 4%, 1952
Rio Grande Junction Ry., 1 m. 5C/C, 1939
Rochester Railway, m. 5%, 1930
St. Clair, Madison & St. Louis Belt R. R.,1 m. 4%, 1951
St. Louis, Iron Mt. & Southern, ref. 4%, 1929
Scranton Electric Co., ref. m. 5%, 1937
Seattle Electric Co., cons. m. 5%, 1929
Southern Bell Telephone & Tel. Co., 1 m. 5%, 1941.
Southern California Edison Co., gen. m. 5%, 1939.
Southern Pacific Co., conv. 4%, 1929
Southern Power Co., 1 m. 5%, 1930
Southern Railway, St. Louis Div., 4%, 1951
Union Electric Light & Power ref. & ext. m. 5%, 1933
Utah Power & Light Co. 1 m. 5%, 1944
Westchester Lighting Co. 1 m. 5%, 1950
Western Union Tel. Co., Real Est. m. 4^%, 1950.
Western Union Tel. Co., Real Est. m. 4M%, 1950 Reg.
Wisconsin, Minn, Lt. & Power, ref. m. 5%, 1944
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$24,187.50
40,225.00
4,650.00
14,625.00
50,075.00
10,000.00
9,500.00
48,750.00
9,435.00
19,500.00
5,000.00
10,650.00
37,558.75
29,850.00
19,500.00
14,925.00
8,950.00
41,566.25
14,475.00
15,625.00
13,125.00
35,400.00
10,000.00
4,475.00
S.950.00
8,800.00

Shares
150

.American

60

American

IS
100
218

100
250

200
32
200
120
3

Exchange National Bank
Exchange Securities Corp., Pfd. Class A..

Bank of New York and Trust Co

Brooklyn Union Gas Co
Cayuga & Susquehanna R. R., par. $30
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry., Pfd. 6%
Connecticut Railway & Lighting Co., Pfd
Consolidated Gas of New York, no par
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway,lst Pfd. Series A
Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of Boston
First National Bank of New York

240

Fifth Avenue Bus Securities, no par
Manhattan Co., Bank New York, par $50

105

Interborough Rapid Transit,

100

50
216
806

100
107

605

.

common

32,700.00
6,600.00
6,244.00
12,800.00
13,080.00
7,700.00
18,000.00
12,645.17
50.00

13,804.57
22,962.50
2,925.00
850.00

18,500.00
1,137.50

15,020.00

National Park Bank of New York
New Haven Bank N. B. A

38.705.75

Light Co., par. $25
Co., par $50
Oswego & Syyracuse Railroad, par $50
Railroad
Co., par $50
Pennsylvania

32,373.00
8,650.00
10,807.00
34,031.25

New Haven Gas

New Haven Water
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Ft. Wayne & Chicago Ry., Pfd
Southern New England Telephone Co
Standard Oil Co., New Jersey, Pfd
United Illuminating Co

$15,800.00
54,880.70
56,145.00
66,443.55
60,437.50
54,437.50

Pittsburgh,

100
450
500
385

United States Steel, Pfd
Western Electric Co., Pfd

500
500

Mortgage Notes:

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, Nov. 1, 1910
The Berzelius Trust Asso., Feb. 6, 1911
Jacob Caplan, May 31st, 1918
Gaetano Carbone, June 1, 1904
Minotte E. Chatfield July 16, 1889 (now Julia Lehman)
Wallace E. Clark, Oct. 11, 1904 (now Herman H.
Hauff)

Cook, Jan, 17. 1906 (now Wm. H. Corcoran)
Mary Curran (now L. A. Banco, et al), Oct. 20, 1899
Philip Freedman, Oct. 1, 1906
Eugene C. Hill, Jan. 15, 1873 (now Frank & Delina
Rose E. C.

.

Charbonneau) Jan. 15, 1873
Hodges and Vernon H. Hodges, May
28th, 1910
Joseph H. Hughson, Dec. 13, 1906 (now Antonio
Seavone)
Marks & Dora Levy (now Guisseppina D'Arnone,)
July 16, 1891, for $1,300 and Nov. 6, 1895 for $200.
Robert H. Nesbit, Apr. 3, 1913, for $7,500. Jan. 27th,
1916, for $1,500
Joseph J. Nett, July 1, 1896
Perlman and Molstein July 20, 1908
Rattan Mfg. Co., Apr. 1, 1914

4,000.00
19,500.00
3,000.00
1,400.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
1,800.00
1,700.00
1,080.00
2,500.00

Theresa Peck

.

Note,

A. Podoloff ,

August 30,

1920

Certificate of Deposit for $20,000. Interborough
Railroad 4V2%, 1956, stamped 16%
Certificate of Deposit for $25,000

1,800.00

1,500.00
9,000.00
1,500.00
3,400.00
10,000.00
2,318.95

Metropolitan

Maryland, Virginia

200.00
& Dela

1 m. 5%, 1955
Deposit for $10,000. Second Avenue Railroad 6%,
Receivers Ctfs., Columbia Trust Co., Ctf No. 182, In default

ware

5,000.00

Railway Co.,

23,000.00

Certificate of

.

Certificate of Deposit, Guaranty Trust Co. No. R5 represent
ing $20,000. Second Avenue Railroad, con. m, 5%, 1948.
In default

Subscription to
Total

115 shares United

Illuminating Co

10,000.00

5,000.00
12,360.00

$2,610,298.27
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Schedule 6

STATEMENT OF SPECIAL FUNDS.
June 30, 1923.

Lucy

H. Boardman

Fund, $64,494.87, for the ercetion and maintenance of a
new central administration building.
The principal of this fund has been
reduced by $318.29, being its proprotional share of loss incurred in sale of
securities, carried for all funds, in the investment of funds account. The
income from this fund $3,260.37, was transferred to the general income
account and applied to the expense of maintaining the administration
building and for the work carried on therein.
Francis Bacon Fund, $4,986.74. The principal of this fund has been reduced
by $13.26, being its proportional share of loss incurred in sale of securities,
carried for all funds, in the investment of funds account. The income from
this fund, $250.79, was transferred to the general income account and ap
plied to the purchase of orthopedic and prosthetic apparatus.
Compensation Fund, $3,125.31. The principal of this fund was increased
$285.21, and is made up of the following items:
Income from investment of funds
Amount transferred from current funds of

$147.51
360.00

hospital

$507.51

Lees, maintenance and special charges for patients
$215.67
assignable to this fund
Proportionate share of loss incurred in sale of securi
ties carried for all funds, in the investment of funds
6.63

account

Amount added to

principal of

fund

222.30

$285.21

Of this increase, $40.42 has not been paid into restricted bank account.
Frederick L. Dibble Fund, $248.34. The principal of this fund has been
reduced by $1.66, being its proportional share of loss incurred in sale of
securities carried for all funds in the investment of funds account. The
income from this fund, $12.59, was transferred to the general income account
the purchase of medical books and journals.
has
Dye Fund, $16,705.42. The principal of this fund
been reduced by $79.58, being its proportional share of loss incurred in sale
The
of securities, carried for all funds, in the investment of funds account.
ac
income from this fund, $844.21, was transferred to the general income
count and applied against the general expenses of the hospital.
has been
James E. English Fund, $25,724.93. The principal of this fund
in sale of
reduced by $119.36, being its proportional share of loss incurred
The
funds account.
securities, carried for all fund*, in the investment of
income from this fund, $1,299.68, was expended in the care of patients

and

applied toward

Annie R. Winchester

assignable to this fund.
Emily M. Fitch, $130,100.27,

for the erection of a ward for children to be
was increased
the William Fitch Ward. The principal of this fund
$5,700.35, which is accounted for as follows:

known

as
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Income from investment of funds
proportional share of loss incurred in sale of

Less,

carried for all

funds,

$6,323.69

securities,

in the investment of funds account

623.34

of fund

$5,700.35
principal
increase, $3,206.81 has not been paid into restricted bank account.
Bequest for the endowment of free beds in perpetuity,
$151,711.11. The principal of this fund has been reduced by $742.70,
being its proportional share of loss incurred in sale of securities, carried for
all funds, in the investment of funds account. The income from this fund,
$7,668.70, was expended in the care of patients assignable to this fund.
Ellsworth I. Foote Fund, $1,329.11. The principal of this fund has been re
duced by $3.31, being its proportional share of loss incurred in sale of
securities, carried for all funds, in the investment of funds account. The
income from this fund, $66.81,was transferred to the general income account
and applied against the expenses of social Service Department.
Free Bed Funds, aggregating $319,278.07. The principal of this fund has
been reduced by $1,578.24, being its proportional share of loss incurred in
sale of securities, carried for all funds, in the investment of funds account.
The income from this fund, $16,140.67, was expended in the care of patients
assignable to this fund.
Amount added to
Of this

Edwin Foote Memorial

Ellen M. Gifford Fund, $50,632.

The principal of this fund has been reduced
by $238.73, being its proportional share of loss incurred in sale of securities,
carried for all funds, in the investment of funds account. The income from
this fund, $2,558.33, was expended in the care of patients assignable to this
fund.

Ellen M. Gifford's Executors' Fund, $244,771.96. The principal of this fund
has been reduced by $1,206.89, being its proportional share of loss incurred
in sale of securities, carried for all funds, in the investment of funds account.
The income from this

assignable

fund, $12,373.76,

was

expended

in the

care

of

patients

to this fund.

Justus S. Hotchkiss

Fund, $49,761.27.
principal
by $238.73, being its proportional share of loss incurred in sale of
securities, carried for all funds, in the investment of funds account. The
income from this fund, $2,514.77, was expended in the care of patients
assignable to this fund.
The

of this fund has been

reduced

Samuel E. Merwin Fund, $698.34. The principal of this fund has been re
duced by $1.66, being its proportional share of loss incurred in sale of securi

ties, carried for all funds, in the investment of funds account. The income
from this fund, $35.15, was transferred to the
general income account and
applied against the grounds expense of the hospital.
Philip Marett Fund, $154,704.14, for the support of free beds for poor patients
preferably those incurably affected. The principal of this fund has been
reduced by $755.96, being its
proportional share of loss incurred in sale of
securities, carried for all funds, in the investment of funds account. The
income from this fund, $7,819.88, was
expended in the care of patients
assignable to this fund.
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Unrestricted Endowment Fund, $84,588.86. The principal of this fund was
increased $58,588.86, which is accounted for as follows:
From executors under will of Mary E. Scranton
$59,000.00

Less, Proportionate share of loss incurred in sale of secur
ities carried, for all funds, in the investment of funds
account

411.14

Amount added to

of fund

principal
fund, $3,504.61,

$58,588.86

The income from this

assignable

was

expended

in the

care

of patients

to this fund.

Sarah L. Winchester

past year and is

This fund was received during the
addition to the funds of the Society. It consists of the

Fund, $416,507.86.

a new

following items :
Receipts reported by

Treasurer

$405,655.21
12,881.81

Income from investment of funds

$418,537.02
Less, Proportionate share of loss incurred in sale of securi
ties

carried,

for all

funds, in the

investment of funds

2,029.16

account

$416,507.86
The income from investment of funds,
paid into restricted bank account.

$12,881,81,

as

shown above, has not

been

William Wirt Winchester Fund, $968,946.17, for the erection and maintenance
of the William Wirt Winchester Memorial Hospital for Tuberculosis. A
of the transactions for the past year affecting this fund follows:
summary

$902,550.92

Balance, July 1, 1922

Receipts:
Income from investment of funds
Income from rental of William Wirt Winchester Memorial

$45,992.35

80.tt»-O)

Hospital

304.96

Miscellaneous receipts

$126,297.31
Disbursements :

Maintenance and special charges for
assignable to this fund

patients

.

Salaries and wages
Supplies and expenses

$19,067.23
7,755.69
8,725.58

of property adjoining
William Wirt Winchester Mem

Purchase
orial

Hospital

19,459.70
$55,008.20
$71,289.11
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Deduct, Proportionate share of loss incurred in
Bale of securities carried, for all funds, in the
$ 4,893.86

investment of fimds account

$66,395.25
$968,946.17
The principal of this fund has been increased by $66,395.25 of which
$34,382.90 has not been paid into restricted bank account.

amount

SUMMARY
Total income from investment of special funds for
year ended June 30, 1923
Compensation Fund, income from hospital revenue

$123,695.68

credited to this fund
William

Wirt

360.00

Winchester

rentals and miscellaneous

Fund, income from
receipts, net of ex
63,823.69

penses

$187,879.37
Applied against maintenance and special charges
for patients assignable to funds
Transferred to principal of special funds

$

73,163.30
110,246.15

——

Balance of income from
for

general

special

$183,409.45

funds available

$4,469.92

purposes

Schedule 7
BALANCE SHEET
June

30th, 1923.
Capital Assets:

Investment of funds

$2,610,298.27

"Restricted Principal Cash on Special Deposit
with Treasurer, Union & New Haven Trust
Co."
Fund incomes accruing to principal, not yet paid
into restricted bank account (per contra below)

27,504.56
50,511.94
——-

Land

$2,688,314.77

245,788.88
902,181.45
224,676.03

Buildinga
Equipment

1,373,646.36
William Wirt Winchester Memorial
Land

Buildings
Equipment

Hospital :
$231,459.70
656,057.12
98,296.02

985,812.84
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construction, including

ress on

construction in prog
Private Pavilion and new equipment.

New Haven

.

Hospital Building Fund,

.

$444,911.50
2,333.50

.

cash

$ 447,245.00

$5,495,018.97
Brady

Memorial

Laboratory (per contra)

137,222.56

Current and Working Assets:
Cash in bank

$24,083.95
1,010.00

Pettv cash fund

$25,093.95
Patients' accounts receivable
current

46,389.87
34,756.16

Less, Reserve

11,633.71
4,710.80

7,039.50
Inventories :

Supplies,

net of

reserve

$888.67.

.

40,702.23
11,104.60
51,806.83

$100,284.79
1,762.05
$102,046.84

Suspended charges

on

Private Pavilion construc-

13,457.10
2,250.10
J5.749.995.57

Capital

Liabilities and Funds:

First mortgage 5 per cent bonds, due 1944
$290,000.00
Subscribed, not paid for

Unsubscribed

$1,000,000.00

267,000.00
557,000.00
$443,000.00

.

4,245.00

Donations for furnishings for Private Pavilion

$447,245.00
Special funds :
Lucy H. Boardman

$64,494.87
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Francis Bacon

$ 4,986.74

Compensation

3,125.31
248.34

Frederick L. Dibble
Annie R. Winchester Dye
James E. English

Emily

16,705.42

25,724.93
130,100.27
151,711.11
1,329.11
319,278.07
50,632.00
244,771.96
49,761.27

M. Fitch

Edwin Foote Memorial

Ellsworth I. Foote
Free Beds

EUen M. Gifford
Ellen M. Gifford's Executors
Justus S. Hotchkiss

698.34

Samuel E. Merwin
Unrestricted Endowment
Sarah L. Winchester

154,704.14
84,588.86
416,507.86

William Wirt Winchester

968.946.17

Philip Marett

$2,688,314.77

Capital

account:

$1,172,884.94

Invested in land, buildings and equipment
Invested in additional construction, donated
Yale

by
200,761.42

University

Invested in William Wirt Winchester Memorial

985,812.84

Hospital

2,359,459.20
$5,495,018.97
Brady Memorial Laboratory (contingent liability
for payment at appraised valuation)

137,222.56

Current Liabilities and General Funds:
Demand notes

payable (Yale University)
Accounts payable
Accrued interest

on

Fund incomes due

511.75

first mortgage bonds issued.

principal (per

contra

above)

Current balance (excess of current assets
rent

$10,418.60

.

5,537.50

.

.

.

.

16,467.85
50,511.94

over cur

liabilities) :

Balance, July 1, 1922
Add, insurance adjustments

$59,712.31
636.71

$60,349.02

GENERAL HOSPITAL

Deduct:

Expended for
equipment
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new

Deficit for year ended
June 30, 1923

$7,806.45

1,768.32

$9,574.77
Balance, June 30, 1923

$

50,774.25

$5,749,995.57

New Haven

Dispensary

TREASURER'S REPORT FOR NINE MONTHS ENDING JUNE 30, 1922.
HAVEN TRUST

NEW

&

THE UNION

COMPANY, TREASURER,

in account with

THE NEW HAVEN DISPENSARY.
Dr.

held October 31, 1921,
Treasurer's report of that date

To Securities

as

October 31, 1921,
Treasurer's Report of that date
To Income collected from invested funds

To Cash

hand

on

To Interest allowed

on

per

1,659.94
581.00
38.83

bank balances

To Received from New Haven
To Received from

per

$25,650.87
as

City of

1 1 ,500.53

Community Chest

1,250.00
1,977.50

New Haven

To Received from Tuberculosis Fund
To Received

through

the Medical School from

Yale University for:
Salaries

Light, heat,

water and

$4,413.36
1,707.00

repairs

6,120.36
To Received from

Dispensary Patients

as

follows :

$1,003.03
2,298.33

Drug
Desk

X-Ray

330.65

Salvarsan and Mercury

608.50
76.16

Surgical
Pay Clinic
Physiotherapy

30.00
73.85

Cash Discount

15.97

Refunds

25.46

Miscellaneous

322.16

4,784.11
Total

$53,563.14
Cr.

By Paid for salaries of Superintendent, Clinical
Assistants, Apothecary, Nurses, etc., as follows:
Superintendent
Physicians :
T. H. Young
$1,066.67
G. F. Powers
1,333.28

$1,200.00

$2,399.95
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Nurses:
Head Nurse
Assistant
Tuberculosis

$ 800,00
600.00

1,200.00

Pediatric

Special

682.83

Medical

184.94
———

By Paid for expenses of Social Service
salaries

$7,067.72

including

Apothecary

1,925.78
$790.00

Clerks and

Stenographers:
Admitting

522.67

Assistant

480.00

Stenographer

600.00

Pediatric

600.00

Historian and Assistant Historian

Messenger Service
By
By

1,826.71
80.00

4,899.38
1,626.00

Paid for Janitation
Paid allowance to Treasurer for services and

50.00

expenses

By Paid

other expenses as follows:
Maintenance of Apothecary, Head Nurse and

Messenger
Drugs and Chemicals
Instruments and appliances
General supplies from stores
X-Ray

$1,032.56
846.60
921.98

269.62
736.20
100

Obstetrical Clinic

Cystoscopy

217.80

G. U. Clinic

296.61

Pediatric Clinic

21.70

Orthopedic Clinic
Surgical Clinic

34.53

Miscellaneous medical and

39.50

surgical

Social Service expense

356.89
68.45

Stationery, printing and postage
Telephone and telegraph
Community Chest expense
Bedding and linen

542.10

Office fixtures

325.65

Janitor's

supplies

Freight and express
Laundry
Repairs and alterations
Coal

68.96
35.45
249.19
44.39
2.66

203.67

2,304.64
2,418.60
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$ 112.71

Gas

286.03

Electricity
Water

22.44

Doctors' uniforms

42.13

Miscellaneous expenses

78.00

$11,580.06
By Cash

on

hand June 30, 1922, carried forward
763.33

to next year

By

Cash held June 30,
shown in Schedule A, hereto annexed

Securities and

1922,

as

Principal

25,650.87

Total

$53,563.14
Schedule A.

$2,000
3,000
500

5,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,500

Securities held June 30, 1922.
Bridgeport Gas Light Co., 1 m 4%, 1952
Connecticut Railway and Light Co., 1st and ref. m.
4lA%, 1951
Jewett City Water Co., 1 m. 30 yr. 5%, 1945
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway 4%, 1928.
Norwich Gas & Electric Co., 1 m. 5%, 1927
Peoples Gas & Electric of Oswego, 1 m 5%, 1930
Southern New England Telephone Co., 1 m. 5%, 1948
United Illuminating Co., 1 m. 4%, 1940
.

.

.

$1,930.00
3,060.00
500.00

4,725.00
1,060.00
980.00

.

2,157.50
2,415.25

Shares
43

Merchants National Bank of New

10

Second National Bank of New Haven

Deposit

in New Haven

Savings Bank,
Nicholson Building Fund

Haven,

known

par $50

as

Mary

..

.

2,773.74
2,000.00

W.

3,383.17

Deposit in The Union & New Haven Trust Co., Savings Dept.
Book No. 9818

666.21

Total
THE UNION & NEW HAVEN TRUST

By

$25,650.87

COMPANY, TREASURER,
(Signed)

H. L. Galpin,
Vice President.

New

Haven, Conn.,

June 30, 1922.

I

hereby certify that the foregoing securities were submitted
inspection and were found to be correct.
(Signed) LYBRAND, ROSS BROS. & MONTGOMERY,

for my

By F. W.

Brushahn,
Auditor.

New Haven

Dispensary

TREASURER'S REPORT FOR YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1923.

THE UNION & NEW ILWEN TRUST

COMPANY, TREASURER,

in account with
THE NEW HAVEN DISPENSARY.
Dk.

To Securities held June 30, 1922,
urer's report of that date

as

per Treas

To Cash

as

per Treas

hand June 30, 1922,
urer's report of that date
on

$25,650.87
763.33

To Interest accrued to July 1st, 1923, on deposit
in New Haven Savings Bank, known as "Mary
W. Nicholson Building Fund"

287.85

To Income collected from invested funds
To Addition to income collected, by reimburse
ment for

New

Haven Gas

1,032.10

Light bill paid
7.03

October 27, 1920, in error
To Interest allowed on bank balances

51.73

17,172.00

To Received from New Haven Community Chest
To Received from City of New Haven

To Received from Winchester

Fund,

for

5,000.00
1,920.00
8,527.00

salary.

To Received, Yale Appropriation
To Received from Bennett Fund

750.00
26.98

To Cash Discounts earned

1,238.41

To Miscellaneous

Dispensary Patients as follows :
Pharmacy
Admitting Desk
X-Ray
Special Drugs

To Received from

$1,633.78
3,546.66
025.S0

815.00
74.50

Surgical Clinic

223.55

Physiotherapy

6,919.29

—

To Received from

appropriation

New

Haven

to meet the

Hospital,

an

1,781.17

deficit

$71,127.76

Total
Cr.

By Paid for salaries of Superintendent, Clinical
Assistants, Apothecary, Nurses, etc. as follows :
,

Asst.

Superintendent

Maintenance

$1,500.00
660.00
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900.00

$

Accountant
Admitting Clerk

1,020.00

Meals

360.00

Admitting Clerk
Messenger

750.00

Asst.

180.00
660.00

Maintenance
—

By Paid for SuppUes

and

—

$310.42

Stationery, printing, postage
Telephone and telegraph

255.15
148.00

Furniture and fixtures

—

By Paid allowance

$6,030.00

Expenses:

•

713.57

to Treasurer for services and

50.00

expenses

By Paid for Professional Services
Wages: Physicians:
Eye Clinic

Salaries and

—

Pediatric Chnic

$1,600.00
2,000.00

Nurses:

Supervisor

1,260.00
660.00

Maintenance

Pediatric

1,020.00

Maintenance

660.00

Tuberculosis

1,800.00
2,820.00

Prenatal (2)
Maintenance (1)
Special Medical

660.00
300.00

Clinical Assistant

960.00

Relief for Vacations (3 mos.)
Maintenance (3 mos.)

275.00

Maintenance 2

Social Service,
Pharmacy:

Pupil Nurses
3 Workers

Pharmacist

1,080.00

Maintenance

Supervision

165.00

1,320.00
3,360.00

from

660.00

Hospital Pharmacist

120.00

Record Room:
Historian (covered

specifically by Yale Ap

propriation)
Assistant Historian
Social Service

Secretary,
Secretary, Pediatrics
Supplies and expenses :
Drugs and Chemicals
Instruments and appliances
X-Ray plates
Cystoscopy
Medical and surgical supplies

2,000.00
1,020.00
960.00
900.00

1,330.03
584.58

1,179.25
217.80
402.45
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Social Service
Linen
General Services Wages :
Janitor, Fireman

$

24.74
211.65

—

1,176.00

Meals, Janitor
Scrub Women, Cleaners (2)
Supplies and Expenses:
General supplies from stores
Repairs and upkeep

300.00

1,260.00

1,783.94
1,521.84
1,134.17

Coal
Gas

134.12
443.87

Electricity

54.91

Water

307.71

Miscellaneous

Laundry, uniforms, coats, etc
Laundry of towels, sheets, pillow
Cleaners—extra help

125.00
cases, etc.

500.00
103.41

$38,395.47

By Securities held June 30, 1923,
Schedule A, hereto annexed

as

shown in

25,938.72

Total

$71,127.76
Schedule A.
Securities held June 30, 1923.

$2,000
3,000
500

5,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,500

Bridgeport Gas Light Co., 1 m. 4%, 1952
Lighting Co. 1st and ref. m.
4H%, 1951
Jewett City Water Co., 1 m. 30 yr. 5%, 1945
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry., 4%, 1928
Norwich Gas & Electric Co., 1 m, 5%, 1927
Peoples Gas & Electric of Oswego, 1 m. 5%, 1930
Southern New England Telephone Co., 1 m. 5%, 1948
United Illuminating Co., 1 m. 4%, 1940

$1,930.00

Merchants National Bank of New Haven, par $50.
Second National Bank of New Haven
in New Haven Savings Bank, known as "Mary W.

2,773.74
2,000.00

Connecticut Railway &

....

.

.

.

3,060.00
500.00

4,725.00
1,060.00
980.00

2,157.50
2,415.25

Shares
43
10

Deposit

.

Nicholson

Building Fund," Book No. 81833
& New Haven Trust Co., Savings Depart

.

3,671.02

Deposit in The Union

ment, Book No. 9818
Total
THE UNION & NEW HAVEN TRUST

New Haven, Conn.,
June 30, 1923.

666.21

$25,938.72

COMPANY, TREASURER
By H. L. Galmn,
Vice President.
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